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Chapter 1
General introduction

1

Consequences of stroke

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Stroke is a syndrome of function losses or impairments due to rupture or obstruction of
a blood vessel in the brain. The consequences of stroke often have a large impact on
stroke survivors as they may suffer from paralyses, aphasia, cognitive impairments, and
other complaints that reduce their quality of life. The nature of the impairments after
stroke vary depending on the size and the location of the lesion. These include impaired
memory, attention, language, and motor functioning (Cumming, Marshall, & Lazar,
2013). Executive functioning, which is the ability to control one’s behavior, is also often
affected by stroke. Many stroke survivors report that their quality of life remains
reduced even long after the stroke event occurred (Cerniauskaite et al., 2012; Wilz,
2007). Therefore, it is important to treat these cognitive and physical impairments and
complaints.

Treatment of impairments due to stroke
Most interventions used in rehabilitation after stroke focus on the use of strategies to
compensate for the lost function. For example, agenda training is offered to
compensate for impaired memory, and left hand training is given to those who have
paresis of the right hand. A disadvantage of these compensation-based interventions is
that they do not restore the impaired function and the underlying brain damage.
Instead, alternative brain areas are used, which may even further inhibit the impaired
brain region (Dancause, Touvykine, & Mansoori, 2015).
In contrast, restitution-based interventions do focus on improvement of the
impaired function. For example, instead of training the intact hand, restitution-based
training would repeatedly and frequently stimulate the use of the impaired hand (i.e.,
constraint induced movement therapy, Thrane, Friborg, Anke, & Indredayik, 2014).
With proper stimulation, impaired brain networks that have retained some
functionality should theoretically be able to partly reconnect (Robertson & Murre,
1999). According to Hebbian learning theory, neurons only become connected if they
are frequently co-activated (Hebb, 1949). One way of stimulating brain activity, that can
be executed frequently, is computer-based cognitive training.
Many people are trying to train their brain with computer-based brain training. It is
a billion-dollar industry with numerous websites claiming that their training programs
are effective to increase cognitive health and even delay the effects of early dementia
(Federal Trade Commission v. Lumos Labs, Inc., 2016). These training programs can be
carried out repeatedly and frequently at home and may thus be suitable to stimulate
restitution-based recovery. However, it remains uncertain whether these training
programs are indeed effective, and which elements are crucial for the training to be
successful.
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Important training elements
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A computer-based training can only be clinically relevant if it not only improves
performance on training tasks but also on tasks that were not trained (i.e., transfer
effects) such as functionality in daily life activities. Besides frequent repetition of tasks,
there are several elements that potentially are important for transfer effects to occur.
First, the function that needs improvement should be subserved by the same neuronal
networks as the one used for the training tasks (Dahlin, Neely, Larsson, Backman, &
Nyberg, 2008). This could be achieved via specific training programs such as Cogmed
(from Cogmed Systems AB, Stockholm, Sweden; now published by Pearson Assessment
and Information B.V.), which only includes working memory tasks and aims to improve
working memory. Alternatively, training of more general functions, which require
several core cognitive functions, can be used to aim for transfer effects to a wide
variety of tasks. For example, cognitive flexibility requires set shifting, inhibition, and
working memory and indeed, training of cognitive flexibility seemed to result in
transfer effects in healthy elderly (Buitenweg, Murre, & Ridderinkhof, 2012).
Another important factor that could contribute to transfer effects is to ensure
engagement throughout the training period. This can be achieved by direct positive
feedback (Stablum, Umilta, Mazzoldi, Pastore, & Magon, 2007) and by novel and
interesting graphical stimuli (Buitenweg et al., 2012; Lewis GN & Perreault EJ, 2009;
Slagter, 2012). Tasks can remain stimulating if task difficulty is adapted to task
performance (Buschkuehl, Jaeggi, & Jonides, 2012). Nevertheless, to date it remains
unclear which elements are required to achieve transfer effects.

1

Aim and outline of this thesis
Current rehabilitation programs are not able to restore or compensate for all cognitive
impairments and complaints after stroke. Because patients can use computer-based
training programs as often as they want, especially if they can train at home, we
wanted to evaluate whether a computer-based cognitive training next to care as usual,
can improve executive functioning after stroke. Specifically, we aimed to examine the
effects of a cognitive flexibility training on both objective and subjective cognitive
functioning compared to the effects of care as usual and a mock training.
In chapter 2 the literature is systematically reviewed to gather evidence for
computer-based cognitive training from previous studies and to summarize the
methodological limitations of these studies. We included studies that were published
before May 2015, that examined training of adults who had suffered acquired brain
injury, and focused on executive functioning as outcome measure.
Chapter 3 describes the method of our randomized control trial (RCT; Training
Project Amsterdam Seniors and Stroke (TAPASS)) which aimed to evaluate whether a
high potential computer-based cognitive flexibility training could improve executive
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functioning and subjective functioning after stroke. The results of this training are
compared to a mock training and to a waiting list condition (care as usual). Chapter 4
presents the training effects on objective cognitive functioning. Executive functioning
was assessed with five primary outcome measures. The secondary outcome measures
consisted of inhibition and cognitive domains scores of cognitive flexibility, attention,
verbal memory, working memory, reasoning, and psychomotor speed. Chapter 5
provides the results of the training on subjective cognitive functioning compared to the
two control groups. The main outcome measures were subjective cognitive and
executive functioning, quality of life, instrumental activities of daily living (IADL), and
participation in society. In addition, we evaluated the effects of the training on reports
of recovery after stroke, depression, and fatigue. Finally, the training effects as
reported by a proxy of the participant were determined for subjective cognitive
functioning, subjective executive functioning, and IADL. In chapter 6 we summarize and
discuss the main findings of this thesis, and we evaluate the clinical implications.

Chapter 2
Computer-based cognitive training for executive functions after stroke:
A systematic review

Van de Ven, R. M., Murre, J. M. J., Veltman, D. J., & Schmand, B. (2016). Computerbased cognitive training for executive functions after stroke: A systematic review
Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, 10(150). doi:10.3389/ fnhum.2016.00150

ABSTRACT

2
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

Background: Stroke commonly results in cognitive impairments in working memory,
attention, and executive function, which may be restored with appropriate training
programs. Our aim was to systematically review the evidence for computer-based
cognitive training of executive dysfunctions.
Methods: Studies were included if they concerned adults who had suffered stroke or
other types of acquired brain injury, if the intervention was computer training of
executive functions, and if the outcome was related to executive functioning. We
searched in MEDLINE, PsycINFO, Web of Science, and The Cochrane Library. Study
quality was evaluated based on the CONSORT Statement. Treatment effect was
evaluated based on differences compared to pre-treatment and/or to a control group.
Results: Twenty studies were included. Two were randomized controlled trials that
used an active control group. The other studies included multiple baselines, a passive
control group, or were uncontrolled. Improvements were observed in tasks similar to
the training (near transfer) and in tasks dissimilar to the training (far transfer).
However, these effects were not larger in trained than in active control groups. Two
studies evaluated neural effects and found changes in both functional and structural
connectivity.
Most studies suffered from methodological limitations (e.g., lack of an active control
group and no adjustment for multiple testing) hampering differentiation of training
effects from spontaneous recovery, retest effects, and placebo effects.
Conclusions: The positive findings of most studies, including neural changes, warrant
continuation of research in this field, but only if its methodological limitations are
addressed.
Keywords: working memory, attention, restitution, retraining, acquired brain injury,
brain training, executive functions, computer-based
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Stroke, resulting from brain hemorrhage or infarction, commonly results in cognitive
impairments such as aphasia, neglect, reduced processing speed, impaired attention,
and executive dysfunction (e.g., Cumming et al., 2013). Even though cognition can
improve during the first year after stroke (del Ser et al., 2005; Desmond, Moroney,
Sano, & Stern, 1996; Tham et al., 2002), cognitive impairment frequently persists long
after. More than 60% of stroke survivors still reported mild to severe cognitive
impairment up to ten years after stroke (Maaijwee et al., 2014; Middleton et al., 2014).
Furthermore, cognitive impairments continue to deteriorate in 11% of stroke survivors
during the first year after stroke (Tham et al., 2002). Therefore, rehabilitation efforts to
ameliorate these cognitive impairments are essential.
Guidelines for neurorehabilitation are mainly focused on compensational strategy
training (Cicerone et al., 2005). These strategies do not aim to restore brain functions
(i.e., restitution), but aim to compensate for the lost function by using remaining intact
functions. In this approach, residual plasticity of the brain throughout adulthood, which
may enable restitution of the impaired function, is ignored (e.g., Kelly, Foxe, & Garavan,
2006; Takeuchi & Izumi, 2015).
Robertson and Murre (1999) postulated that depending on the amount of
remaining connectivity, different types of intervention are needed, notably restitution
or compensation. Mildly damaged brain networks might reconnect by everyday life
activities, and no special intervention is necessary. Severely affected brain networks
may not be able to reconnect at all. Therefore, in severe cases compensational
interventions are required that make use of preserved networks. For moderately
affected networks, restitution-based interventions may be needed to stimulate the
relevant parts of the impaired network.
Restitution focused treatments commonly consist of massed frequent repetition or
stimulation of the affected function (Hamzei, Liepert, Dettmers, Weiller, & Rijntjes,
2006). They have proven to be effective in the domains of language, motor function,
and vision (e.g., Kurland, Baldwin, & Tauer, 2010; Thrane et al., 2014). For other
cognitive domains, such as attention and executive function, restitution training may
consist of, for example, training reaction speed. Conversely, compensation
interventions may consist of, for example, time management training to teach the
patient to take more time for task execution. One type of restitution-based
interventions use computer tasks aimed at training of damaged networks.
To date it is not yet clear whether restitution-based computer training can improve
attention, working memory, and executive functions. In healthy adults, training effects
have been contradictory (e.g., Anguera et al., 2013; Corbett et al., 2015; Owen et al.,
2010), but a recent meta-analysis concluded that cognition can be improved (Toril,
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Reales, & Ballesteros, 2014). A systematic review of ten studies in stroke patients
concluded that restitution- and compensation-based interventions improved executive
functions (Poulin, Korner-Bitensky, Dawson, & Bherer, 2012). Even though the review
by Poulin et al. did not only focus on restitution-based computerized training programs,
their review does provide ground to further evaluate these restitution-based training
programs.
This systematic review provides an overview of the evidence concerning the effects
of computer-based restitution rehabilitation after stroke and other acquired brain
damage to restore executive functioning. The term executive function includes a
spectrum of cognitive functions, all revolving around control of one’s behavior. This
includes mental set shifting (i.e., changing from one set of task rules to another),
information updating, and inhibition of prepotent but inappropriate responses (Miyake
et al., 2000). For this review we considered working memory and divided (or selective)
attention as part of the executive domain. Training programs that only focused on
vigilance, tonic alertness, and sustained attention without any divided or selective
attention tasks were not included.

METHOD
Search strategies
We performed this systematic review according to the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA; Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, &
PRISMA Grp, 2009) statement. We searched in MEDLINE, PsycINFO, Web of Science,
and The Cochrane Library. The search terms entered were a combination of three
search areas that defined (1) the population as adults who had suffered a stroke or
acquired brain injury, (2) the intervention as executive function computer training, and
(3) the outcome as executive functioning. The complete search strategy can be found in
Supplementary Materials 1.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
We considered articles in English, limited to humans, and published before the 12th of
May 2015. Included participants were adults who had suffered stroke or other acquired
brain injury. Computer training had to be the main intervention with a focus to improve
working memory, attention related to executive functioning, or executive functioning.
Studies of strategy education or virtual reality training were excluded. Study
protocols and dissertations were not considered. The selection of studies was first
based on screening of title and abstract, followed by reading of the full text of the
remaining studies (see flowchart in Figure 1). When in doubt, selection was discussed
until consensus was reached.
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The quality of the included studies was evaluated based on recommendations for
reporting trials of the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) statement
(see Table 1). For each study, we also extracted the authors; year of publication;
population; control group; training and its focus, duration, and setting; outcome
measures and their significance level; the presence of adjustments for multiple testing;
whether performance on training was related to outcome measures; use of ecologically
valid measures; and potential conflicts of interest (see Tables 2-4). Treatment effect
was evaluated based on statistically significant differences compared to pre-treatment
and/or to a control group. Whenever adjustment for multiple testing was not
performed and p-values were provided, we adjusted the reported p-values with
Bonferroni-Holm correction. Similarly, for studies that did adjust but provided sufficient
information to calculate the unadjusted p-value, Tables 2-4 show tasks that would be
significant without the adjustment. Due to the heterogeneity of the outcome measures,
it was not possible to perform a meta-analysis.

RESULTS
We reviewed 1469 titles and abstracts; 63 studies were reviewed based on full-text.
Twenty studies satisfied inclusion and exclusion criteria for this systematic review (see
Figure 1). An overview of the data extracted is listed in Tables 2-4.
The included studies consisted of nine randomized controlled trials (RCT), six single
case studies, four uncontrolled trials of which two used multiple baselines (i.e., multiple
measurement time-points before training onset), and one retrospective study. Two
studies used an active control group (i.e., the control group received an alternative, but
supposedly ineffective training), and seven studies used a passive control group (i.e.,
the control group did not receive anything in addition to care as usual). The median
sample size was 32 (range: 1–75). Two studies had a single subject design (i.e., n = 1).
Two studies used the same sample (Akerlund, Esbjornsson, Sunnerhagen, & Bjorkdahl,
2013; Bjorkdahl, Akerlund, Svensson, & Esbjornsson, 2013). Five studies included postacute patients, six included chronic patients, and nine included a combination of both.
Scores on the selected CONSORT statement criteria ranged from 7 to 11.5 out of
maximum 16 (see Table 1). Setting of training (e.g., given at home or in the
rehabilitation center with or without supervision) was described in 11 studies. In all but
two studies (Chen, Thomas, Glueckauf, & Bracy, 1997; De Luca et al., 2014) reports of
training duration included the scheduled number of sessions per week. The median
planned number of hours of training was 15.6 (range: 4.5–60). Only three studies
included the actual number of training hours performed by the participants (Gray,
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Identification

2

Robertson, Pentland, & Anderson, 1992; Lundqvist, Grundstrom, Samuelsson, &
Ronnberg, 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007).

Additional records identified
through other sources
(n = 0)

Records identified
through database searching
(n = 2000)

Identification
Ident
ificati
on
Identi
ficatio
n

Included

Eligibility

Screening

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 1469)

Records excluded
(n = 1406)

Records screened
(n = 1469)

Full-text articles
assessed for eligibility
(n = 63)

Studies included in
qualitative synthesis
(n = 20)

-

Full-text articles excluded (n = 43),
reasons:
Only Protocol, task description, or
feasibility study (n = 6)
Includes strategy training (n = 15)
Main training not by PC (n = 2)
Training not focus on EF (n = 11)
Outcome measures not EF (n = 8)
Virtual Reality (n = 1)

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram (Moher et al., 2009) of study identification process.
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Blinding of assessors was done in three studies, but the participants were never
blinded. Description of outcome measures commonly included the name of the task,
but not which specific task parameter was used (e.g., raw scores or scaled scores,
response times or number of errors). One study did not use statistical methods to
evaluate its results (van Vleet, Chen, Vernon, Novakovic-Agopian, & D'Esposito, 2015).
Potential harms of the training were evaluated in two studies. One study reported no
harms (Westerberg et al., 2007); the other reported mental fatigue, headache, and eye
irritation (Fernandez et al., 2012).
Four studies adjusted for multiple statistical testing (Chen et al., 1997; Spikman,
Boelen, Lamberts, Brouwer, & Fasotti, 2010; Sturm, Willmes, Orgass, & Hartje, 1997;
Sturm et al., 2003), and one corrected part of the statistical tests (Lundqvist et al.,
2010). None of the studies correlated improvements on outcome measures with
progression of performance during the training. Four studies examined performance on
the training tasks itself, which improved in all studies (Lundqvist et al., 2010; van Vleet
et al., 2015; Westerberg et al., 2007; Zickefoose, Hux, Brown, & Wulf, 2013). Two
studies reported conflicts of interest (Ruff et al., 1994; Westerberg et al., 2007), six
studies reported no conflicts of interest, and 12 studies did not report on this. The
extracted studies evaluated working memory training, attention training, or both. We
will now discuss the evidence of these training programs in more detail.

Working memory training
Working memory is the storage of information for a short period of time such that it
can be manipulated (Baddeley, 1992). It is important for many other cognitive functions
such as planning, problem solving, and learning. It is crucial for everyday functioning,
which is one of the reasons that it is the focus of many training studies (Akerlund et al.,
2013; Bjorkdahl et al., 2013; Lundqvist et al., 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007). The most
common computerized working memory training currently used is Cogmed QM (from
Cogmed Systems AB, Stockholm, Sweden; now published by Pearson Assessment and
Information B.V.).
Cogmed training
The Cogmed training consists of five 30-40 minutes sessions per week during five
weeks. Thus, a total of about 15 hours of training is provided. It includes both audio
(verbal) and visual (visuospatial) working memory tasks, which always require a motor
response. Task difficulty is adapted to the performance of the trainee, and positive
feedback is given immediately. It is a computer-based program that can either be done
at the rehabilitation center (Akerlund et al., 2013; Bjorkdahl et al., 2013; Lundqvist et
al., 2010) or at home (Westerberg et al., 2007). A coach monitors the progression of the
trainee and contacts the trainee once per week to provide individual feedback. A
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detailed description of each task used in the training can be found elsewhere
(Westerberg et al., 2007).
Objective improvements of working memory
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The training resulted in improvements on most objective working memory tasks used
(Akerlund et al., 2013; Lundqvist et al., 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007) and the effects
remained stable during three (Akerlund et al., 2013) or five months after training
completion (Lundqvist et al., 2010); see Table 2 for an overview). The tasks used to
evaluate the training were all fairly similar to the training tasks and included verbal and
visuospatial tasks, but some tasks were dissimilar to the training. This is important,
because improvements only on tasks that are similar to the training (i.e., near transfer
effect) are less likely to contribute to improvements in daily living than improvements
that also generalize to tasks that are dissimilar to the training (i.e., far transfer effects).
Far transfer was observed for complex working memory tasks that involved more than
just remembering the stimuli (Lundqvist et al., 2010). These improvements in the
intervention group (n = 21) were not observed in the passive control group (n = 11), but
the two groups were not directly compared. The improved performance of one of these
complex working memory tasks remained significant five months after training
completion.

2

Objective improvements in untrained cognitive tasks
Objective improvements were not only observed on working memory tasks. General
cognitive performance, as measured by an elaborate screening, significantly improved
after training, also in comparison to the control group (Akerlund et al., 2013).
Improvements in other cognitive domains were mixed. Attention, which is closely
related to working memory, also benefited from working memory training (Westerberg
et al., 2007). Conversely, performance on a non-trained reasoning task did not improve
significantly more than in the control group (Westerberg et al., 2007). The effect of the
working memory training on inhibition appears somewhat inconclusive. Improvement
on the Stroop color-word interference task was not significantly greater than in the
control group (Westerberg et al., 2007). In another study, however, scores on the
inhibition and switching condition of the slightly different Color Word Interference Test
(CWIT) significantly improved after the training and remained stable 20 weeks after
training completion (Lundqvist et al., 2010). This task seems to involve more working
memory than the Stroop task, as it requires not only inhibiting a preferred response,
but also switching between two task sets (i.e., mentioning the color of the ink versus
mentioning the letters of the word). This may explain why improvement of working
memory could benefit CWIT performance and, thus, may not reflect improved
inhibition per se.
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Abbreviations neuropsychological tests: Rev. = reversed; BNIS = Barrow Neurological Institute Screen for Higher Cerebral Functions; DEX = Dysexecutive
Questionnaire; HADS = Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; anx. = anxiety; depr. = depression; AMPS = Assessment of Motor and Process Skills; RBMT =
Rivermead Behavioral Memory Test; FIS = Fatigue Impact Scale; quest. = questionnaire; PASAT = Paced Auditory Serial Attention Test; LSPAN = Listening Span
Test; forw. = forward; CWIT inh./swtch. = Color Word Interference Test inhibition/switching; COPM = Canadian Occupational Performance Measure; perform. =
performance; EQ-5D = EuroQol 5D; VAS = visual analog scale; DR = delayed recall; SAT = Selective Attention Test; PM = progressive matrices; CFQ = Cognitive
Failures Questionnaire.

Abbreviations: Train. improv. = training improvements; Ss = subjects; IG = intervention group; (p)CG = (passive) control group; CAU = care as usual; N = sample
size; y = years; w = weeks; d/w = days per week; h = hours; min = minutes; WM = working memory; ADL = activities of daily living; QoL = quality of life; ABI =
acquired brain injury; unkn. = unknown; M = mean; SD = standard deviation; rehab. = rehabilitation center; correct. = correction.
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Working memory training also seems to improve subjective functioning in daily life.
Improvements were seen in subjective ratings of working memory and in the effects of
fatigue on daily living (Bjorkdahl et al., 2013), subjective cognitive functioning
(Westerberg et al., 2007), and (satisfaction with) occupational performance (Lundqvist
et al., 2010). It did not specifically improve subjective executive functioning (Akerlund
et al., 2013). Effects of the training on health related quality of life were inconsistent as
a significant improvement was only found for one of two questionnaires (Lundqvist et
al., 2010).
However, all these studies used a control group that received either no training
(Lundqvist et al., 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007) or care as usual (Akerlund et al., 2013;
Bjorkdahl et al., 2013). Factors such as social contact or placebo effects may have
accounted for the reported results. Nevertheless, Westerberg and colleagues reported
that the effect of the training on the subjective measure of cognitive functioning was
mostly in items related to attention and not in more general items. This suggests that it
was a real training effect. Future studies should include an active control group that
receives a mock training to control for placebo effects.
The question is, however, whether a placebo effect should be seen as irrelevant.
The subjective experience of participants is important as this may improve their mood
and self-confidence. Indeed, mood seemed to improve after working memory training
(Akerlund et al., 2013). Furthermore, as Lundqvist suggested, following the structured
training program may prepare individuals for returning back to work as they need to
adhere to appointments and schedules in both instances.
Limitations of working memory training studies
Apart from the lack of appropriate control groups, another limitation of most of these
studies is that they did not adjust for multiple statistical testing (Akerlund et al., 2013;
Bjorkdahl et al., 2013; Westerberg et al., 2007), or only for part of the statistical tests
(Lundqvist et al., 2010). An overview of which tasks would survive adjustment for
multiple testing can be found in Table 2.
If multiple testing and comparisons with appropriate control groups were taken into
account, some effects would disappear. From the objective working memory measures,
only digit span backwards appeared to be significantly improved immediately after
training (Akerlund et al., 2013; Westerberg et al., 2007) and at three months follow-up
(Akerlund et al., 2013). The objective improvements of attention would remain
significant and thus seem promising (Westerberg et al., 2007). Of the subjective
measures, only subjective cognitive improvement tended to remain significant
(Westerberg et al., 2007). In the study by Björkdahl and colleagues (2013) none of the
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between-group comparisons of subjective measures remained significant after
adjusting for multiple testing, suggesting that these effects were not robust.
In two out of three studies there was no effect of the training on the visuospatial
working memory task after adjustment for multiple testing (Akerlund et al., 2013;
Westerberg et al., 2007). The visuospatial tasks used in the training may not have been
sufficiently challenging to elicit transfer effects.
Lundqvist and colleagues (2010) and Westerberg and colleagues (2007) reported
improved performance on training tasks. If improvements in cognition are due to the
training, there needs to be a substantial correlation between the two. However, none
of the studies related the improvements of the outcome measures to the improvement
observed during the training.
Conclusion of working memory training studies
In sum, there is preliminary evidence that Cogmed can improve performance on tasks
that are similar to the training (near transfer) and tasks that are dissimilar to the
training (far transfer). This is the case for both objective working memory and
attention. It also seems to improve subjective cognitive functioning. Moreover, the
effect of the training has been shown for verbal working memory but not for visual
working memory. Nevertheless, all studies described so far suffered from
methodological limitations, to which we will return in the discussion section.

Attention training
AixTent training
Training programs aimed at improving attention are more diverse than those aimed at
working memory (see Table 3a for an overview of attention studies with double
baseline and Table 3b for studies with single baseline). One commonly used training is
AixTent, which consists of separate training modules that can be combined. The
modules focus on phasic alertness, vigilance, selective attention, or divided attention.
Responses can be given with two response keys that can also be operated with only
one hand. All tasks were designed to be game-like, and task difficulty is automatically
adapted to the performance of the participant. Feedback is given during and at the end
of a training session.
The phasic alertness training task requires controlling the speed of a vehicle to avoid
hitting obstacles. The vigilance training tasks include identifying damaged objects in a
production line and identifying changes in airplane movements on a flight radar. The
selective attention training tasks requires to respond quickly when previously defined
objects appear on the screen and to ignore others. The divided attention training task
requires to monitor three parameters (both visual and auditory) and press whenever
either of these parameters fall outside a certain range (Sturm et al., 1997).
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Table 3a
An overview of attention training studies with double baseline measurement
Duration
Sample Training training
Outcome
Study
Population
Setting
size
(focus)
(actual
measures
mean)

2

2
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Specific versus non-specific attention training
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AixTent was used in two studies that examined whether attention training should be
specifically aimed at the impaired domain or whether general attention training could
also result in improvements of a specific attention domain. Participants received the
training for one of at least two attention domains that were impaired. Thus, the
affected target domain received specific training, whereas the other received a nonspecific training. After adjusting for multiple testing, the training improved only (Sturm
et al., 2003) or mostly (Sturm et al., 1997) the target domain. This does not imply that
the training resulted only in near transfer, as the tasks used for the training differed
from the outcome measures. Moreover, the vigilance training improved selective
attention, and the basic alertness training improved more complex selective and
divided attention (Sturm et al., 1997). Thus, some far transfer effects to other domains
seemed to be present. The authors concluded that attention training should be specific.
This may in particular be the case when cognitive functions are hierarchical, where
more basic functions should be trained first followed by more complex cognitive
functions.
Basic attention training
These results (Sturm et al. 1997, 2003) also suggest that improvements in basic
cognitive functions may generalize towards improving more complex cognitive
functions but not the other way around. This implication indeed seemed to hold (at
least partially) in a single case study and in a small matched control study of a basic
alertness training (Hauke, Fimm, & Sturm, 2011; van Vleet et al., 2015). In the single
case study, the training effect was largest for alertness, that is, for the attention domain
being trained (Hauke et al., 2011). During the multiple baseline assessments there was
no improvement of alertness, suggesting the effect was specific to the training period.
Training this basic attention domain not only improved alertness, but also focused
attention, vigilance, and divided attention (both visual and auditory). These
improvements remained stable six months after training completion. The participant
also reported subjective improvements of attention to a normal level. She reported
lower levels of fatigue, but still not at a normal level.
All improvements were observed already within six or eight training sessions, and
subsequently, performance remained stable, suggesting that a few sessions suffice to
train attention. Alternatively, placebo effects may have been present as only three
training sessions already had a significant effect on alertness. Moreover, the significant
improvements in the attention domains not being trained were already observed
during the baseline period. Thus, it is impossible to separate the effect of the basic
attention training in these more complex attention domains.
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Basic attention training also resulted in improvements of non-trained executive
functioning in a small matched control study (van Vleet et al., 2015). Three mild TBI
patients with complaints of executive functioning received 4.5 hours of alertness
training. Clinically significant improvements (z-score difference > 1) were found on the
individual level. All three patients clinically improved on two or three of the five
executive functioning tasks and on an attention task. Conversely, one of the two
control participants improved on only one of the five executive functioning tasks. These
two small studies did not provide p-values (Hauke et al., 2011) or did not perform
statistical testing (van Vleet et al., 2015). Thus, evaluation of the effects after
adjustment for multiple testing could not be performed.
Hierarchical attention training
The above findings suggest that training basic attention may result in improvement of
more complex attention and executive functioning. The effect of a hierarchical
approach to attention training was examined in four patients who suffered an acquired
brain injury (Gauggel & Niemann, 1996). During the first week of the study alertness
was trained, followed by vigilance training and selective attention training, and in the
last week divided attention was trained.
Participants were studied within 3-16 months post onset, and two already showed
improvements during the baseline phase. It was, therefore, impossible to conclude
whether the improvement after training of these two participants on an attention task
was due to the hierarchical training. The effect of training did not generalize to ratings
of life satisfaction and depressive feelings, or to non-trained cognitive domains.
The inconclusive results of this small study are not in line with the previous studies.
Since this study presented the training in a hierarchical manner, one would expect clear
improvement in attention and maybe even in other cognitive domains. The training
duration of 12.5 hours may have been insufficient as multiple training tasks were used.
No outcome measures related to executive functioning were included. Thus, it is
impossible to determine whether a hierarchical approach results in improvements of
executive functioning.
Training of multiple attention domains
Several other studies that also used tasks from multiple attention domains, but which
did so for each training session in a non-hierarchical way, showed mixed results. Tasks
used to train attention can be either basic or can be made more interesting by adding
graphics and by integrating them into a game-like environment (such as AixTent).
Zickefoose, Hux, Brown, and Wulf (2013) compared both of these types of attention
training within one study. Their sample consisted of four participants who had suffered
a severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) at least three years ago. Within an A-B-A-C-A
design, participants first started with 20 half-hour sessions of either the basic Attention
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Process Training-3 or several game-like attention tasks of the Lumosity website. Next,
they followed 20 sessions of the other training.
Participants improved on the training tasks; they especially enjoyed Lumosity and
were motivated to continue the training. Improvements were only observed in a subset
of the non-trained tasks. One of the attention tasks appeared to suffer from a ceiling
effect. One participant significantly improved after both training programs, whereas the
other three participants showed both improvements and decrements in performance.
Nevertheless, when there was an improvement, it was not only in basic attention but
also in the more complex divided attention. The patterns of improvement revealed that
generalization effects in this study, if any, were not very convincing. The authors
suggested that the effects could be larger for less severely affected patients or for
those receiving training early after injury. In addition, similar to Gauggel and Niemann
(1996), the training occurred two times per week for four weeks, giving a total of 20
hours, which may have been too short for generalization to occur.
In a RCT, Prokopenko et al. (2013) trained post-acute stroke patients with mild
cognitive impairment and mild dementia. They based their training on several tasks
used in neuropsychological assessments and kept the graphics of the training simple.
Two weeks of training, focused on improving attention and visual and spatial abilities,
apparently resulted in near transfer effects. After the training, participants in the
intervention group (n = 24) scored significantly higher than the care-as-usual control
group (n = 19) on tasks that closely resembled tasks used in the training.
Far transfer effects, however, were only observed in one out of seven tasks (a
screening of executive functioning). Instrumental activities of daily living, mood, and
quality of life did not improve (Prokopenko et al., 2013). None of the significant near
and far transfer effects would survive adjustment for multiple testing. The measures
that did not improve were very general and may have been insensitive to training
effects. Furthermore, even though relatively long compared to other attention training
programs, this training was still short. It only involved 15 hours spread over two weeks
and over training tasks of multiple attention domains, and the training tasks were not
very attractive, which may have influenced participants’ motivation. Nevertheless, only
the intervention group reported subjective improvement of symptoms after the twoweek period, based on a rating of training satisfaction.
One study did not find any training effects. Ten patients who were within nine
months post severe head injury followed a speed of processing training that consisted
of simple reaction time tasks, some of which involved the inhibition of responses
(Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988). At a group level, the training did not add to the effect of
spontaneous recovery. In half of the participants there only appeared to be a training
effect when the therapist gave feedback about performance on the training tasks. This
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suggests that giving insight into the participant’s performance, and thereby potentially
increasing their motivation for the training, is important.
The training duration was 7.5 hours in total, which is nearly half as long as the
attention training programs we discussed so far. In addition, multiple tasks were used
in the training, thus the training may not have been long enough to result in
improvements. Another study that did show some effect of training with multiple tasks
had at least 15 hours of training (Prokopenko et al., 2013). In addition, the participants
of Ponsford and Kinsella’s study suffered very severe head injury, so that their brain
damage may have been too severe for restitution training to be effective.
A strong point of the study by Ponsford and Kinsella is that they used an appropriate
method to control for effects of spontaneous recovery. They did not only use a multiple
baseline design, but they also investigated whether the increase in performance was
larger during the training period than during the baseline period. The lack of training
effect after correcting for spontaneous recovery underscores the necessity of adequate
control groups or multiple baseline measurements.
Conclusion of attention training studies
Based on the results of these studies, it is still unclear what an attention training should
consist of to be effective. Neither the Attention Process Training-3 nor Lumosity
training proved to be superior to the other (Zickefoose et al., 2013). Participants
preferred the graphically stimulating Lumosity training, compared with the basic
training. This indicates the importance to adjust training environments to the
preferences of the trainee. Graphics can make the training more interesting. However,
our experience in clinical practice is that, for example, flashing graphics and sounds
may be distracting for certain patients. This potential trade-off should be investigated
further.
Training is most effective in the attention domain that is specifically trained (Hauke
et al., 2011; Prokopenko et al., 2013; Sturm et al., 1997; Sturm et al., 2003; van Vleet et
al., 2015). Attention may be seen as a hierarchy, in which training of basic attention can
improve more complex attention. It is not clear yet whether training complex before
basic attention can result in overloaded basic attention and consequently in
deteriorated performance, as was suggested by Sturm and colleagues (1997; 2003). It is
also not clear whether a hierarchical training would be superior to a training that either
focuses on one attention domain or that combines several attention domains per
session (Gauggel & Niemann, 1996; Prokopenko et al., 2013).
Several types of attention training transferred to at least some executive function
tasks (Hauke et al., 2011; Prokopenko et al., 2013; Sturm et al., 1997; van Vleet et al.,
2015; Zickefoose et al., 2013), but not to an abstraction task (Ponsford & Kinsella,
1988). Ecologically valid measures were not often included (Sturm et al., 1997; Sturm et
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al., 2003; Zickefoose et al., 2013) or were only very general (Gauggel & Niemann, 1996;
van Vleet et al., 2015). Of these ecologically valid measures, objective attention
(Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988), subjective IADL (Prokopenko et al., 2013), and life
satisfaction (Gauggel & Niemann, 1996; Prokopenko et al., 2013) did not significantly
improve. Only subjective attention improved (Hauke et al., 2011), whereas results for
mood were inconclusive (Gauggel & Niemann, 1996; Prokopenko et al., 2013; van Vleet
et al., 2015). Finally, it is important to provide feedback to the participant (Ponsford &
Kinsella, 1988). Except for Sturm and colleagues (1997; 2003) and Prokopenko and
colleagues (2013), studies did not correct for multiple testing and did not provide pvalues. Thus, we were unable to take into account any distortions due to multiple
statistical testing.
Limitations
The inter-individual differences in training outcomes may be due to factors such as
lesion characteristics. None of the studies determined the extent of brain damage. One
would expect that not everybody benefits equally from restitution-based training,
assuming it depends on the residual functionality of the network being trained
(Robertson & Murre, 1999). The study that included very severe head injury patients
(Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988) did not reveal any transfer effects of the training, whereas
the studies that included mild brain injury patients showed some transfer effects (e.g.,
Prokopenko et al., 2013; van Vleet et al., 2015). Future studies should, therefore,
include imaging measures that can provide insight into the severity of damage to brain
networks. Other limitations will be outlined in the discussion section.

Combined working memory and attention training
Non-specific training may result in beneficial effects when the aim is not to train one
specific domain. Most studies that combined several cognitive domains included
attention and working memory games (see Table 4a for an overview of a combined
training study with double baseline and Table 4b for studies with single baseline). A
variety of programs were used. One program used by two studies was RehaCom.
RehaCom
The RehaCom training consists of several graphical games that adapt to the
performance of the participant and use a variety of stimuli such as playing cards. The
training focusses on several cognitive domains. First, selective attention tasks where,
for example a particular image needs to be found amongst several distracter images.
Second, working memory tasks included to click on the playing cards that were shown
before; at higher levels the cards need to be reproduced in reversed order. Finally,
executive function was trained via divided attention tasks such as control the speed of a
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The two studies that evaluated RehaCom found generalizing effects to nearly all tasks
used. Training improved performance on seven working memory tasks (both auditory
and visual) and an attention task (Fernandez et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014). Even though
the authors did not adjust for multiple testing, the effect found by Lin et al. (2014)
would remain significant if adjusted. No improvements were observed in the control
group (n = 18), which received no training (Lin et al., 2014). However, the two groups
were not directly compared, and Fernandez and colleagues did not include a control
group. Thus, the results may be due to factors other than the training. Although these
two studies used training programs of 50-60 hours that included executive function
tasks, there were no significant improvements on a task that is frequently used to
measure executive function (i.e., the Trail Making Task version B). Both studies only
used one outcome measure to assess executive function, which may have been
insufficient to capture the spectrum of executive functioning.
A RCT using a similar, non-specific, eight-week training did reveal significant
improvements on two tasks measuring executive function (De Luca et al., 2014).
Participants who completed this training (n = 15) improved on 13 of the 14 outcome
measures. This included objective neuropsychological measures of executive
functioning, attention, and memory. It also included subjective functional and
behavioral scales for daily living (De Luca et al., 2014). These improvements, except for
one scale measuring functional performance in everyday life, were significantly larger
than in a control group (n = 19), which received care as usual. Even though the authors
did not adjust for multiple testing, 12 outcome measures (including the executive
function measure) would survive adjustment for multiple testing. This suggests that the
training resulted in improvements that generalized to untrained tasks.
As the study sample consisted of post-acute patients who had suffered severe brain
injury, these positive results do not agree with the studies discussed earlier that failed
to reveal (conclusive) transfer of training effects after severe brain injury (Ponsford &
Kinsella, 1988; Zickefoose et al., 2013). De Luca and colleagues did not provide detailed
information about the training or session duration. It is, therefore, impossible to
evaluate which elements of the training resulted in these positive effects. For the
subjective outcome measures it should be kept in mind that the control group received
less attention, whereas the intervention group received 24 extra sessions, which may
have contributed to a larger placebo effect.
Spikman and colleagues (2010) evaluated a 20-hours Cogpack training (n = 37) and
compared it to a multifaceted strategy training (n = 38). They found improvements in
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Table 4a
An overview of combined working memory and attention training study with double baseline measurement
Significance of comparisons of pre- Multiple Ecological Train.
Duration
Reported
Sample
Training
Outcome
training (t0 ), second baseline (t0b), testing valid
Study
Population
training
Setting
improv. conflicts
size
(focus)
measures
(actual M)
post-training (t1 ), and follow-up (t2 ) adjusted measure Evaluated of interest
Within Ss
Between Ss
t0b-t0 t1 -t0 t2 -t0 t2 -t1 t1 -t0 t2 -t0 t2 -t1
.
+/- x
x
x
x
x No
Ruff et al. Severe
N = 15:
THINKable 2 h/d,
Rehab.
Pc Attention
Yes
No
Yes,
.
x
x
x
x
x
Pc Memory I
(1994)
head
No control (attention, ??? w = 2 x
research
.
+/- x
x
x
x
x
Pc Memory II
injury,
memory) 20 = 40 h
was
.
x
x
x
x
x
Pc Memory III
poste(unkn.)
supported
.
x
x
x
x
x
Ruff 2 & 7 SAT
acute by
.
+
x
x
x
x
x
Digit symbol
chronic
company
.
x
x
x
x
x
Cont. perf. I
(> 6 m post
that
.
x
x
x
x
x
Cont. perf. II
onset)
developed
.
+/- x
x
x
x
x
RAVLT - direct
the
.
x
x
x
x
x
RAVLT - delayed
training
.
+/- x
x
x
x
x
Corsi - direct
.
x
x
x
x
x
Corsi - delayed
WMS:
.
x
x
x
x
x
Information
.
x
x
x
x
x
Orientation
.
+/- x
x
x
x
x
Mental control
.
+/- x
x
x
x
x
Logical
.
x
x
x
x
x
Digits forward
.
x
x
x
x
x
Visual reprod.
x
x
x
x
x
Assoc. learning .
.
x
x
x
x
x
Subj. att. - self
.
+/- x
x
x
x
x
Subj. att. - proxy
.
+/- x
x
x
x
x
Subj. mem. - self
.
+
x
x
x
x
x
Subj. mem..
x
x
x
x
x
Beck depr.
Note . + = significant and survives adjustment for multiple testing (Bonferroni-Holm adjustment is based on the number of outcome measures used at that time-point); +/= significant but doesn't survive adjustment; - = not significant; x = not included in analysis; . = not mentioned in methods.
Abbreviations: M = mean; Train. improv. = training improvements; Ss = subjects; N = sample size; m = months; w = weeks; h/d = hours per day; h = hours; unkn. =
unknown; rehab. = rehabilitation center; Pc = personal computer; SAT = Selective Attention Test; Cont. perf.; Continuous performance; RAVLT = Rey Auditory Verbal
Learning Test; WMS = Wechsler Memory Scale; reprod. = reproduction; Assoc. = Associated; Subj. = subjective; att. = attention; mem. = memory; depr. = depression.
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objective and subjective executive functioning in both groups. A far transfer effect was
also observed in short-term memory and in subjective quality of life. All but the
subjective quality of life improvements remained significant six months after training
completion. These results were adjusted for multiple testing, which suggests that
effects were likely to be true effects. Nevertheless, the Cogpack computer-training
group never improved significantly more than the comparison group. Conversely,
immediately after training, the strategy group improved more than the computertraining group on two executive function scales. These were, however, both rated by
the therapist who was not blind to treatment condition. Neither of the training
programs showed improvements in two tasks commonly used to measure inhibition or
executive functioning. This was similar to what was found by Fernandez and colleagues
(2012) and Lin and colleagues (2014). These two tasks may have been less vulnerable to
retest effects than the other two executive function tasks that did show improvements
after the training.
Both groups were equally satisfied with training, reported less executive
dysfunction six months after the training, and felt that they started to participate again
in social and vocational life. There was no evidence that the Cogpack computer training
resulted in better outcome compared to strategy training. However, since
improvements were observed in both groups a waiting list control group would be
necessary to confirm whether the effects were specific to the training. Nevertheless,
even if the improvements were mere retest effects, they may have had a positive effect
on the participants’ mood and motivation to continue a rehabilitation program.
In sum, training that combines memory and attention tasks resulted in transfer to
working memory and attention tasks that were not trained. The extent of these training
effects on executive function remains unclear as most studies included only one
executive function task (Fernandez et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014). The studies that did
include multiple executive function tasks, did find improvements on most of these tasks
(De Luca et al., 2014; Spikman et al., 2010), but the results of Spikman and colleagues
were also found in their comparison group.
More specific training
Two studies used training programs that were primarily focused on one cognitive
domain. The main focus of the training used in the RCT by Gray, Robertson, Pentland,
and Anderson (1992) was attention; we report this training in this section as it also
included set shifting. The training consisted of approximately 14 sessions of 1-1.5 hours,
resulting in about 15 hours of training (n = 17). The active control group (n = 14) could
play computer games of their choice that did not involve time pressure, and they
trained 12.7 hours on average.
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Twenty-one outcome measures were used, but only two significant group differences
were found. Moreover, these effects disappeared when time since onset of brain injury
and premorbid IQ were taken into account. Thus, the authors failed to find any far
transfer effects immediately after training. However, six months after training
completion, the experimental group did show a significant improvement compared to
the control group on several tasks that were similar to the focus of the training. This
effect remained after controlling for premorbid IQ and time since onset. The authors
suggested that these improvements were already visible immediately after training but
only reached significance at follow-up. They concluded that the training only had an
effect on targeted functions but failed to generalize to cognitive functions that were
not trained. This study stresses the importance of follow-up measurements.
Although the training included several executive functioning tasks, the experimental
group did not improve significantly more on these tasks than the control group. Both
groups showed large variability in baseline scores on the executive functioning task
similar to the training. Perhaps the study lacked sufficient statistical power to reveal a
significant improvement. Furthermore, as the control group could freely choose the
computer tasks, it was unclear which they performed and whether these tasks
improved cognition.
Another study that used a specific training consisted of either memory tasks or
attention tasks (Ruff et al., 1994). These two training programs were compared in a
multiple baseline design with 15 participants who had suffered severe head injury.
However, both groups were pooled for statistical analyses, so that unfortunately
training specific effects could not be identified. Results revealed that a proxy, who
knew that their acquaintance followed the training, rated significant improvements in
both attention and memory. Participants themselves rated that they significantly
improved in memory, but not in attention. The training also improved objective shortterm memory performance but failed to influence long-term memory. Depression
scores did not consistently change after the training.
The authors did not include a control group, nor did they adjust for multiple testing.
Only the effect on a processing speed task and the proxy ratings on memory would
remain significant if they would have been adjusted. As the training tasks were not
described, it is impossible to evaluate the results in light of the training. Moreover, the
absence of executive function outcome measures makes it impossible to conclude
whether the effects generalized to executive functions.
Hierarchical training
In a retrospective study a hierarchical computer training was evaluated in closed head
injury patients (Chen et al., 1997). The training started with basic cognitive functions
and subsequently focused on more complex functions. Due to the retrospective nature
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of this study, training duration and interval between training and follow-up differed
between participants. No differences were found between the care-as-usual group (n =
20) and the computer-training group (n = 20) in four composite scores of the cognitive
domains on which the training focused. Nevertheless, when evaluating each task
separately, the computer-training group gained significantly on 20 tasks compared with
a mere 10 tasks in the care-as-usual group after adjusting for multiple testing (see Table
4b for measures that would be significant without adjustment). This included an
executive function task, an attention task, and some memory tasks. Participants were
not randomly assigned to groups, and the groups differed significantly in time since
onset and length of treatment. Even though these two variables were added as
covariates, still other factors may have influenced the treatment effects.
Conclusions and limitations of combined working memory and attention training
Training programs combining attention, working memory, and other executive function
tasks did not show consistent objective executive functioning improvements. This may
be due to the small number of tasks used in some studies to measure executive
functioning, to the large variability of baseline scores on these tasks, and to the often
small sample sizes and ensuing low statistical power of these studies.
Subjective executive function improvements were noted by the participants
themselves and by their proxies and therapists (Spikman et al., 2010). Other subjective
improvements were reported for attention and memory (Ruff et al., 1994), everyday
life functioning (De Luca et al., 2014), and quality of life (Spikman et al., 2010). Effects
on mood were inconclusive; whereas reductions in anxiety were found, psychological
well-being did not improve (Gray et al., 1992) and depression levels were only reduced
in one of two studies in which it was measured (De Luca et al., 2014). Except for
depression, these subjective ratings were never measured in more than one study.
Thus, replication is clearly needed. Moreover, studies that included an active control
group found improvements in both groups (Spikman et al., 2010) and did not find any
group differences (Gray et al., 1992; Spikman et al., 2010). The other studies either
included a passive control group or no control group at all, and thus results could be
due to placebo effects.
Both objective auditory and visual memory commonly improved (Chen et al., 1997;
Fernandez et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014), but this was the case for immediate recall and
rarely for delayed recall (De Luca et al., 2014; Ruff et al., 1994; Spikman et al., 2010).
Similarly, objective attention also improved (Chen et al., 1997; De Luca et al., 2014;
Fernandez et al., 2012; Gray et al., 1992; Lin et al., 2014; Ruff et al., 1994). Some of
these effects were revealed only at the long term (Gray et al., 1992) and some effects
were not significantly larger compared with the control group (Chen et al., 1997;
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Spikman et al., 2010). Most training programs did include a memory or attention
component, and therefore, improvements in these domains were expected.
Improvements in non-trained objective outcomes were also frequently reported.
General cognition improved more than in the control group (De Luca et al., 2014).
Furthermore, increased participation in everyday life (Spikman et al., 2010), processing
speed (Chen et al., 1997; Ruff et al., 1994), IQ, and problem solving (Chen et al., 1997)
were found. Conversely, improvements of verbal reasoning were inconsistent (Chen et
al., 1997; Gray et al., 1992). The within group effects were not compared with a control
group (Chen et al., 1997; Ruff et al., 1994) or the effects were also found in the control
group (Spikman et al., 2010). Thus, even though these results seem promising, they
need to be interpreted cautiously because of the lack of proper control groups, and
they need to be replicated with improved methodological designs.
In contrast to attention specific training (Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988; Zickefoose et
al., 2013), the training programs including multiple cognitive domains were effective
after severe brain injury (De Luca et al., 2014; Ruff et al., 1994). Training also appeared
to be effective for both post-acute patients (De Luca et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014) and
for those who were in the chronic phase (Fernandez et al., 2012). Finally, stroke
patients (Lin et al., 2014) as well as patients with other etiologies (Chen et al., 1997; De
Luca et al., 2014; Fernandez et al., 2012; Ruff et al., 1994; Spikman et al., 2010) seemed
to benefit from the training.

Neural effects of computer training
Nordvik and colleagues (2014) emphasized that most computer-based training studies
do not investigate the effects on a neural level. In their overview, they summarize
evidence for both grey and white matter changes after training certain skills in the
healthy population (Nordvik et al., 2014). Within the stroke population, imaging is
rarely used as an outcome measure. However, recently two studies reported both
functional and structural changes in the brain after restitution-based training. One of
these studies included strategy education as part of their training (Nordvik et al., 2012).
Even though this study, therefore, does not fulfill our inclusion criteria, we still report it
here, because the main elements of the training were two types of computer training,
and because such imaging studies are sparse.
In a single case study, both a general computer training (focusing on five cognitive
domains) and the specific Cogmed working memory training, were combined with a
weekly session which included discussions about possible strategy use. Structural white
matter connectivity measures changed during the training period and were stable when
the participant was not training (Nordvik et al., 2012). Visual inspection of the data
revealed that both training programs improved working memory. The connectivity
measure correlated with working memory.
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Functional connectivity also changed after the training used by Lin et al. (2014). As
mentioned before, both working memory and attention improved after this training.
This improvement was related to increased functional connectivity of several brain
areas. The control group did not show any improvements in working memory,
attention, or executive function after the training. The regional functional connectivity
of this group did, however, significantly decrease after the period without training, but
these changes did not correlate with cognitive performance. Although changes in
functional connectivity were observed in both groups, this suggests that these changes
were only related to the training effects in the intervention group and not in the control
group.
It is important to note that brain changes can occur even when no behavioral
changes are measurable. As both increased and decreased activity can be interpreted
positively (i.e., increased communication versus more parsimonious and efficient
communication, respectively), one should preferably have a clear a-priori hypothesis
and include healthy aged matched controls. Using non-invasive brain imaging is still
relatively new in the field of brain training, which will be able to provide more insight
into its effectiveness.

DISCUSSION
Summary of results
In this review we aimed to determine whether computer-based restitution training can
improve executive functions. Two of the studies we reviewed were of high quality
because they were RCTs with active control groups and a sufficiently large sample size
(Gray et al., 1992; Spikman et al., 2010). The intervention training groups in these
studies did not improve more than the active control groups.
All other studies suffered from important methodological limitations. Consequently,
their more positive results should be interpreted with caution. Results from the RCTs
that included passive control groups, thus not correcting for potential placebo effects,
revealed that training resulted in near transfer effects (Akerlund et al., 2013; Lundqvist
et al., 2010; Prokopenko et al., 2013; Westerberg et al., 2007). Far transfer effects were
also found, but mostly in tasks that were somehow related to the trained cognitive
function (Akerlund et al., 2013; De Luca et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014; Lundqvist et al.,
2010; Prokopenko et al., 2013; Westerberg et al., 2007). Subjective improvements were
not conclusively demonstrated but transfer was observed in several studies (Bjorkdahl
et al., 2013; De Luca et al., 2014; Lundqvist et al., 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007).
Spikman and colleagues (2010) found similar results within their intervention group
(thus without comparing it to the active control group).
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Effects on executive function remain inconclusive. Four studies found no improvements
(Akerlund et al., 2013; Fernandez et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014; Ponsford & Kinsella,
1988), five found improvements in part of the measures (Chen et al., 1997; Gray et al.,
1992; Spikman et al., 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007; Zickefoose et al., 2013), and seven
found improvements in all of their executive function outcome measures (De Luca et
al., 2014; Hauke et al., 2011; Lundqvist et al., 2010; Prokopenko et al., 2013; Sturm et
al., 1997; Sturm et al., 2003; van Vleet et al., 2015). These effects were usually based on
only one or two tasks. One particular working memory and attention measure (i.e.,
Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test; PASAT (Gronwall, 1977)) showed training effects in
all three studies that included this task as an outcome measure (Gray et al., 1992;
Lundqvist et al., 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007). This concerned studies of working
memory training and studies of combined working memory and attention training. The
PASAT seems to be a sensitive task to training effects and is suitable to be included in
future studies. Three studies did not evaluate training effects on executive functioning
(Bjorkdahl et al., 2013; Gauggel & Niemann, 1996; Ruff et al., 1994).
Six studies evaluated long-term outcome (Akerlund et al., 2013; Bjorkdahl et al.,
2013; Gray et al., 1992; Lundqvist et al., 2010; Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988; Spikman et al.,
2010). Transfer effects mostly remained stable several months after training. In the RCT
with an active control group of Gray and colleagues, the only significant effects were
observed at long-term follow-up. Only two studies evaluated the neural effects of
training (Lin et al., 2014; Nordvik et al., 2012). They found that both structural and
functional changes were related to training improvement.

What are the effective elements of training, and who benefits?
It remains unclear which patients benefit from training and which training elements are
essential. Positive results were observed in both severe and mildly affected patients in
both the post-acute or the chronic phase. One study did not find any effects in a very
severely affected post-acute sample (Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988). Both specific and
general training programs seemed to be effective. Nevertheless, improvements were
largest in the domain of the training itself, and results suggest that the function being
trained should at least partially be targeted on the task where transfer is desired. The
two hierarchical training programs failed to be effective, perhaps due to their
methodological limitations. Training can be either basic or provided in a game-like
environment. Participants showed a slight preference for the game-like training, not
surprisingly, so training should be adjusted to the personal preferences of the patient.
Finally, it is important to provide feedback.
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Lack of control groups and blinding
The lack of proper control groups is one of the most important limitations of the studies
reviewed here. Including a proper control group is important because spontaneous
recovery can occur, and retest effects are common, especially for executive functioning
tasks. A meta-analysis of attention training (not necessarily by computer) revealed that
effect sizes of studies without control groups were always larger than effect sizes of
studies with control groups (N. W. Park & Ingles, 2000). Similarly, transfer effects were
absent in the current review when compared to an active control group (Gray et al.,
1992; Spikman et al., 2010). Without proper controls it is impossible to draw
conclusions about the nature of any effects. A passive control group will only correct for
retest effects and spontaneous recovery, but not for placebo effects. An active control
group controls for both placebo effects and Hawthorne effects (i.e., effects of being
involved in something new and receiving attention). Nonetheless, the training
interventions of the two active control groups used by Gray and Spikman were both
potentially effective themselves, suggesting that both the experimental and the control
training resulted in transfer effects. On the basis of our review we recommend that
both an active control group and a passive control group should be included.
Placebo effects, for that matter, are not necessarily an objectionable phenomenon.
Even if just being involved in something new results in placebo effects, it may improve
the patients’ quality of life, and motivate them for other types of rehabilitation. Longterm evaluation, which is currently lacking in most studies, is necessary to determine
whether short-term training or placebo effects indeed benefit the patient.
Some may consider the use of control groups as controversial from an ethical point
of view, because a potentially beneficial training is withheld from patients.
Alternatively, multiple baseline measures, especially if baseline duration varies
between participants, could filter out some of the effects of spontaneous recovery and
retesting (as done by Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988). Also, the methodology of singlesubject designs has improved considerably over the last decade, and it deserves to be
applied more often (Dugard, File, & Todman, 2011).
Blinding of both assessor and participant is another important factor for reliable
assessment of outcomes. Only three studies blinded the assessors, and none of the
studies reported that the participants were blinded. Blinding of the participants is of
course difficult, but can be achieved when mock training is included. This is challenging,
because the line between an effective training and a convincing control training is very
thin.

Incomplete training descriptions
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Most studies did not report the mean training time. In studies that did report the actual
training time, this often differed from the training time as previously planned by
protocol (e.g., Gray et al., 1992). Training duration and frequency are important in
order to conclude whether behavioral improvements may be ascribed to the training,
and whether neural changes may be likely. The median planned training duration of the
reviewed studies was 15.6 hours. This seems rather brief to obtain stable behavioral
changes. The number of repetitions achieved within this time frame may also be
insufficient for neural changes to occur (Kimberley, Samargia, Moore, Shakya, & Lang,
2010).
The setting of the training was hardly ever described. In healthy elderly, training
effects were smaller when training was done at home than when it was done in a group
setting on site (Lampit, Hallock, & Valenzuela, 2014). Face-to-face instructions also
resulted in longer training sessions (Cruz et al., 2014) and in larger improvements (Man,
Soong, Tam, & HuiChan, 2006), than when they were given online and training was
done at home. These factors could not be evaluated in the current review. The lack of
description of the specific outcome parameters used, of relating the outcomes to
training performance, of reports on conflicts of interest, and of evaluation of possible
harmful effects of the training, all complicate evaluation of training effects. Without a
clear description of all training tasks, it is impossible to determine whether an effect is
evidence for far or near transfer.
Statistical considerations
Only four studies adjusted for multiple statistical testing. Currently, there is no
consensus whether this correction is necessary for pre-planned analyses (CurranEverett, 2000; Glickman, Rao, & Schultz, 2014; Rothman, 1990). Confirmatory studies
need to correct for multiple tests that concern the same research question; exploratory
studies are not required to do so (Bender & Lange, 2001). In any case, it seems
advisable to report unadjusted p-values and confidence intervals, and interpret the
results in light of the number of statistical tests performed, especially when many tests
are done. Replication studies are needed with the same outcome measures that
previously have shown transfer effects, to allow drawing firm conclusions. The
reviewed studies hardly ever used the same training program or outcome measures,
and thus replication is still lacking.
The sample sizes used in the studies were small. Only three studies had more than
20 participants per group, one of which did not include a control group. None of the
studies reported an a-priori sample size calculation to determine the sample size
needed to reveal clinically significant effects. It is likely that effect sizes in this research
field are small or moderate at best (e.g., Corbett et al., 2015). Thus, the studies
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reviewed here may have been underpowered, in which case, however, one might ask
whether such small effects are still clinically relevant. For better insight into the clinical
relevance of training interventions, future studies should report effect sizes.
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Outcome measures
Executive functioning was usually measured with only one task. As this is a very broad
concept, a single task may not be enough to capture potential effects on executive
functioning. The large variation of baseline performance on executive function tasks
may mask potential individual improvements, which also remain undetected with small
sample sizes.
Ecologically valid measures were rarely used. If used, they mostly consisted of
subjective ratings and questionnaires. Ecologically valid measures are needed to
evaluate real life benefits. Imaging was used in only two studies, and it was thus rarely
possible to assess the training effects at the neural level. Results from imaging were
promising, supporting the inclusion of imaging as an outcome measure in future
studies.
Selection bias
Another issue is possible selection bias. Most likely, patients only participated if they
had at least some affinity with computers. Patients were recruited via rehabilitation
centers, and sometimes from only one center. The latter may reduce the
generalizability of the results. The exclusion rate was not often reported, but in the
Akerlund study it was very high (e.g., >50%) which again reduces generalizability.

Limitations of this review
There are several limitations to this review, most of which are inherent to the novelty
of the field. First, due to heterogeneity of outcome measures it was not possible to
perform a meta-analysis. Second, we could not assess the risk of bias. It is possible, and
maybe even likely, that publication biases exist in this field of research. Selection bias in
the studies was also not assessed. The acquired brain injury population is very
heterogeneous with many different outcome and impairment patterns. Studies used
strict inclusion criteria, which reduces generalizability. Third, we excluded virtual reality
studies. Virtual reality often involves the use of the whole body, which makes is difficult
to distill whether the effect is due to cognitive retraining or to the physical exercise
involved. A recent systematic review of virtual reality studies concluded that it can be
effective in improving cognition (Larson, Feigon, Gagliardo, & Dvorkin, 2014). With
virtual reality it is possible to safely recreate real life situations. This may, therefore, be
a good future way for repeated practice of certain tasks requiring executive functions.
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Strength of this review

CONCLUSION
Most studies we reviewed suffered from methodological limitations. Samples were
mostly small, appropriate control groups were often absent, and adjustment for
multiple testing was rarely done. Consequently, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions
about the effectiveness of training. With the current study designs, the effects reported
may be due - at least in part - to spontaneous recovery, retest effects, or placebo
effects.
Effects were most often reported on non-trained tasks that measured the function
being trained. There were also reports of far transfer to non-trained tasks, but these
tasks still mostly included some part of the function being trained. Training often
increased subjective functioning, which is probably very important to motivate patients
to continue following rehabilitation and to work on improvements. Overall, the results
of these studies warrant continuation of research to determine whether restorative
training methods can improve cognitive functioning. Computer training can easily be
done at home, which is a cost effective way of improving motivation and subjective
functioning, and hopefully of objective functioning after acquired brain injury.
The most important methodological improvements for future studies are that these
should have larger sample sizes, both a stimulating but non-effective active control
group and a passive control condition. Training periods should be longer and more
stimulating training tasks adjusted to the preference and the ability level of the trainee
should be used. Studies should also evaluate predictors of training outcome such as
time since injury and symptom severity. Multiple outcome measures per cognitive
domain without ceiling effects and with satisfactory ecological validity should be used.
Long-term effects need to be evaluated and results should be replicated. The
interpretation of the results should be in light of training progression and after
appropriate adjustment for multiple testing. Effect sizes should be reported in order to
evaluate clinical significance of results.
In this field it is a challenge to conduct well designed and sufficiently powered
studies due to low budgets available, limited number of available patients,
heterogeneity of the population, and ethical considerations. With this in mind, the
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Computers are now widely available and there is a trend to do brain training in many
patient populations. It is important to establish whether the effectiveness of
restitution-based computer programs can be confirmed. Our review added to the
results of the previously performed systematic review (Poulin et al., 2012) because we
systematically evaluated 20 studies that provided restitution-based training. Results of
our review can be used to improve the methodology of future studies.
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currently reviewed studies provide valuable insights and emphasize the need of
carefully designed RCTs for the future.
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Chapter 3
The effect of computer-based cognitive flexibility training on recovery
of executive function after stroke: Rationale, design and methods of the
TAPASS study
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ABSTRACT

3
RATIONALE, DESIGN, AND METHODS OF THE TAPASS STUDY

Background: Stroke survivors frequently suffer from executive impairments even in the
chronic phase after stroke, and there is a need for improved rehabilitation of these
functions. One way of improving current rehabilitation treatment may be by online
cognitive training. Based on a review of the effectiveness of computer-based cognitive
training in healthy elderly, we concluded that cognitive flexibility may be a key element
for an effective training, which results in improvements not merely on trained tasks but
also in untrained tasks (i.e., far transfer). The aim of the current study was to track the
behavioral and neural effects of computer-based cognitive flexibility training after
stroke. We expected that executive functioning would improve after the cognitive
flexibility training, and that neural activity and connectivity would normalize towards
what is seen in healthy elderly.
Methods/Design: The design was a multicenter, double blind, randomized controlled
trial (RCT) with three groups: an experimental intervention group, an active control
group who did a mock training, and a waiting list control group. Stroke patients (3
months to 5 years post-stroke) with cognitive complaints were included. Training
consisted of 58 half-hour sessions spread over 12 weeks. The primary study outcome
was objective executive function. Secondary measures were improvement on training
tasks, cognitive flexibility, objective cognitive functioning in other domains than the
executive domain, subjective cognitive and everyday life functioning, and neural
correlates assessed by both structural and resting-state functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging. The three groups were compared at baseline, after six and twelve weeks of
training, and four weeks after the end of the training. Furthermore, they were
compared to healthy elderly who received the same training.
Discussion: The cognitive flexibility training consisted of several factors deemed
important for effects that go beyond improvement on merely the training task
themselves. Due to the presence of two control groups, the effects of the training could
be compared with spontaneous recovery and with the effects of a mock training. This
study provides insight into the potential of online cognitive flexibility training after
stroke. We also compared its results with the effectiveness of the same training in
healthy elderly.
Keywords: Stroke, Cognitive flexibility training, Computer-based training, Online
testing, Rehabilitation outcome, Executive functions, Cognitive control, Randomized
controlled trial, Cognition, structural and functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI
and fMRI)
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There is a great need for cognitive rehabilitation after stroke (i.e., brain hemorrhage or
infarct). More than half of stroke patients suffer from cognitive impairment three
months post-stroke (Madureira, Guerreiro, & Ferro, 2001). Even in the chronic phase
(90 days to 2 years post-stroke), approximately a third of stroke survivors still suffer
from cognitive impairment (Middleton et al., 2014). Importantly, current rehabilitation
programs do not seem to significantly improve executive functioning (Rasquin, Welter,
& van Heugten, 2013), whereas these impairments are related to reduced functionality
in instrumental activities of daily living.
One promising way to ameliorate these impairments is to use computer games as
cognitive exercises. In a recent review by our group, we concluded that cognitive
training in healthy elderly subjects may result in cognitive improvement, provided that
it includes frequent switching between various training tasks (Buitenweg et al., 2012).
Such cognitive flexibility training improved cognitive functioning even in tasks that were
not the focus of training, that is, the effects of the training generalized to so called ‘far
transfer tasks’ (Karbach & Kray, 2009).
Transfer of training to cognitive domains such as executive functioning, and
especially generalization of training effects to the patient’s daily life functioning, is
essential for clinical application of any rehabilitation technique. Moreover, effects of
cognitive training may be largest in people who start at a low level of functional
performance (e.g., Johansson & Tornmalm, 2012; Peretz et al., 2011). Thus, it seems
likely that cognitive flexibility training will result in significant improvements in
cognitively impaired stroke patients. Several studies in healthy people observed
changes in brain activity after intensive cognitive training, which correlated with
training performance even if behavioral training effects were small (e.g., Belleville et
al., 2011; Dahlin et al., 2008; Mozolic, Hayasaka, & Laurienti, 2010). This suggests that
the training effects may leave visible traces in the brain. Against this background we
planned the ‘Training Project Amsterdam Seniors and Stroke’ (TAPASS) study.

AIM OF THE STUDY
TAPASS aimed to determine whether cognitive flexibility training could improve
executive functioning in stroke patients, and if so, to investigate how changes in
executive functioning were correlated with functional and structural changes in the
brain. We expected that cognitive flexibility training improved objective executive
functioning after stroke over and above improvements due to care as usual and
spontaneous recovery. More so, we expected that cognitive flexibility training would
result in more executive improvement compared to an active control condition, i.e.
mock training.
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To determine the neural correlates of executive improvements after cognitive flexibility
training we performed resting-state functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI),
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI), and gray matter imaging in part of the sample. We
expected that cognitive improvement would be related to changes in brain activity and
structure. In particular, we expected that resting-state brain activity and structural
connectivity of stroke patients who received cognitive flexibility training converged to
“normal”, more so than brain activity and connectivity of those who did not receive this
training.
Finally, we studied whether cognitive flexibility training was more beneficial for
those with lower baseline executive performance (stroke patients compared to healthy
adults), and whether this training was more beneficial in the post-acute or in the
chronic phase post-stroke. We predicted that cognitive flexibility training would be
more effective in stroke patients compared with healthy adults, and that it would be
more effective in the post-acute phase than in the chronic phase post-stroke. We also
explored which lesion characteristics (e.g., type of stroke, size and localization of lesion)
and other variables (e.g., IQ, age, comorbidities, cognitive flexibility at baseline)
predicted outcome.

DESIGN
The design was a multicenter, double blind, randomized controlled trial (RCT) with an
experimental intervention group, an active control group, and a waiting list control
group. A schematic overview of the study design can be found in Figure 1. We aimed to
include 120 participants.

METHODS
Patient sample
The TAPASS study was carried out at the University of Amsterdam. Participants were
recruited from several Dutch rehabilitation centers and rehabilitation departments of
hospitals. Each of the rehabilitation centers treats approximately 150 stroke patients
per year, of whom at least 31-35% have cognitive complaints (Middleton et al., 2014;
Tatemichi et al., 1994) and approximately 67% of these also fulfill other study
requirements. We expected that 35% of the eligible group would participate in our
study, which is approximately 7.5% of the stroke patients admitted to the rehabilitation
centers per year.
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Figure 1. Study design flowchart of TAPASS.
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In- and exclusion criteria
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The study included patients who had a stroke within the last five years, were between
30 and 80 years old, and received rehabilitation therapy as inpatient or outpatient.
Participants could still be in outpatient rehabilitation treatment while living at home
again. Participants needed to have cognitive impairments (not merely subjective
complaints), as demonstrated by a neuropsychological assessment or as judged by a
neurologist, physiatrist, psychologist, or other experienced clinician. At study entry,
participants still had to have cognitive complaints. Finally, participants were required to
have daily access to a computer with Internet connection and sound (either through
headset or speakers), must be able to independently send emails (e.g., open emails and
click on links), and able to smoothly use the mouse.
Exclusion criteria for patients were the presence of neurodegenerative disease,
epilepsy, serious psychiatric illness (e.g., history of multiple psychotic episodes, acute
psychosis, acute major depression), any disease other than stroke which results in
severe cognitive impairments, drug or alcohol dependency, severe color blindness,
severe aphasia, severe neglect, invalidating vision or hearing problems, severe
computer fear disabling the participant to fully complete the neuropsychological
assessment and training, and/or diagnosed learning disability (i.e., mental retardation).
Furthermore, participants who were not mentally fit (defined by Telephone Interview
Cognitive Status (TICS) score < 26: Brandt, Spencer, & Folstein, 1988) and who were not
physically fit enough (e.g., medically unstable) to be able to complete 12 weeks of
training were excluded. Finally, those who were not able to understand the training
instructions or who could not perform the training due to any other unforeseen reason,
after instructions or after the first training week, were excluded. New participants were
recruited to replace them.
Healthy elderly were recruited in another, parallel study conducted as part of
TAPASS. They were elderly (older than 60 years) who did not have any cognitive
complaints. The same exclusion criteria applied to the healthy elderly sample as
described above for stroke patients. Also, they needed to have daily access to a
computer with Internet and sound as well as basic computer skills.
For the MRI part of the study additional exclusion criteria were contraindications to
MRI (see supplementary material 3.1), such as presence of metal parts in the body and
claustrophobia, and being unable to walk a small distance to reach the MRI scanner
without metal support.
Recruitment procedures
Participants were recruited from patient databases of rehabilitation centers (Reade
Amsterdam, Heliomare Wijk aan Zee, De Hoogstraat Utrecht, De Trappenberg Huizen,
Adelante Hoensbroek, The Netherlands) and a hospital (Academic Medical Centre
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Intervention and control conditions
The study included an intervention group (cognitive flexibility training), an active
control group (mock training), and a waiting list control group. Both training groups
received 30 to 45 minutes of training per day, five times per week for 12 weeks.
Training tasks were presented online (uva.braingymmer.com) and were done at home
without the presence of a trainer. However, a trainer could be contacted via e-mail in
case participants had questions or ran into problems. The trainers were trained master
students who were familiar with all training tasks and login procedures. Furthermore,
both training groups were contacted by phone once per week or two weeks (week 1, 2,
3, 5, 6, 8, and 10) by the trainer. Participants were given the opportunity to ask
questions, and training adherence was discussed.
The tasks were designed to be visually attractive and motivating. Feedback was
provided based on personal scores. After each task, feedback was given visually on a
three-star rating scale, with more stars for better performance. At the end of each
training session participants were provided with more detailed feedback of their scores
on each task.
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Amsterdam). Those who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were notified by their clinician, or
via their caregiver, or were sent a letter with a request to participate in this study.
Patients who were interested received written information regarding the study either
by mail or at one of their treatment sessions. The researcher contacted the patients to
provide further information (if needed) and to invite them to participate.
Additionally, participants were recruited by advertisements in newsletters and
forums of Dutch stroke patients associations. The advertisement called for people who
suffered from stroke less than five years ago, who (had) received rehabilitation, and
who had residual cognitive complaints. Those interested in participating in our study
were asked to contact the researchers, who provided them with written information
about the study.
Whenever participants indicated that they wanted to participate in the study, they
were asked to sign an informed consent form and complete an online screening
questionnaire and a cognitive screening by phone (TICS) to assess inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Permission was asked to access rehabilitation and hospital files to
further establish the presence of in- and exclusion criteria (e.g., cognitive impairments
during rehabilitation), inspect results of neuropsychological assessment, and to record
lesion characteristics.
In total, we aimed to include at least 120 participants. Inclusion will end in March
2015, or earlier if 120 participants have been recruited. Participants received travel cost
reimbursement
and
lifelong
subscription
to
the
training
website
(www.braingymmer.com).
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Cognitive flexibility training
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The intervention group received cognitive flexibility training. Nine tasks were selected
to train three cognitive domains: attention, reasoning, and working memory. An
elaborate description of these tasks can be found in supplementary material 3.2. The
training provided several tasks within one session, and participants were asked to
frequently switch between these tasks. Each day they trained on 10 tasks for
approximately three minutes each. Note that at least one of the tasks was done twice
within one training session. Tasks were presented directly after each other to ensure
that cognitive flexibility, that is, switching from one task to the other, was required. To
become familiar with the tasks, participants trained for 10 minutes per task in the first
week, three tasks per day. From the second week on, the number of trials per task was
reduced to promote frequent switching between tasks.
The intervention training was adaptive, so that task difficulty was adapted to
individual performance. Participants were instructed to go to the next level when two
or three stars were obtained. However, participants could choose to stay at the same
level when receiving two stars, whereas they were obliged to stay at the same level
when one star or less was obtained. Level 20 was the highest level. Per day a training
session with the tasks of that day was set up for each participant. The order of the tasks
ensured that tasks from the same cognitive domain (attention, reasoning, and working
memory) were not presented immediately after each other.
Mock training
The active control group received a non-adaptive mock training consisting of four
computer tasks, which in our view were not likely to improve executive functioning (see
supplementary material 3.2 for a more elaborate descriptions of the tasks). The active
control group switched between tasks approximately every 10 minutes, thus doing
three tasks per day. The control tasks were presented in the same online environment
as the intervention (Braingymmer). Nine levels of the tasks were selected and
presented to the control group. These levels were selected to be sufficiently
challenging but not too difficult. The active control group trained at one of these levels
per week while the level was increased each week during the first five weeks. From
week 6 to 12 the level was increased every two weeks. If, however, the participant did
not master a level (i.e., did not receive at least one star), the participant was told to
stay at that level until one week after they had received one star. The control training
was designed to have the same amount of feedback, motivational instructions, visual
stimulation, and use of mouse as the intervention training.

Waiting list control condition
The waiting list control group did not receive training and were not contacted by phone
during the first 12 weeks. After this waiting period, all waiting list participants received
the intervention training.

Primary outcomes
The primary outcome was objective executive functioning. Executive function was
measured by five neuropsychological tasks, i.e. the number-letter switching condition
corrected for the separate letter and number conditions of the Trail Making Test (TMT)
from the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (D-Kefs: Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer,
2001); Category fluency (Thurnstone, 1938); Letter fluency (Benton & Hamsher, 1989);
Tower of London (ToL: online version based on Culbertson & Zillmer, 2005); and the
Wechsler adult intelligence scale Letter-Number Sequencing (WAIS III-NL: Wechsler,
2000). A trained master student of neuropsychology administered these tasks
immediately before and immediately after the training phase (T0 and T2). The ToL was
administered online without an assessor. Parallel versions were used for category and
letter fluency to minimize learning effects at the second time-point. Normative data
were available for the TMT, letter fluency, and for Letter- Number Sequencing. These
were used to adjust for age and education differences.
For category fluency, participants had to mention as many words as possible of a
given category within one minute. As most participants had already performed the
commonly used versions of the fluency task (animals, occupations), we used four
different categories. Either male names and supermarket articles, or female names and
city names were used as categories. The versions used were counterbalanced over
participants such that at follow-up they did the other version.
We added a switch condition to the category fluency task. After naming words of
category one, participants named words from category two, and finally they were
asked to alternate between mentioning a word from category one with a word from
category two (i.e., the switch condition). In all fluency conditions, participants had to
mention as many words as possible within one minute. Scores for the single condition
were the numbers of correct words mentioned within one minute. For the switch
condition, the score was calculated by subtracting the total number of correct words in
the switch condition from the average of the two single conditions (i.e., switch cost =
(category 1 + category 2)/2 - switch category). Higher switch costs reflect lower
cognitive flexibility.
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Outcome measures
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Secondary outcomes
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Switch dual task
Cognitive functions related to the training, in particular cognitive flexibility, were
measured by switch cost and dual cost task. These measures were derived from a
combined version of a switch task (Rogers & Monsell, 1995) and a dual task (Stablum,
Umilta, Mazzoldi, Pastore, & Magon, 2007). These switch and dual tasks were
combined to reduce testing time. The switch and dual tasks together take
approximately 30 minutes to administer. Furthermore, the original instructions of the
switch task (i.e., to differentiate between vowels and consonants, and between odd
and even digits) appeared to be too difficult in a pilot study in healthy elderly and
stroke patients. Thus, a modified version was used. The details of the combined and
modified version of the switch and dual task can be found in supplementary material
3.3.
Training outcome
Improvement on training tasks was registered automatically by the training website.
Performance was evaluated in the intervention group by the level the participant had
reached and the number of stars he or she obtained at each level. Note that the active
control group trained on a predefined level. In this group, performance was based only
on the number of stars obtained at each of these predefined levels. Additionally, each
time the participant completed a task, he or she obtained a score on that task. For each
task, a summation of all scores obtained was registered as a cumulative score. Thus,
one cumulative score existed for each task that was done by the participant. In both
groups, a global performance estimate was based on the z-scores of the cumulative
scores of each performed training task. To calculate these z-scores, the mean and
standard deviation per task of the final cumulative score at the end of the training of
the whole sample was used.
Objective cognitive improvement
To determine the far transfer effects of the training, objective cognitive improvement
was measured using 12 neuropsychological and computer tasks (see Table 1). To
reduce the number of dependent variables, composite scores were calculated based on
standard scores of the following cognitive domains: attention, memory, working
memory, reasoning, and psychomotor speed. Tasks used to compute these composite
domain scores can be found in Table 1. Scores were expressed as demographically
corrected z-scores, where possible. If normative data for a task were not available,
demographically uncorrected z-scores for all time-points were calculated based on the
standard deviation and mean of the sample at baseline. In supplementary material 3.4
it can be found when these measures were administered and in supplementary
material 3.5 a description of several computer tasks is given.
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Table 1
Composite scores of several cognitive domains
Cognitive domain
Task
Primary outcome measures
Executive functioning
- D-Kefs TMT number-letter switching condition
corrected for the separate letter and number
conditions (Delis et al., 2001)
- Category fluency (Thurnstone, 1938)
- Letter fluency (Benton & Hamsher, 1989; Delis et al.,
2001)
- Tower of London* (Schagen, Vermeulen, Murre, &
Feenstra, 2010-2015)
- Wechsler adult intelligence scale Letter-Number
Sequencing (Wechsler, 2000)
Secondary outcome measures
Attention
- Trail Making Test contrast condition B corrected for
A† (TMT; NeuroTask BV)
- Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task (PASAT:
Gronwall, 1977)
- Digit-Symbol-Coding* (DSC: Wechsler, 2000)
Memory
- Rey’s auditory verbal learning test (RAVLT: Saan &
Deelman, 1986)
Working Memory
- Operation span*†
-N-back† (Lever, Werkle-Bergner, Brandmaier,
Ridderinkhof, & Geurts, 2015)
- Blokkenreeksen (NeuroTask BV); online modified
version of Corsi task*†
Reasoning
- Raven Progressive Matrices* (Raven, Court, &
Raven, 1998)
- Shipley Institute of Living Scale-2*(Zachary, 1991)
Psychomotor speed
- D-Kefs TMT motor speed condition (Delis et al.,
2001)
- Mouse skills tasks*† (NeuroTask BV)
Inhibition
- stop-signal task †
Note. D-Kefs TMT= Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System Trail Making Test;
* = Online measures; †= See supplementary material 3.5 for a description of this task.
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Subjective cognitive functioning
Subjective cognitive functioning was assessed by five online questionnaires. A proxy of
the participant also completed some of these questionnaires. Subjective executive
functioning was measured by the Dysexecutive Questionnaire (DEX: participant and
proxy: Burgess, Alderman, Wilson, Evans, & Emslie, 1996), cognitive complaints by the
Cognitive Failure Questionnaire (CFQ: participant and proxy: Broadbent, Cooper,
FitzGerald, & Parkes, 1982), participation in everyday life activities by the modified
version of the Utrechtse Schaal voor Evaluatie en Revalidatie- Participatie (USER-P:
participant: Post, Van de Port, Kap, & Van Berlekom, 2009), instrumental activities of
daily living by the Lawton & Brody Instrumental Activity of Daily Living Scale (IADL:
participant and proxy: Lawton & Brody, 1988), and quality of life by the Short Form
Health Survey (SF-36: participant: Ware & Sherbourne, 1992). These questionnaires are
brief and are commonly used in clinical and research settings. See supplementary
material 3.4 for administration occasions.
MRI
Secondary outcome measures included MRI. In all MRI analyses, a mask of the lesion
was created to ensure that this part would not be taken into account during analysis.
Analyses consisted of resting-state fMRI, DTI, and voxel based morphometry (VBM)
data. The results of these analyses were compared with those of healthy elderly (which
were obtained in a parallel study conducted in the TAPASS project).
Functional connectivity was assessed using resting-state fMRI. Resting-state fMRI
data were analyzed with independent component analyses (ICA) and graph theoretical
metrics such as degree distribution as a measure of resilience or robustness (Guye,
Bettus, Bartolomei, & Cozzone, 2010). This measure reflects ‘the distribution of the
number of connections linking each node to other nodes throughout the network’
(Guye et al., 2010). Furthermore, global and local efficiency of information exchange,
small-worldness, and centrality were quantified. Cardiac and respiratory function, and a
questionnaire determining what participants were thinking during the resting-state
scanning (measured by the Amsterdam Resting-State Questionnaire: ARSQ: Diaz et al.,
2014), were obtained as potentially confounding factors. Furthermore, participants
rated whether they had fallen asleep during resting-state fMRI.
Structural connectivity was assessed based on white matter tracts analyses. White
matter was measured with diffusion weighted imaging. DTI measures were used to
assess global and local structural connectivity. Gray matter was measured with T1
weighted structural MRI scans. VBM was used to examine possible gray matter changes
due to training, with a focus on the frontal lobe. Furthermore, lesion characteristics
such as type of stroke, lesion size and location, diffuse versus local damage, and size of
the damaged network, were derived from FLAIR and T2 weighted structural MRI scans
to examine whether they could predict training outcome.

Other parameters

Clinical measures
Stroke measures were obtained at baseline. These were age at stroke, time since
stroke, cognitive complaints immediately after stroke, received rehabilitation prior to
the study, and work status. Whenever possible this information was checked in the
medical files. Furthermore, the participants rated their recovery after stroke on a 10 cm
vertical visual analogue scale.
Depression was assessed with the Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale (HADS:
Zigmond & Snaith, 1983). Fatigue was assessed with the Checklist Individual StrengthFatigue subscale (CIS-f: Vercoulen et al., 1997). Prior to training, cognitive status was
screened with the TICS (Kempen, Meier, Bouwens, van Deursen, & Verhey, 2007: Dutch
version of Brandt, Spencer, Folstein (1988)). Furthermore, prior to training,
visuoperception was measured with D-KEFS visual scanning condition (Delis, Kaplan, &
Kramer, 2001) to ensure absence of severe neglect.
Several possible confounding factors were registered. Educational level was
estimated based on UNESCO ISCED 1997. Comorbidity was assessed by asking the
participants whether they were under medical treatment for anything else than stroke.
Moreover, participants were asked about their alcohol and drugs use, occupation, prior
neuropsychological assessment, participation in similar research projects, mouse skills
and computer aversion, and previous computer game experience.
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Compliance, blinding, and other training-related measures
During the training the following data were registered by the training website or
researcher: amount of training sessions actually performed, amount of extra personal
contact (phone or email) due to questions or technical issues during training, and level
of engagement (i.e., how often a reminder to train was needed). Furthermore,
participants recorded in a daily log their level of motivation during training, amount of
physical exercise at the day of training, how interesting and difficult were the tasks of
that day, and fatigue level before and after training. Once every week or every two
weeks, participants were asked by phone (see procedures section) about the amount of
cognitive or physical rehabilitation received during the past period. Finally, after six
weeks of training, at the end of training, and at the end of the study, an exit
questionnaire was administered including questions about subjective training
effectiveness; change of strategies during training; check of blinding to experimental
condition; and changes in cognitive stimulation in daily life besides study related
training; major changes during training (e.g., change of medication or major life event).

Sample size
We were interested in large differences between the treatment and control groups. A
difference of one standard deviation was considered clinically significant. Therefore,
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assuming a power of .80 and alpha of .05 (one tailed), an effect size of 1 standard
deviation would be detected with a sample size of 28 (2 x 14). A large effect size (d =
0.80) would be detected at a sample size of 40 (2 x 20).
With a sample size of 120 (3 x 40) participants and with a power of .80 and alpha of
.05 (one tailed), an effect size of d = 0.56 (medium) could be detected. Karbach and
Kray (2009) found an average effect size for far transfer effects of d = 0.40. This effect
size was already found after four training sessions. Therefore, it was expected that in
our training, with 58 sessions, the effect size would be at least d = 0.56. Furthermore,
Westerberg et al. (2007) found an effect size of d = 0.80 for subjective cognitive
complaints (measured by the CFQ) after 16.6 hours of working memory training. This
effect would be revealed with 40 (2 x 20) participants. Attrition was expected to be
approximately 15%. Therefore, we expected that 138 participants had to be included to
reach a sample size of 120.
In all conditions, a subset of participants was scanned. Thus far, it is not known what
the effect sizes are of the MRI outcome measures. Earlier studies that were able to
reveal neural changes related to training included 11- 33 participants per condition
(e.g., Belleville et al., 2011; Dahlin, Neely, Larsson, Backman, & Nyberg, 2008;
Genevsky, Garrett, Alexander, & Vinogradov, 2010; Steinerman, 2010). However, these
studies have been conducted in healthy subjects who probably have less variability in
brain anatomy and function. It was nevertheless expected that a sample size of 20 per
condition should be sufficient to demonstrate neural alterations related to intensive
cognitive training. At follow-up, we expected to be able to reexamine at least 65% of
the participants who were scanned at T0. Therefore, we expected to be able to analyze
13 participants per condition, which should have been sufficient for the planned
analyses.

Procedures
Randomization and blinding
Participants were randomized evenly into three groups, that is, the intervention group
(cognitive flexibility training), the active control group (mock training), or the waiting
list control group. This was done as soon as the telephone screening (TICS) had been
administered, thus, before medical files had been received. A minimization technique
(Pocock & Simon, 1975), implemented in the software of Minimpy, was used to
minimize imbalance between the conditions for time since stroke (post-acute versus
chronic), level of computer experience, age, scores on TICS, and sex.
In case the medical file revealed that a participant did not fulfill in- or exclusion
criteria, he or she was contacted to notify them about their exclusion and was replaced
by a new participant. Excluded waiting list participants who already started the waiting
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Training instructions
Training instructions were given at baseline (T0) for the training groups or after the
waiting period (T2) for the waiting list group. A trained master student at the University
of Amsterdam gave these instructions. If the participant preferred, a different location
could be selected. During an instruction session, instruction videos were shown of each
training task on individual computers, after which the participant practiced the task. A
researcher was present to explain the training and to answer questions. An instruction
booklet was provided that also included the instructions.
Participants were asked to train at moments when they knew they had at least 50
minutes available so that they would not be under time pressure. Moreover, they were
asked to train at moments of the day when they were not mentally fatigued (e.g., not
to train late at night). Participants were stimulated to perform well. Both training
groups were provided with the same motivational instructions. Furthermore, they were
informed that their training frequency was monitored. Since performance on training
tasks would be analyzed afterwards, it was emphasized that only the participant
himself or herself should use the personal login codes. Thus, only the participant should
do the tasks on his/her own account. The use of brain training programs, other than the
study training, during study period was not allowed. Importantly, any other treatment
that was ongoing at enrollment in the study was continued (care as usual).
During the training, participants kept a daily log to register subjective performance
on the training tasks, motivation and fatigue during training, amount of physical activity
at the day of the training, and potential technical issues of the training. The log took
less than five minutes to complete. Participants received a reminder e-mail when they
did not train for two days and were contacted by the researcher after three days
without training.
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period were given access to the training immediately. No further measurements were
performed in those participants.
Both the participants and the assessors of neuropsychological tasks were kept blind
to the training conditions, and the assessor was also kept blind to who was in the
waiting list condition. Participants were told that the study aimed to compare two
types of cognitive training by computer tasks, but not that one training was expected to
result in superior improvements. Moreover, they were asked not to talk about training
content during follow-up assessments to ensure that assessors remained blind to
training allocation. Likewise, they were asked not to talk about the training sessions
with other study participants. Note that assessors of computer tasks were not blinded
to condition as they provided the training instructions.
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Data acquisition
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Prior to the training or waiting period (T0) and at the end of the training or waiting
period (T2) neuropsychological tasks were administered to measure far transfer effects
of the training. Some of the measurements were performed online. Furthermore, five
questionnaires were administered online at these time-points to determine health
status, participation in daily life activities, and subjective cognitive functioning. The
proxy of the participant also completed three of these questionnaires online.
Participants were asked to do all online measurements of the different time-points on
the same computer. A global outline of all measurement time-points can be found in
Table 2.
The tasks and questionnaires were spread over three days (two days at home and
one day at the University of Amsterdam or an alternative location). The tasks done at
home were performed online without assessor (see supplementary material 3.4). The
remaining tasks were done with an assessor at the University of Amsterdam or
alternative location. Importantly, some neuropsychological tasks were administered
both online (without assessor) and as paper and pencil tasks (with assessor). The order
of these tasks was counterbalanced over days such that either the computer tasks were
done on day one and the paper and pencil tasks on day two, or vice versa.
In order to compare our study with other training studies, which mostly consisted of
six weeks of training or less (e.g., Lundqvist, Grundstrom, Samuelsson, & Ronnberg,
2010; Prokopenko et al., 2013; Westerberg et al., 2007), a subset of online tasks and
questionnaires were administered six weeks after training onset (T1; see
supplementary material 3.4). These tasks were done at home instead of two training
sessions.
After 6 and 12 weeks of training, a brief questionnaire regarding subjective training
success was administered. Finally, to measure long-term effects of the training, a
subset of online tasks and questionnaires were administered four weeks after training
completion (T3; supplementary material 3.4). Note that the switch task was
administered online four times (T0, T1, T2, and T3). The dual task was administered at
T0 and T2 only. An assessor was present at T0 and T2 when the switch and dual task
was done at the University, but not at T1 and T3 when the switch task was done at
home. An overview of tasks administered at different time-points can be found in
supplementary material 3.4.
The waiting list control group received the same measurements as the training
groups. They did not, however, receive any training during the first 13 weeks. Training
commenced immediately after the 12 weeks waiting period measurements (T2). The
same tasks performed after six weeks of waiting (T1) were repeated after six weeks of
training (T1.1) and at the end of the training (T2.1, see Table 2). Finally, similar to the
training groups, there was a follow-up measurement four weeks after training
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MRI
Before and after the training or waiting list period, a selected subset of participants was
scanned. They were participants who were able to come to the MRI scanner and who
fulfilled all MRI inclusion and exclusion criteria. Participants were screened with an MRI
safety checklist. Because we used a resting-state protocol, participants were not
required to perform any tasks during the scans. However, one questionnaire was
administered within the MRI scanner immediately after the resting-state scan to assess
their mental state during that scan. Further MRI procedures, including the scan
sequences used, can be found in supplementary material 3.1.
The current study was approved by the Medical Ethical Review Board of the VU
University Medical Center, Amsterdam. TAPASS is registered with the Central
Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects Register NL4468502913
(www.toetsingonline.nl). Inclusion started in September 2013.
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completion (T3). Note that to minimize extra effort, the waiting list control group only
performed the online measures after training completion and did not visit the
University of Amsterdam again.

Statistical analyses
P-values of .05 or lower (one tailed) were considered significant. Sociodemographics
(age and education) and clinical data (time since stroke) at baseline were evaluated
with Student t-test or Mann-Whitney U-test and were added as covariates.
Additionally, number of training sessions completed was added as a covariate.
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To evaluate blinding success, the two trainings were compared to check if the mock
training was not perceived as a control training. Reported motivation, training
compliance, and check of blinding were analyzed with Mann-Whitney U-test or χ2.
Primary analyses were performed with mixed model analyses. The dependent
variables were switch cost on the DKEFS TMT, number of words mentioned during the
category fluency and the letter fluency task, number of steps and execution time of the
ToL, and score on Letter-Number Sequencing. The independent variable was condition
(intervention, active control training, and waiting list control group). Time-points in this
model were before and after training.
Secondary analyses were performed in a similar way. However, the dependent
variables were cognitive flexibility based on switch cost and dual cost; objective
cognitive function based on the composite scores of attention, memory, working
memory, reasoning, inhibition, and psychomotor speed; training improvement; and
subjective cognitive and everyday life functioning.
Whenever intervention resulted in a significant improvement of the dependent
variables that were additionally measured at T1 (after six weeks of training) and T3
(follow-up four weeks after training completion), the time-points T1 and T3 were added
to the model. This was done to determine whether the training was already effective
after six weeks of training and to establish whether training effects would persist after
the training.
MRI analysis for the resting-state data were performed with ICA and dual regression
and graph analysis. Cardiac and respiratory function, time since stroke, and scores on
the ARSQ were treated as potentially confounding factors. DTI data were analyzed
using tract-based spatial statistics (Smith et al., 2006). Gray matter was analyzed with
VBM (Ashburner & Friston, 2000). Mixed ANOVA’s were used to analyze differences in
changes from baseline after training between intervention and active control group of
the values derived from DTI analyses, VBM values, and graph metrics.
Finally, we explored whether the effect of cognitive flexibility training varied as a
function of baseline executive functioning, health state (stroke versus healthy) and
time since stroke (sub-acute versus chronic). Linear regression was used to determine
predictors of training outcome.
All analyses were performed as intention-to-treat analysis, including all participants
who started the training. Additionally, analyses were rerun as per-protocol analysis. In
these analyses, only the participants who completed the training according to the
protocol were included in the analyses.

DISCUSSION
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Our study is one of the first to test the effect of a computer-based training aimed at
improvement of executive functioning in stroke patients. Innovative features of the
study are that cognitive flexibility is trained specifically, that it is being done via the
Internet, and that the study is a double-blind RCT.
Several earlier studies have reported positive transfer effects of computer-based
cognitive training in healthy elderly (e.g., Basak, Boot, Voss, & Kramer, 2008; Brehmer,
Westerberg, & Backman, 2012; Steinerman, 2010), but far transfer effects on tasks
dissimilar to the training are not always found (e.g., Dahlin, Neely, Larsson, Backman, &
Nyberg, 2008; Owen et al., 2010). Beneficial effects have also been reported in stroke
or other acquired brain injury populations (e.g., Johansson & Tornmalm, 2012;
Lundqvist, Grundstrom, Samuelsson, & Ronnberg, 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007). It
remains, however, uncertain under what conditions computer-based training is
effective.
The current training has not been proven effective yet in the healthy population or
in stroke survivors. Nevertheless, it consisted of several factors that are likely important
to induce far transfer effects (Buitenweg, Murre, & Ridderinkhof, 2012). Most
importantly, the training included a switch element. The training did not only train one
specific cognitive domain, but it also trained cognitive flexibility, which is a higher-level
cognitive function, called upon in many tasks. As a result, it is likely that the training
would lead to improvements in other, untrained tasks that do require cognitive
flexibility.
Length of the training also seems to be important. Basak, Boot, Voss, and Kramer
(2008) found a transfer effect of their video game training of executive functions after
23.5 hours of training, but not yet after 11 hours of training. The current training
contained 58 sessions of half an hour, adding up to a total of 29 hours.
Another important factor for far transfer effects of training is that training should be
adaptive (Shipstead, Redick, & Engle, 2012). Difficulty level of the intervention training
was adapted to the performance of the participant. This was done after completion of
one round of a training task.
Training may have a larger effect on everyday life functioning in stroke patients than
in the healthy population. People who have suffered from stroke commonly have lower
baseline cognitive functioning than healthy elderly. There is more room for
improvement compared to healthy elderly (e.g., Johansson & Tornmalm, 2012; Peretz
et al., 2011). Also, stroke patients may be more motivated to improve their functioning
precisely because they have lost much of their function.
There are several potential pitfalls in the current study. As the training and several
outcome measure tasks were done online on the participant’s own computer,
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computers may have had different settings (e.g., different screen sizes and, therefore,
different size of training or tasks presentation). These settings could affect outcome
measures. To minimize the effect of setting differences, participants were asked to do
all measurements of the different time-points on the same computer. Furthermore,
due to continuous changes within Internet browsers (e.g., changes of packages used for
flash tasks), technical failures could have occurred. To reduce the risk of technical
failures, the participants were advised to install comparatively stable Internet browsers
(e.g., Mozilla Firefox or Safari). All instructions for installing browsers, starting the
training, doing the online tasks etc. were thoroughly explained face to face and in an
instruction booklet.
Motivation and fatigue of the participants possibly played a major role in this study.
Participants were required to spend approximately 50 hours on the TAPASS project.
This is a large investment, which may have led to fatigue and loss of motivation. In turn,
this may have negatively influenced the outcome measures. To avoid loss of
motivation, participants were contacted by phone once a week or every two weeks.
Positive feedback was given after completion of each training session. The assessment
of the outcome measures was spread over three days, to reduce the influences of
fatigue. Extra breaks were offered when needed.
One of the major strengths of this study is the design with two control groups. Most
previous training studies either did not include a control group or provided a less
motivating training as control condition (Shipstead et al., 2012). This study included
both an active control group and a waiting list control group. The active control group
received a mock training we considered was motivating and visually stimulating. We
checked this assumption in the exit questionnaire. This is important not only to keep
participants motivated to train for 12 weeks, but also to ensure that participants
remained blind to training condition. As the mock training could still have been quite
challenging, this training may also have improved cognitive functioning. It was,
however, not expected that improvement would transfer to tasks dissimilar to the
training. In case both trainings turned out to be effective, the effects of spontaneous
recovery and learning could be taken into account based on comparisons with the
waiting list control group.
The training could be done at home and most assessments were also in-home. A
large sample could, consequently, be acquired and a follow-up measurement could be
done after four weeks. The large sample size is another strength of this study. In case of
a null effect, the results would still provide valuable insights, as statistical power was
sufficient to detect medium-sized effects. The results of this study were compared with
the results of a parallel study of computer-based cognitive flexibility training in healthy
elderly. We expected that those who have suffered from stroke and currently have
cognitive complaints will have a lower cognitive baseline than healthy elderly. This

study, thus, gives insight into the effect of different baseline cognitive abilities on
training outcome.
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There is a need for improvement of rehabilitation of executive functions in the stroke
population. In case this training proves effective, the results of this study will provide an
important contribution to the rehabilitation of executive impairments after stroke. This
study additionally provides insights into the field of cognitive training as it not only
looks at behavioral effects, but also at changes in the brain.
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Participants were scanned in the 3T MRI scanner of the Spinoza Centre in Amsterdam.
First, instructions about the scanner were given in a room containing a mock scanner.
The importance of not moving during the scan session was stressed. Participants were
screened for contraindications of MRI scanning (e.g., presence of metal or neurostimulator). After the screening, the instructions of the resting-state scan and the way
of responding to the ARSQ were practiced. The latter was done because no verbal
instructions could be given between the resting-state fMRI scan and the questionnaire
to avoid interference with their thoughts.
The ARSQ consists of 30 questions about feelings, sensations, and thoughts.
Questions could be answered by moving a selection box either to left or to the right.
The five response alternatives ranged from definitely disagree to definitely agree. An
example of a question was “I thought about others”.
The total scan protocol within the MRI scanner took approximately one hour. The
sequences used can be found in Table s1. During most of the scanning, the participants
did not need to do anything else than to lie still. A movie was presented on a screen to
keep participants busy. They could watch the movie or they could fall asleep. Before
the resting-state scan, participants aurally and visually received the following
instructions in Dutch: ”The following part will take 10 minutes. It is important to relax,
keep your eyes open and look at the cross on the screen. You are allowed to blink.
Unleash your thoughts and don’t dwell on one thought for too long. Try not to move
and not to fall asleep.”
During the resting-state scan of 10 minutes, a fixation cross was presented at the
middle of the screen. After the scan, participants were shown the following instructions
on the screen: “Now several statements will follow regarding potential feelings and
thoughts you may have experienced during the resting period. Please indicate the
extent to which you agree with each statement” (measured by the Amsterdam RestingState Questionnaire: ARSQ: Diaz et al., 2014). Participants answered the questions
while lying in the scanner using three buttons of a button box. After completing the
questionnaire, participants were asked whether they had fallen asleep during the
resting-state scan.

Table s1
MRI sequence protocol including duration of scans and what is presented on the screen
Duration
Presented on screen
in minutes

Scan
SmartBrain

1

Movie

2)

RefScan4

1

Movie

3)

T1 (sT13DTFE_P25_S2_6m_SENSE)

6

Movie

4)

B0

2

Movie

5)

Resting-state EPI (TRA_3mm_ISO)

10

Instruction followed by cross on screen

ARSQ

Questionnaire + “Did you fall asleep”

6)

T2 (WIP_3D_Brain_View_T2_32chSHC)

5

Movie

7)

FLAIR (WIP_3D_Brain_View_FLAIR_SHC_SENSE)

4

Movie

8)

RefScan4

1

Movie

9)

DWI (DTI32_Sense2(PA))

5

Movie

10) DWI (DTI32_Sense2(AP))

5

Movie

11) T1 ( sT13DTFE_P25_S2_6m_SENSE )

6

Movie
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 3.2 - DESCRIPTION OF TRAINING TASKS
The training can be reviewed on www.braingymmer.nl

3

Cognitive flexibility training
All tasks consist of 20 levels.
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Attention tasks
Pattern Matrix
Participants have to mentally rotate
patterns to find pairs of equal patterns. This
task is done under time pressure. The
higher the level, the more difficult the
patterns become and more than four
patterns are presented.

Birds of a Feather
Participants have to count particular light
blue birds under time pressure. The higher
the level, the more similar the distractor
and the to be counted birds become.

Mind the Mole
Moles appear on the screen and make a
movement in a certain direction. The
participant has to click on a mole as soon as
it starts to move in a different direction.
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Reasoning tasks
Square Logic

Out of Order
Tiles need to be arranged in such a way that
they match with their neighbor tile at least
on one characteristic. Characteristics are
color, shape, filling, and number of figures.
This task is under time pressure and has
more tiles at higher levels.

Patterned Logic
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Blocks have to be placed on top of each
other (the covered block will disappear)
such that only one block will remain. Blocks
can only be placed on adjacent blocks and
are exactly one number higher or lower.
This task is done under time pressure.
Higher levels include more blocks and more
numbers.

A series of tiles is shown with a color
pattern and a figure pattern. Participants
have to complete the missing tiles in the
series based on one of these two patterns.
The tiles to be placed are in the center.
Higher level series have more gaps.
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Memory tasks
Toy Shop
Participants have to remember items from
a shopping list and collect these items from
a store.
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Multi Memory
Several figures are shown in different
colors and shapes. The participants have to
reconstruct these figures after they have
disappeared. The number of figures to
remember/reconstruct gradually increases
at higher levels.

Moving Memory
Participants have to find pairs of matching
shapes, which are on the reverse side of
each uniquely numbered tile. However,
tiles change position after a pair has been
found. Thus, shapes can only be
remembered based on the numbers on the
tiles and location plus movement. Higher
levels have more pairs.
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Active control training
All tasks consist of nine levels.
Fuzzle

Sliding Search
An exact copy of one of the six pictures
presented in the top of the screen passes by
at the lower part of the screen. Participants
need to match pictures from the upper part
of the screen with those in the lower part of
the screen by dragging the picture from the
top to the exact copy in the bottom.
Pictures pass by faster at higher levels.
Pay attention
Squares appear on a screen. Whenever they
change color, the participant has to click
them. Higher levels include more squares.
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Participants have to reconstruct a fractured
picture. Pictures are fractured in more
pieces at higher levels.

Grid Tracks
Participants have to mentally follow the
trajectory of a couple of target blocks,
which initially have blue stars. When blocks
stop moving, they need to locate and click
on the target blocks. Higher levels include
more target blocks.
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In the switch and dual task a letter and a digit were presented in one of the four
quadrants of a square (approximately 5 x 5 centimeters; font Courier New with size
16px; see Figure s1). Participants had to either respond to the letter or to the digit. The
digit task was to decide whether a digit was either higher or lower than five. The digit
‘5’ itself was never presented. The button ‘v’ had to be pressed for a digit lower than
five; the ‘n’ had to be pressed for higher than five. Similarly, the letter task was to
decide whether the letter was uppercase or lowercase. The button ‘v’ had to be
pressed for the lowercase letters ‘e d h t’. The button ‘n’ had to be pressed for the
uppercase letters ‘R B A F’. Thus, correct button presses were left: v = lowercase letter
and lower than five; right: n = uppercase letter and higher than five.
The instruction of the task depended on which quadrant the stimuli were presented
in. There were two versions of the task to avoid effects of eye movements. In the
horizontal version, the letter task had to be done whenever the stimulus appeared in
one of the top quadrants, and the digit task had to be done when it appeared in one of
the bottom quadrants. In the vertical version, the letter task had to be done when the
stimulus appeared in one of the two right quadrants, and the digit task had to be done
when it appeared in the left quadrants. The task version was counterbalanced over
participants, but each participant received the same version at all measurement
occasions.
During the switch task, the stimuli were predictively presented in one of the four
quadrants in a clockwise order. Thus, participant started with two letter trials and
switched to the digit task after two trials, etcetera (i.e., AABBAABB etc. see Figure s1a).
Participants first practiced the two tasks separately in two blocks of 24 trials per task.
Afterwards, the two tasks were combined and were practiced in 32 trials. The actual
task consisted of four blocks of 48 trials. The first four trials of each block were
discarded from analysis. This was done to ensure that participants were in the task
flow. Switch cost was calculated by subtracting the reaction time and accuracy of the
non-switch trials from the switch trials. The larger the switch cost, the lower the
cognitive flexibility.
The switch task was followed by the dual task. The stimulus presentation of the dual
task was the same as the switch task. However, stimuli were not presented in a
clockwise order, but were presented in only two of the quadrants (either in the letter
task or the digit task quadrants, see Figure s1b and c). When stimuli were presented in
the letter task quadrants, participants were required to respond as fast as possible to
the letter (i.e., speeded response). Immediately afterwards (with the same stimulus still
present), they had to respond to the digit but could take time to do so. For example,

h8

B9
R4
Letter task
(Non-switch)

Digit task
(Switch)

Digit task
(Non-switch)

Figure s1a. Illustration of the horizontal version of the switch task. The switch task is
based on Rogers & Monsell (1995).

e2

h8
B9
Letter task
(Switch)

Letter task
(Non-switch)

R4
Digit task
(Switch)

Digit task
(Non-switch)

Figure s1b. Illustration of the horizontal version of the dual letter task.

h8

h8

Letter task
(Speeded
response)

Digit task
(Slow
response)

R4

Letter task
(Speeded
response)

R4
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Letter task
(Switch)

3

e2

Digit task
(Slow
response)

Figure s1c. Illustration of the horizontal version of the dual digit task.
with the letter task they first had to decide as fast as possible whether the letter was
lowercase or uppercase. Afterwards, they could take their time to decide whether the
digit was higher or lower than five. Participants first practiced one of the tasks in 24
trials, followed by the actual task of 48 trials. After completing the first task (in this
example, the letter task), the participant did the other task (in this example, the digit
task, where the speeded response had to be given for the digit and the letter could be
evaluated next). The second dual task similarly consisted of 24 practice trials and 48
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task trials. Similar to the switch task, the first two trials (i.e., both trials consisting of
both a speeded and a slow response) were discarded before analysis. Dual cost was
calculated by subtracting the time needed for the non-switch trials of the switch task
from the time needed for the speeded response of the dual task. The larger the dual
cost, the lower the dual performance.
For the switch and the dual tasks, participants were instructed to be as fast and as
accurate as possible, such that accuracy was maintained between 91% and 97% correct.
An explanation was given of how many items they should have correct to achieve this
percentage. Feedback about accuracy was given during each trial immediately below
the four quadrants. In the first half of the practice trials, feedback was given to both
correct and incorrect answers (“correct” written in green or “wrong” written in red,
respectively). In all other trials (including all trials of the actual task) feedback was only
given when an error was made. After each block, feedback was given about average
accuracy and reaction time. In order to ensure that participants maintained a balance
between speed and accuracy, they were instructed to respond faster or to make fewer
errors based on their accuracy rate. Participants with accuracy rates above 97% at the
end of a block were encouraged to respond more quickly to the stimuli. Similarly,
participants performing below an accuracy of 91% were encouraged to make fewer
mistakes. When accuracy was between 91% and 97%, participants were instructed to
continue in the same way. A reminder of the instructions of which button to press (i.e.,
left: v = lower case letter and lower than 5; right: N= upper case letter and higher than
5) was present at the bottom part of the screen during the whole task.
Each block started with the presentation of the four quadrants for 2000 ms. In the
last 100 ms, a plus mark was presented in the quadrant where the first stimulus would
appear in order to prime attention. The stimulus was presented for a maximum of 5000
ms or until a response was given. The interstimulus interval (between response and
next stimulus presentation) was 200 ms. However, after an erroneous trial it was
extended to 1500 ms during which the word ‘Wrong’ was presented for 500 ms to
indicate error. Note that, when followed by a correct trial, the interstimulus interval
immediately returned to 200 ms. For the dual tasks, each stimulus was presented until
the participant’s second response or until 5000 ms had elapsed. Similar to the switch
blocks, after an erroneous dual task trial, the interstimulus interval was extended to
1500 ms during which the word ‘Wrong 1st response’ and/or ‘Wrong 2nd response’
was presented for 500 ms to indicate error of a speeded response or second response,
respectively.
The stimuli fulfilled three restrictions. First, an equal amount of congruent and
incongruent combinations were presented. Second, different characters appeared on
each two successive trials. Finally, the same response (i.e., consonant, vowel, odd, or
even) could not appear on more than four successive trials.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 3.4 - MEASURES AT DIFFERENT TIME-POINTS
T0
Week 1

T1
Week 7, 19 a and 25 a

T2
Week 13

T3
Week 17 b/ 29 a

Primary outcome measures
D-Kefs TMT (1-5)
ToL (online)

D-Kefs TMT (2,3,4,5)
ToL (online)

ToL (online)

Letter-Number Sequencing

Fluency

Fluency
Secondary outcome measures

Switch +dual task (online)

Switch task (online)

Switch +dual task (online)

TMT (online)

TMT (online)

TMT (online)

TMT (online)

DSST (online)

DSST (online)

DSST (online)

DSST (online)

DSC

DSC

RAVLT

RAVLT

N-back

N-back

PASAT

PASAT

Stop-signal task

Stop-signal task

Recovery VAS

Recovery VAS

MRI

MRI

O-span (online)

O-span (online)

CPM (online)

CPM (online)

Shipley (online)

Shipley (online)

Switch task (online)

Corsi (online)

Corsi (online)

Corsi(online)

Corsi (online)

Mouse skills (online)

Mouse skills (online)

Mouse skills (online)

Mouse skills (online)

DEX (online)

DEX (online)

DEX (online)

DEX (online)

CFQ (online)

CFQ (online)

CFQ (online)

CFQ (online)

USER-P (online)

USER-P (online)

SF-36 (online)

SF-36 (online)

IADL (online)

IADL (online)

HADS (online)

HADS (online)

CIS-F (online)

CIS-F (online)

Proxy CFQ (online)

Proxy CFQ (online)

Proxy DEX (online)

Proxy DEX (online)

Proxy IADL (online)

Proxy IADL (online)
Subjective Training
success (online)

Subjective Training
success (online)
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Letter-Number Sequencing

ToL (online)

Subjective Training
success (online)

TICS
Demographic questions
(online)
Note. a = Only done by waiting list group; b = Only done by intervention and active control group; c = Only done
by subgroup of study sample; Shaded cells = done at home.

Abbreviation
D-Kefs TMT
ToL

Measure
Delis- Kaplan Executive Function System
Tower of London (Kralen puzzle)
(Continued)
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Abbreviation
TMT
DSST
DSC
RAVLT
PASAT
MRI
O-span
CPM
DEX
CFQ
USER-P
SF-36
IADL
HADS
CIS-F
TICS

Measure (continued)
Trail Making Test (Spoorzoeken)
Digit Symbol substitution Task
Digit-Symbol-Coding
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Task
Pased Auditory Serial Addition Test
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Operation span
Raven Coloured Progressive Matrices
Dysexecutive Questionnaire
Cognitive Failure Questionnaire
Utrechtse Schaal voor Evaluatie en Revalidatie- Participatie
Short Form Health Survey
Instrumental activity of daily life scale
Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale
Checklist Individual Strength- Fatigue subscale
Telephone Interview Cognitive Status

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 3.5 - DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER TASKS
Tower of London

Trail Making Test (Spoorzoeken)
The online Trail Making Test (TMT) used in this study is developed by NeuroTask BV. It
is based on the TMT by Reitan (1955). First, a practice trial was presented in which
participants had to connect circles with numbers from 1-8 in ascending order by clicking
on the circle. Next, participants were presented with a screen with 25 circles including
the numbers 1 to 25 (i.e., TMT A). They were required to connect the numbers in
ascending order as quickly as possible. After completion, the next practice trial was
presented with eight circles, half of them filled with numbers and half of them filled
with letters. In this alternating condition (i.e., TMT B), participant had to switch
between a letter and a number. The task trials consisted of 25 circles filled with the
numbers 1 to 13 and the letters A to L that needed to be connected again in alternating
order as quickly as possible. If the participants clicked on a wrong circle, the circle
briefly turned red. See Figure s3 for an example of what was presented on the screen.
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The online Tower of London (ToL) used in this study has been developed by NeuroTask
BV (developed by NeuroTask BV: Schagen, Vermeulen, Murre, & Feenstra, 2010-2015).
It is based on the ToL by Culbertson & Zillmer (2005). Participants were presented with
two sets of three rods of decreasing length. In the lower part of the screen, a starting
position with three balls was displayed. In the top part of the screen a final position of
those three balls was displayed. Participants had to move the balls from the starting
position into the final position, using the least amount of steps possible. See Figure s2
for an illustration of the task. Ten assignments of increasing complexity were
presented. No feedback was given whether the placement of a ball was correct.

Operation span
The online operation span task was based on the version made by Unsworth, Heitz,
Schrock, and Engle (2005). In this task participants need to remember letters while
deciding whether an equation was valid or not. First, both tasks were practiced
separately. During the letter practice trials, the participant was presented with a
sequence of two or three letters. At the end of a trial, the participant was presented
with several letters on the screen and the participant had to click on the letters in the
right order of presentation. During the equation practice trials, an equation was
presented on the screen. Whenever the participant completed the equation, an answer
was presented on the screen and the participant needed to decide whether this was
the correct answer or not. In the actual task, the participant saw a letter to remember
followed by an equation. Next, a letter was presented on the screen and so on. A
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sequence of several letters and equations was presented after which the participant
was asked again to click on the letters in the same order as they were presented in. As a
mental support, the order at which the participants clicked on the letters was
represented in boxes next to the letters (see Figure s4 for an illustration of this task).
Feedback of performance at the equations and letter reproduction was given after the
participant had entered the letters and their order of presentation.

Figure s2 . Example of the Tower of London (ToL). Note: the left represents the starting
position; the middle represents how the participant could have moved the balls
(represented by the dotted arrows); the right represents the final position.

Figure s3 . Example of the alternating condition of the online Trail Making Test (TMT).

Figure s4 . Example of the operation span task.
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N-back

Corsi (Blokkenreeksen)
The Corsi task used in this study was an online version (developed by NeuroTask BV:
Schagen et al., 2010-2015) based on the original Corsi task (Milner, 1971). An increasing
number of blocks was presented on a screen starting with two blocks. The blocks
presented on the screen lit up in a certain sequence (see Figure s6 for an illustration of
the task). The participant had to reproduce this sequence by clicking on the blocks in
the right order. The same number of blocks but lighting up in a different order was
presented twice. If the participant had at least one of the two sequences correct,
another block was added to the screen. The task finished when both trials of the same
number of blocks were incorrect. The maximum number of blocks presented on the
screen was 11.
1

2

3
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During the n-back task, a white image of an object was presented in the middle of a
black screen. The n-back task consisted of three subtasks: a 0-back, a 1-back, and a 2back task. In the 0-back task, participants needed to press yes (i.e., the ‘z’ button) if a
car was presented on the screen or no (i.e., the ‘/’ button) when any other object was
presented on the screen. In the 1-back task, participants needed to press ‘z’ when the
currently presented object was the same as the previous object or press ‘/’ when it was
different to the previous object. In the 2-back task, participants needed to press ‘z’
when the presented object was the same as the object presented two pictures before
the previous one or press ‘/’ when this was not the case (see Figure s5 for an illustration
of the task). This task was based on the n-back used by de Vries and Geurts (2014). A
detailed description of the task can be found elsewhere (Lever, Werkle-Bergner,
Brandmaier, Ridderinkhof, & Geurts, 2015).

4

Figure s5 . Example of four possible screens in the n-back task. Note. Screen two would
be a yes in the 0-back task, screen three would be a yes in the 2-back task, and screen
four would be a yes in a 1-back task.
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Figure s6 . Example of the Corsi task.

Stop-signal task
In the stop-signal task (e.g., Logan, Schachar, & Tannock, 1997) a green arrow either
pointing to the right or to the left was presented on the screen. Participants had to
indicate as fast as possible in which direction the arrow was pointing. However, in 20%
of the trials the arrow turned red. In these trials, the participant had to inhibit their
response such that no response was given (i.e., stop trial). In these stop trials, the
interval between the presentation of the green arrow and the arrow turning red
differed between trials. The interval started at 300ms and increased with 50ms
whenever participant mistakenly pressed a button during a stop trial and decreased by
50ms after a correct withheld response. Participants were stimulated to respond as fast
as possible and not to wait till the arrow possibly turned red. See Figure s7 for an
outline of the task.

Mouse skills
Three online tasks were used to determine mouse skills (all developed by NeuroTask
BV). In the first task, a 5x5 grid of squares was presented at the middle of the screen. A
cross appeared in the top left square. Below the grid, a red square appeared which
needed to be placed in the grid at the position of the cross. After correct placement of
the square, that square became blue and the cross moved to the next square in the
grid. Participant had to complete the grid as fast as possible. See Figure s8 for an
illustration of the task.
In the second mouse task, a spiral of 25 circles of decreasing sizes was presented on
the screen. Participants had to click on the circles in order from the outer circle till the
inner circle. After a correct click, the circle turned black. When participants clicked on
an incorrect circle, that circle briefly turned red. See Figure s9 for an illustration of the
task.
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The third task was a drag and drop task. Either two circles or two squares were
presented opposite to each other somewhere on the screen. Participants had to drag
the black object precisely into the white object as fast as possible. See Figure s10 for an
illustration of the task.

Figure s7 . Example of the stop-signal task. Note. The left side of the figure represents a
response trial; the right side of the figure represents a stop trial.
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Time

3

Figure s8. Example of the mouse skill task one.
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Figure s9. Example of the mouse skill click task.


Figure s10. Example of the mouse skill drag and drop task.

Chapter 4
Brain training improves recovery after stroke but waiting list improves
equally: A multicenter randomized controlled trial of a computer-based
cognitive flexibility training

Based on: Van de Ven, R. M., Buitenweg, J. I. V., Schmand, B., Veltman, D. J., Aaronson,
J. A., Nijboer, T. C. W., Kruiper-Doesborgh, S. J. C., van Bennekom, C. A. M., Rasquin, S.
M. C., Ridderinkhof, K. R., & Murre, J. M. J. (2017). Brain training improves recovery
after stroke but waiting list improves equally: A multicenter randomized controlled trial
of a computer-based cognitive flexibility training. PLoS ONE, 12(3): e0172993.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0172993
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Brain training is currently widely used in an attempt to improve cognitive functioning.
Computer-based training can be performed at home and could therefore be an
effective add-on to available rehabilitation programs aimed at improving cognitive
functioning. Several studies have reported cognitive improvements after computer
training, but most lacked proper active and passive control conditions.
Our aim was to investigate whether computer-based cognitive flexibility training
improves executive functioning after stroke. We also conducted within-group analyses
similar to those used in previous studies, to assess inferences about transfer effects
when comparisons to proper control groups are missing.
We conducted a randomized controlled, double blind trial. Adults (30-80 years old)
who had suffered a stroke within the last 5 years were assigned to either an
intervention group (n = 38), active control group (i.e., mock training; n = 35), or waiting
list control group (n = 24). The intervention and mock training consisted of 58 half-hour
sessions within a 12-week period. Cognitive functioning was assessed using several
paper-and-pencil and computerized neuropsychological tasks before the training,
immediately after training, and 4 weeks after training completion.
Both training groups improved on training tasks, and all groups improved on several
transfer tasks (three executive functioning tasks, attention, reasoning, and
psychomotor speed). Improvements remained 4 weeks after training completion.
However, the amount of improvement in executive and general cognitive functioning in
the intervention group was similar to that of both control groups (active control and
waiting list). Therefore, this improvement was likely due to training-unspecific effects.
Our results stress the importance to include both active and passive control conditions
in the study design and analyses. Results from studies without proper control
conditions should be interpreted with care.
Key words: executive functioning, working memory, attention, retraining, acquired
brain injury, brain training, transfer, stroke
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Approximately 60% of stroke survivors show cognitive impairments which often persist
in the chronic phase after stroke (Maaijwee et al., 2014; Middleton et al., 2014).
Executive impairments, in particular, have a large impact on everyday life and may
predict poor cognitive recovery after stroke (Nys et al., 2006; Lesniak et al., 2008),
making efforts to improve these functions highly relevant. Computer-based training
approaches may complement existing rehabilitation programs. They have the
advantage that they can be exercised at home, thus facilitating intense and repeated
practice, a key element for restitution-based rehabilitation. The aim of restitution is not
to master compensational strategies, but restoration of impaired functions through
stimulation.
So far, the evidence for the effectiveness of computer-based training in improving
executive functioning after acquired brain injury is inconclusive. Several studies have
reported improvements in tasks similar to the training (near transfer effects) as well as
improvements in tasks that differ from the training (far transfer effects). Most of these
studies, however, suffered from methodological limitations (Van de Ven et al., 2016).
First, most studies lacked a control condition or included only passive (non-treated)
control conditions. In studies that included active control (i.e., mock training) groups,
computer-based training failed to outperform mock training (Gray et al., 1992; Spikman
et al., 2010). Without an active control condition, positive training effects may well
result from nonspecific elements such as spontaneous recovery, test-retest effects, or
the Hawthorne effect (i.e., the effect of merely participating in a scientific study,
entailing expectancy, personal attention, motivation, et cetera; Mayo, 1933;
Roethlisberger and Dickson, 1939). Without a waiting list control condition,
improvement in both training conditions could be due either to both programs being
effective or to nonspecific elements. Thus, both an active control condition and a
waiting list control condition should be included to control for all training-unspecific
effects. Second, most studies did not adjust statistically for multiple testing despite
including a large number of outcome measures, and are, therefore, prone to type 1
error (i.e., report of positive results where there are none). Third, the relation between
study outcomes and training task progression was often not investigated, so it remains
unclear to what extent functional improvements were related to the training.
Furthermore, training duration was generally short (median = 15.6 hours), and sample
sizes were relatively small (median = 16; Van de Ven et al., 2016).
A further methodological issue is that previous training studies may not have
targeted relevant and/or process-pure cognitive functions or their underlying neural
mechanisms. Three major components of executive functions have been discerned: (1)
control of one’s behavior, including inhibition of strong but inappropriate responses, (2)
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mental set shifting (i.e., changing from one set of task rules to another), and (3)
information updating (Miyake et al., 2000). Training studies that did reveal reliable far
transfer in healthy elderly commonly involved rapid task switching as a key ingredient
of training (Buitenweg et al., 2012), thereby targeting mental set shifting, which is at
the core of executive functioning.
The aim of the current study was to test the hypothesis that computer-based
cognitive flexibility training, as commercially available, improves executive functioning
after stroke, while accounting for the above-reviewed methodological issues. We
additionally conducted within-group analyses similar to those used in previous studies,
to assess inferences about transfer effects when comparisons to proper control groups
are missing. Participants trained five times per week half an hour for 12 weeks, which
we expected to suffice to trigger restitution-based recovery of executive functions. The
intervention training included rapid task switching. Difficulty of tasks was adapted
individually to the performance of participants (Buitenweg et al., 2012). An active
control group (i.e., mock training) and a waiting list group were included to control for
nonspecific effects. We expected that the cognitive flexibility training would result in
more pronounced transfer effects on executive functioning compared to the mock
training, and that the performance of the waiting list group would not change over
time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A detailed description of the design, training tasks, and outcome measures of this study
has been published previously (Van de Ven et al., 2015).

Participants
Participants were recruited from six Dutch rehabilitation centers and patient societies
(April 2013 - March 2015). They were included when they had had a stroke 3 months to
5 years ago, were between 30 and 80 years old, and (had) received rehabilitation
therapy as inpatient or outpatient. Participants were required to have cognitive
impairments after stroke (as testified by medical records), with cognitive complaints
still present at study entry. Finally, participants were required to be able to work with
the computer and have daily access to a computer with Internet connection.
Exclusion criteria were presence of neurodegenerative disease; epilepsy; serious
psychiatric illness; any disease other than stroke that results in severe cognitive
impairments; drug or alcohol dependency; severe color blindness, aphasia, neglect, or
computer fear; disabling vision or auditory problems; and diagnosed learning disability.
Furthermore, participants who were not mentally or physically fit enough to be able to
complete 12 weeks of training were excluded. Finally, those who were not able to
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Experimental design
The study was a prospective multicenter, double-blind, randomized controlled study
(RCT). Participants were assigned randomly to the intervention group, the active
control group, or to the waiting list group by randomization software (Minimpy;
Saghaei and Saghaei, 2011). This assured minimal differences between groups in time
since stroke (post-acute versus chronic), level of computer experience (<0.5, 0.5-4, >4
hours), age (30-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-80), education (primary or lower secondary, middle
secondary, higher, university), cognitive screening scores (Telephone Interview for
Cognitive Status, TICS; Brandt et al., 1988: <33, 33-37, >37), and sex (male, female).
Participants were not informed that one of the training programs was a mock training.
Instead they were told that the study aimed to compare two types of computer-based
cognitive training programs. The groups were coded by the research coordinator such
that the assessors were blind to which training condition the participant was assigned.
The waiting list group was added during the course of the study (see supplementary
material 1). At that moment, 25 participants were included in the intervention group
and 28 in the active control group.
Computer tasks were administered online at baseline (T0), after 6 weeks of training
or waiting (T1), after training completion or after 12 weeks of waiting (T2), and (for the
training groups) 4 weeks after training completion (T3). Conventional
neuropsychological tasks tapping several cognitive domains were administered at T0
and T2. In addition, brain MRI scans were obtained at T0 and T2 in a subset of the
sample and several questionnaires were administered at all time-points, results of
which will be presented elsewhere. A schematic overview of the study design and
participant flow can be found in Figure 1.
The study was approved by the medical ethical review board of the VU University
Medical Center, Amsterdam. The study is registered as Training Project Amsterdam
Seniors and Stroke (TAPASS) with the Central Committee on Research Involving Human
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understand the training instructions or who could not execute the training due to any
other unforeseen reason, after instructions or after the first training week, were
excluded.
A priori sample size calculations were based on our aim to detect at least large
group effects (d = 0.80; Cohen, 1988) between two groups with one outcome measure.
With a power of .80 and an alpha of .05 (one-tailed), this effect would be revealed in
univariate analyses with a minimal sample size of 20 per group. As a switch training in
healthy elderly resulted in an effect size d = 0.40 (Karbach and Kray, 2009) we aimed to
maximally include 138 participants, resulting in 3 x 40 while taking into account a 15%
attrition rate. Inclusion would stop at this number or when the recruitment period was
over.
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Subjects Register NL4468502913 (www.toetsingonline.nl) and the Netherlands National
Trial Register NTR5174.
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After randomization (T0), participants gave written informed consent and performed
neuropsychological and computer tasks administered by two junior psychologists
trained and supervised by a neuropsychologist at the University of Amsterdam. The
assessor of neuropsychological tasks was blind to the training allocation of the
participant. After task administration, he/ she registered which training condition they
thought (i.e., guessed) the participant was in, to check whether they were truly blind.
Note that the person administrating the computer tasks and training instructions was
not blind to training allocation. In addition, participants performed several computer
tasks online at home (see Van de Ven et al. (2015) for a detailed description).
Participants in the training groups trained at home five times per week during half
an hour for 12 weeks. The training program consisted of 58 training sessions (29 hours
of training). A daily log was completed before and after each training session. A trained
student contacted the participant by phone to ask about their training progression and
an automatic training reminder was sent by e-mail whenever participants did not train
for two days that week. The waiting list group received care as usual which most often
meant they did not receive any treatment; they were not contacted by phone. After 12
weeks of either training or waiting (T2), participants came back to the university to
perform the same tasks as before (T0). After completing these tasks, the waiting list
group started the intervention training.
The online tasks were also administered after 6 weeks of waiting or training (T1).
Four weeks after training completion (T3), the online tasks were repeated among
training groups to measure long-term effects of the training.

Both computer training programs were carried out at home via a preexisting brain
training website, www.braingymmer.com. The training tasks (games) were
professionally programmed to be stimulating. Based on a pilot study, we adjusted
elements such as the time allowed to complete a task to stroke survivors and to the
elderly population. Individual feedback was given after each task based on a three-star
rating scale and at the end of each session. During the workout, the next task was
automatically selected and presented to the participant. Participants were thus not free
to navigate the website and select their own tasks. They were, however, able to select
the level of difficulty where a higher level became available as soon as one out of three
stars was achieved.
Cognitive flexibility training
The intervention training consisted of nine tasks in the cognitive domains of working
memory, attention, and reasoning. To stimulate cognitive flexibility, tasks from the
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same cognitive domain were never performed successively. In the first week, each task
was performed for 10 minutes in order to get to know the task (i.e., three tasks per
session). After that, sessions included 10 tasks of 3 minutes each to challenge cognitive
flexibility. The degree of difficulty of the task was adapted to the participant’s
performance; they were asked to continue to the next level as soon as they received
two or three out of three stars. All tasks consisted of 20 levels.
Mock training
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The mock training consisted of four tasks that were not expected to train executive
functions because they did not involve updating, set shifting, or inhibition. Each session
consisted of three tasks. Thus, participants only switched to the next task after 10
minutes. The tasks were not adaptive; participants were asked to train at the same
level for one or two weeks before they were allowed to go to the next level. The
instructors asked participants not to train beyond level nine. However, some
participants disregarded this and trained at higher levels anyway.

Outcome Measures
Primary outcomes
For the primary analyses, executive functioning was measured with several
neuropsychological tasks and one computer task (see Table 1 for outcome measures
used per task). These included the number-letter switching condition of the Trail
Making Test (TMT) from the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (D-Kefs; Delis,
Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001), category fluency (Thurnstone, 1938) and letter fluency tasks
(Benton & Hamsher, 1989), an online version of the Tower of London (ToL, based on
Culbertson & Zillmer, 2005), and Letter-Number Sequencing (LNS, Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale III-NL; Wechsler, 2000). Raw scores were corrected for demographics
at baseline assessment based on norm scores where available. None of the outcome
measures was used in the training program, thus all measured transfer effects.
Secondary outcomes
Objective cognitive functioning was assessed for the following domains: cognitive
flexibility, attention, verbal memory, working memory, reasoning, psychomotor speed,
and inhibition. Most domains consisted of multiple tasks (see Table 1 for tasks and
outcome measures used per domain). The operation span task was not used for
analyses, because online task presentation became unreliable due to changes in the
Flash plugin in the most used internet browser. All scores were recoded in such a way
that higher scores represent better performance. For details about data preparation of
the primary and secondary outcomes, see supplementary material 1.
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Training performance

Statistical analysis
Primary analyses of transfer effects were performed with one repeated-measures
MANOVA. The dependent variables were time to completion on the switch condition of
the D-Kefs TMT, number of words mentioned during the category fluency and the letter
fluency tasks, square root transformation of the number of steps of the ToL, and score
on LNS. The independent variable was group (intervention, mock training, and waiting
list control group). Time-points in this model were before (T0) and after training or
waiting period (T2). Post-hoc univariate ANOVAs were performed when the time effect
of the MANOVA was significant. P-values that remained significant after BonferroniHolm correction are marked in Table 3 and 4.
Secondary analyses were performed in a similar way, i.e. by a single repeatedmeasures MANOVA, with inhibition and composite scores of cognitive flexibility,
attention, verbal memory, working memory, reasoning, and psychomotor speed as
dependent variables. A composite score was calculated per domain by calculating the
average z-score based on the mean and standard deviation of all participants at T0.
However, if norm scores were available, demographically-corrected z-scores were used
instead. Both primary and secondary analyses were repeated with age, education, and
time since stroke as covariates to explore the influence of these variables on training
effects.
Whenever the training resulted in a significant improvement of the dependent
variables that were additionally measured at T1 (after 6 weeks of training) and T3
(follow-up 4 weeks after training completion), the time-points T1 and T3 were added to
the model. This was done to determine whether the training was already effective after
6 weeks of training, and to assess whether training effects would persist after the
training.
Blinding for training assignment of assessors and participants was checked with
chi-square test. Training performance differences between groups were analyzed with
Mann-Whitney tests because the training scores were not normally distributed. The
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For both experimental groups, training performance was assessed based on task level
and highest score obtained per level. Per task, the obtained high-scores for each level
were converted into a percentage of the maximal possible score and added up to a
total task score. The intervention training consisted of three domains and the domain
score was based on the average task score of the tasks within that domain. Finally, a
total score was calculated by taking the average of the three domain scores (i.e., the
average score of all tasks). The mock training consisted of four tasks and the total score
was based on the average of these tasks. Scores could range from 0 to 2000 (i.e.,
maximum 100 per level).
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dependent variable was the difference score, which was calculated by subtracting the
average training score after the first time each task was performed (10 minutes per
task; at T0) from the final average training score (at T2). The independent variable was
group (intervention and mock training). The relation between training improvement
and performance change on outcome measures was examined with Pearson’s
correlation (statistically tested one-tailed).
Exploratory Student paired t-tests were performed in both the training groups and
the waiting list group with all outcome measures at T0 and T2 as dependent variables in
order to compare our results with previous training studies. In addition, Bayesian
independent samples t-test was performed with JASP (Version 0.7.5.5; Computer
software) to explore whether the evidence was in favor of H0 (data are from the same
group) or H1 (data come from two groups; training groups ≠ waiting list group). Finally,
to examine whether the training had an effect on overall cognition, a repeatedmeasures ANOVA was conducted with a composite score of all outcome measures as
the dependent variable and group (intervention, mock training, and waiting list control
group) as independent variable. Norm-corrected z-scores were used where available.
For the remaining tasks, z-scores were calculated based on the mean and standard
deviation at T0.
All analyses were performed as intention-to-treat analysis, including all participants
who started the study. Additionally, analyses were rerun as per-protocol analysis. In
these latter analyses, only participants who completed the training according to
protocol (e.g., completed at least 50 sessions) and who performed the tasks at T2, were
included in the analyses.
Outliers in the (transformed) raw data were detected by Grubbs’ Extreme
Studentized Deviation test (Grubbs, 1950) and were replaced with the closest value of
the other participants. Missing values that were due to the participant (e.g., too tired to
complete the task, or incidentally incapable of performing the task altogether) were
substituted with the lowest observation of the group at that time-point for that task, or
for the D-Kefs TMT with z = -3 as this is the lowest score possible for that task. Data that
were missing but not due to the participant (e.g., caused by technical problems) were
substituted based on the last observation carried forward. In cases where the baseline
score was missing, last observation carried backwards was used, such that the data
from the closest time-point after baseline was used. If both time-points were missing,
the average of the group was used. Note that in this way substituted data were
conservative. The results, therefore, more likely reflect an underestimation than an
overestimation. Multivariate outliers were only replaced if an explanation could be
found for the extreme values. Analyses were run with and without outliers. All reported
results are without univariate outliers and with multivariate outliers, but if results
differed, both analyses were reported.

Normality was checked with Shapiro-Wilk test and by evaluating skewness and
kurtosis. SPSS version 19 (IBM; Armonck, USA) or a later version was used. P-values of
.05 or lower (two-tailed if not mentioned otherwise) were considered significant.

RESULTS
Pre-training
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Out of 223 potential participants who were screened, 97 passed all in- and exclusion
criteria and were included in the final analyses (see Figure 1 for participant flowchart
including drop-out reasons). Prior to training, the three groups did not differ in age,
educational level, sex, time since stroke, or baseline cognitive functioning except for
attention (see Table 2 for scores and statistics). The intervention group had significantly
higher baseline scores on the attention composite (p < .01) and reported significantly
higher levels of fatigue (p < .01) than the active control group, but not waiting list
group.
The blinding for training assignment was confirmed. Assessors of the
neuropsychological tasks did not guess the training condition significantly better than
chance at baseline (T0: 30%; χ2(1, N = 77) = 0.42, p = .52) and after training or waiting
(T2: 42%; χ2(1, N = 60) = 1.88, p = .17). The active control group was not informed about
the existence of a mock training. More than half (66%) of the active control group
thought they had received an intervention training compared to 89 % of the
intervention group. Moreover, the training groups did not significantly differ with
respect to motivation during training, perceived difficulty of or interest in the training,
number of workouts completed, or drop-out rate. This suggests that the active control
group did perceive their training similarly to the intervention group.

4

Training Tasks
Thirty-six participants started the intervention training and 33 started the mock
training. The average number of training sessions completed was 48.4, which equals
24.2 hours. This did not differ significantly between the intervention training group and
the active control group (t(71)=.44, p = .66). From the participants who completed the
post-training assessment (T2; nintervention = 29, nactive control = 30), the average number of
sessions completed was 56.8 (i.e., 28.4 hours). Both training groups improved on the
training tasks (see Figure S1) and improvement per task did not differ significantly
between groups (Mann–Whitney U = 628.5, nintervention = 36, nactive control = 33, p = .68).
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Transfer Effect of Training
Intention-to-treat analyses
Executive functioning measures (primary outcome measures)
In the repeated-measures MANOVA with the five main executive functioning outcome
measures (see statistical analysis section), all three groups improved significantly over
time (F(5,90) = 7.85, p < .001, with partial eta squared effect size (ɳp2) = .30), but there
was no group*time interaction (F(10,182) = 0.78, p = .65, ɳp2 = .04; see Table 3). Time
effects were shown for the D-Kefs TMT (p < .001, ɳp2 = .20), LNS (p < .01, ɳp2 = .07), and
ToL (p < .01, ɳp2 = .08), but the intervention training did not result in larger
improvements compared to either of the control groups. This significant time effect
disappeared after correcting for age, time since stroke, and education (F(5,87) = 0.78, p
= .57, ɳp2 = .04) and the group*time interaction remained non-significant (F(10,176) =
0.60, p = .81, ɳp2 = .03). Only education significantly accounted for 33% of the variance
but the correlation between education and the outcome measures was low (max r =
.28) and the effects of education were highly nonsystematic, rendering interpretation
of this MANCOVA outcome essentially meaningless. Several active control participants
trained at higher levels than was allowed and five intervention group participants
reached highest levels for two training tasks. Results did not change when these
participants were left out.
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The intervention training was intended to be more adaptive than the mock training.
However, the degree of adaptiveness was compromised in 83% of the active control
group and 17% of the intervention group participants. First, even though the active
control group had been instructed to stay below level 10, 83% of the active control
participants continued at levels higher than nine. They did so in on average 10% of their
training time compared to 14% in the intervention group, which was allowed to train
until level 20. Thus, the mock training was more adaptive than originally planned, which
may mitigate the difference between intervention and mock training. However,
because the intervention training included rapid task switches and tasks were focused
on executive functions it was still believed to be superior to the mock training. Second,
in the intervention group, five participants (17%) were slightly less challenged in the
last weeks of the training because they reached the highest level and score possible on
one of the nine tasks. Though not likely, this may have yielded a ceiling in training
effects.

Cognitive flexibility and other cognitive domains (secondary outcome measures)
In the repeated-measures MANOVA with the secondary composite measures, the
performance of all three groups increased significantly over time (F(7,88) = 8.89, p <
.001, ɳp2 = .41), but there was no group*time interaction (F(14,178) = 0.77, p = .69, ɳp2=
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.06; see Table 3). Univariate repeated-measures ANOVAs revealed improvements over
time (T2-T0) for attention (p < .001, ɳp2 = .30), reasoning (p = .03, ɳp2 = .05) and
psychomotor speed (p < .001, ɳp2 = .30), but the intervention training did not result in
larger improvement compared to either of the control groups. The time effect of
reasoning would not survive adjustment for multiple comparisons. Results were similar
when analyses were repeated with univariate outliers, except for the time effect of
reasoning which obtained trend-wise significance (p = .06, ɳp2 = .04). As with the
primary analyses, results did not change when analyses were run without participants
for whom adaptiveness of the training was compromised.
After correcting for age, time since stroke, and education, the significant time effect
remained only for attention (p < .01, ɳp2 = .11) and was no longer significant for
cognitive flexibility (p = .08, ɳp2 = .03) and psychomotor speed (p = .07, ɳp2 = .04). The
group*time interaction remained non-significant (F(14,172) = 0.68, p = .79, ɳp2 = .05).
Relation between improvement on training task and outcome measures
The improvement on training tasks did not correlate significantly with improvement on
primary transfer tasks (r ranging from -.13 to .31). The only significant correlation was
between the attention domain score of the intervention training and the improvement
on the ToL (r(34) = .31, p = .03). For the secondary outcome measures the correlations
were also low to moderate (r ranging from -.19 to .45). Significant correlations in the
intervention group were found between improvements in attention training tasks and
reasoning composite (r(34) = .31, p = .03); memory training tasks and attention
composite (r(34) = .33, p = .02); and improvement of reasoning training tasks correlated
with improvements in the attention composite, reasoning composite, and psychomotor
speed composite (r = .35, p = .02; r = .32, p = .03; r = .28, p = .05; respectively). Mock
training improvement only correlated significantly with attention composite
improvement (r(31) = .45, p < .01).
Planned explorative analyses
We performed a repeated-measures ANOVA to examine the training and waiting effect
on overall cognition based on a composite score of all outcome measures, and obtained
results similar to those above. There was a significant time effect (F(1, 94) = 20.8, p <
.001, ɳp2 = .18), indicating that the performance of all three groups improved. However,
the group*time interaction effect was not significant (F(2, 94) = 0.74, p = .48, ɳp2 = .02,
see Figure 2), thus there was no group difference in improvement. Because the average
overall z-score was close to 0, indicating participants were not severely impaired, we
reran the analyses (post-hoc) including only participants who were impaired (i.e., zscore lower than -1.65) on at least one of the outcome measures at baseline, again
obtaining similar results as for the primary and secondary analyses mentioned before.
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Comparison with statistical methods from previous studies
Previous studies typically only performed analyses in the intervention group without
direct statistical comparison with a control group or without correcting for multiple
testing. To investigate how our results compare to these from previous studies, we also
performed within-group analyses (even though we consider these analyses less
appropriate, because between-group analyses are required to control for trainingunspecific effects). Paired Student t-tests of the 26 outcome measures in the
intervention group revealed 10 significant improvements (and 2 trends towards
improvement), 3 of which would survive adjustment for multiple comparisons (see
Table 4). The waiting list group improved significantly on four outcome measures, none
of which would survive multiple comparison adjustment. Thus, without direct statistical
comparison of all three groups within the same analyses we would have concluded that
brain training results in cognitive improvement.
However, as mentioned above, based on repeated-measures MANOVAs when the
significantly at baseline nor was there a significant group*time interaction. Error bars
represent standard errors three groups are compared directly, these group differences
are not significant. Lack of statistical power is an unlikely explanation for the absence of
group differences, because univariate ANOVAs did also not show significant differences

Figure 2. Overall cognitive improvement on all outcome measures combined into one
composite measure. nintervention = 38, nactive control = 35, nwaiting list = 24. ** = The time effect
was significant (p < .001) without correcting for covariates. Groups did not differ
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between the three groups (results not reported but available upon request), not even
when both training groups were pooled and compared with the waiting list group.
Results from Bayesian analyses were also in favor of the H0 (i.e., evidence that the data
was more likely to originate from one group, see Table S2) for the outcome measures
that showed no group differences based on the ANOVAs.
Per-protocol analyses

Follow-up
As there was no training effect, T1 was not evaluated. Results for the training groups at
follow-up were analyzed with a repeated-measures MANOVA with T0 and T3 as timepoints, followed by the same analysis with T2 and T3 as time-points. Long-term training
effects could not be compared to a passive control group, because the waiting list
group did not perform T3 after waiting.
From the 10 outcome measures that were repeated 4 weeks after training
completion, 8 showed a significant increase from baseline (T0) to follow-up (T3; F(10,
62) = 9.86, p < .001, ɳp2 = .61). Improvements were seen on the TMT A and B, the three
mouse tasks, DSST, ToL, and one of the two switch task outcomes (see Table S3).
However, there was no group*time interaction (F(10, 62) = 0.59, p = .82, ɳp2 = .09);
thus, both groups increased equally over time. The time effects disappeared after
correcting for education, age and time since stroke (F(10, 59) = 0.74, p = . 69, ɳp2 = .11).
Between T2 and T3, only TMT B and one of the two switch task outcomes improved
significantly (p < .01, ɳp2 = .14 and p = .04, ɳp2 = .06, respectively) and one of the mouse
tasks reached significance (p = .06, ɳp2 = .05). The rest of the tasks scores remained
stable between T2 and T3. Again, there were no group differences (F(10, 62) = 1.67, p =
.11, ɳp2 = .21).
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The main repeated-measures MANOVAs were repeated for participants who completed
the training according to the protocol. Compared to the intention-to-treat analyses, 20
participants were excluded (18 drop-outs, 2 completed < 50 training sessions). Thus,
analyses were based on 77 participants (nintervention = 28, nactive control = 29, nwaiting list = 20).
At baseline (T0), participants who did not follow the protocol had significantly lower
memory scores (t(95) = 2.70, p < .01), D-Kefs TMT scores (t(23.7) = 2.21, p = .04), and
there was a trend for lower attention scores (t(23.7) = 1.88, p = .06) than participants
who followed the protocol. They did not differ significantly on the other baseline
variables nor on the rehabilitation received during the study.
Results of the training did not differ from the intention-to-treat analyses.
Participants improved on training tasks, but there were no transfer effects of the
training to the primary outcomes (F(10,136) = 0.70, p = .73, ɳp2 =.05) nor to the
secondary outcomes (F(14,132) = 0.73, p = .74, ɳp2 =.07).
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The aim of the current study was to evaluate whether computer-based brain training
improves executive functioning after stroke. We included training elements that had
been reported in previous studies to enhance the effects of training. With this training
program, we found that participants improved on training tasks and on several
outcome tasks, with improvements persisting even 4 weeks after training completion.
However, when groups were compared, the intervention group did not improve
significantly more than the active and waiting list control groups. This implies that the
transfer effects of training were small and may be explained largely by variables
unrelated to the training, such as the Hawthorne effect.
Our second aim was to evaluate whether studies without proper control groups can
draw conclusions about transfer effects. The improvements over time we found do
corroborate most findings of previous brain training studies for patients with acquired
brain injury (Akerlund, Esbjornsson, Sunnerhagen, & Bjorkdahl, 2013; Chen, Thomas,
Glueckauf, & Bracy, 1997; De Luca et al., 2014; Gray, Robertson, Pentland, & Anderson,
1992; Lin et al., 2014; Lundqvist, Grundstrom, Samuelsson, & Ronnberg, 2010; Ruff et
al., 1994; Spikman, Boelen, Lamberts, Brouwer, & Fasotti, 2010; van Vleet, Chen,
Vernon, Novakovic-Agopian, & D'Esposito, 2015; Westerberg et al., 2007). Therefore,
without comparing the result of the intervention group to those of the waiting list and
active control group, we would also have—unjustifiably—concluded that the
intervention training was effective. The current study shows that a positive withingroup effect (i.e., time effect) does not necessarily imply an effect of training because
the time effect may not differ significantly from the one seen in groups that did not
train. Our results underscore the importance of including control conditions in the
study design and analyses.
For the main executive functioning outcomes, the time effect disappeared after
correcting for education. This also replicates previous results (Gray et al., 1992). The
time effect of the secondary outcome measures was not affected by these corrections.
In the current study, education did not correlate strongly with the outcome measures
and the effect of each education level differed per outcome measure, which suggests
that education resulted in non-systematic variation. It is therefore unlikely that
education accounted for the training effect and it is more likely that the time effect
disappeared due to covariation with non-systematic, noise-like patterns.
With the same outcome measures as used in the current study, two studies did
report transfer effects of training to executive functioning, verbal memory (De Luca et
al., 2014), and to attention (Westerberg et al., 2007). Compared with our study, their
participants were more severely impaired, suggesting that training programs may be
more effective for these patients. A limitation is that an active control group was not
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included, so their results may be training-unspecific. Another limitation is that only a
small number of tasks per cognitive domain was used. It is important, however, to use
multiple outcome measures per cognitive domain because an improvement in a small
selection of outcome measures taxing the same function is less convincing than
improvement on several outcome measures within a function (Slagter, 2012). With the
use of composite scores, as we did in our study, only training effects that consistently
improve a given domain will be revealed, not merely the skills for one particular task.
This would be strong evidence that the training indeed improved the underlying
cognitive functioning measured by that set of tasks.
There were several limitations in our study. First, our sample consisted of stroke
patients who were relatively high functioning with an average z-score of -0.6. Only 63%
of the participants had scores that suggest impairment (z < -1.65) at least in one
outcome measure. This may have been due to a selection bias, because participants
needed to be able to use a computer and endure the workload of this study.
Nevertheless, the training results did not change when we only included these more
severely impaired patients.
Second, similar to what was found in two large studies with healthy elderly adults
(Corbett et al., 2015; Hardy et al., 2015), the effect size of improvement on outcome
measures was small, on average ɳp2 = .20 (which corresponds to d = 0.29). To reveal
these effects with a power of 0.8 and alpha of .05 (one sided), 444 participants (3x 148)
would be needed. However, an intervention with such a small effect size is hardly
clinically relevant.
Third, the adaptiveness of the training was somewhat compromised in both training
groups. As a result, the active control training was more challenging than we had
planned, and five intervention group participants were less stimulated because they
reached the ceiling in one of the training tasks during the last phase of their training.
This may explain the absence of difference in transfer effects between the intervention
and the mock training. However, results without these participants did not differ from
those including them, thus rendering the compromised adaptiveness of the training an
unlikely candidate to explain the absence of training effects.
Fourth, we expected that training five times per week during half an hour per day
for a total of 29 hours would be sufficient to induce restitution-based recovery.
Possibly, this still was not sufficient and more time or a higher frequency of training is
needed (Bhogal, Teasell, & Speechley, 2003; Hardy et al., 2015). Even though
participants were coached during the entire training period and could contact us
whenever they ran into problems, they might have benefited from additional face-toface contact and support (Lampit, Hallock, & Valenzuela, 2014). It is also possible that
the training was not sufficiently tailored to improve cognitive functioning in patients.
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Fifth, a general limitation of executive functioning tasks pertains to learning effects
during repeated performance. Yet, no parallel versions were available for the tasks that
improved over time. Training effects may thus have been absorbed by these retest
effects.
Our study was designed to maximize the likelihood of uncovering training effects on
executive functions. Despite our efforts, we did not find any evidence in favor of the
notion that computer-based training helps to improve executive functioning. The
efforts included the following: Our study had sufficient statistical power to reveal
clinically relevant effect sizes. The training included important aspects of a training
program that are thought to be essential, and used professionally programmed tasks.
These were stimulating and tapped into three cognitive domains. The gaming platform
was tailored to our research and allowed control over many aspects of the training,
including (forced) task order. The training included rapid task switches and was spread
over a long period with a high frequency per week. Participants were coached and
motivated to train. Finally, our replication of time effects found by previous studies,
and all time effects showing improvements rather than deterioration, indicate that the
lack of training transfer is not due to measurement errors.
We recommend that future studies adjust their training to the specific needs of
each patient and provide more face-to-face coaching, especially at the beginning of the
training. It is important to control essential training elements (e.g., level selection
should be done by the program and not by the participant) in order to ensure
compliance to study protocol. Finally, studies should include proper control conditions,
multiple outcome measures per cognitive domain, and large sample sizes.
Our study showed that a high-potential cognitive flexibility training did not
convincingly result in improvements on several cognitive outcome measures. We did
find improvements over time, but improvements were similar in all three groups,
including in the waiting list group. The lack of training results in this study does not
imply that computer training programs in general are ineffective. However, caution is
needed when interpreting positive results of previous training studies, because most of
them did not include adequate control groups. Based on our results, we cannot
recommend general brain training programs that are now commercially available when
performed five times per week during three months. A training protocol as used in our
study is unlikely to yield clinically relevant benefits for the rehabilitation of cognitive
impairments after stroke. It remains possible, however, that training programs with a
much higher training dose, or programs tailored to the specific needs of individual
patients, will be effective and clinically relevant.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 4.1 - DETAILS OF DATA PREPARATION
Primary outcomes
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Parallel versions were used for the fluency tasks (i.e., girl names and cities at one timepoint and boy names and supermarket articles at the other time-point). The
supermarket article and city versions turned out to be unequal. Therefore, the mean
difference of both versions at T0 was deducted from the scores on the city category
and from the girl city switch category of both T0 and T2.
Originally, we planned to use the D-Kefs TMT number-letter switching condition
corrected for the separate letter and number conditions (i.e., condition 2 and 3). While
preparing the analyses, we realized that this is not a reliable measure. Crawford (2008)
reported a reliability of r =-.06. This was confirmed by the test-retest correlation in the
waiting-list group (r = -.06). We do not expect that the training would influence the
ability to connect numbers or letters and the test-retest design of our study would
already correct for these variances. We chose, therefore, to use D-Kefs TMT numberletter switching condition without correction for the separate letter and number
conditions.
Training results of the D-Kefs TMT, with correction for conditions two and three, did
not differ from the main analyses with only age corrected D-Kefs TMT number-letter
switching condition. See Table S1 for the results of the repeated-measures MANCOVA
with the D-Kefs TMT corrected for condition 2 and 3 variable.
There was one outlier in category fluency that was replaced and there were two
multivariate outliers. Because there was no explanation for the multivariate outliers,
they were included in the analyses. In the intention-to-treat analyses, 11.3% of data
were imputed via last observation carried forward (or backward) as the participant did
not complete the task, for example due to drop-out.

Secondary outcomes
Parallel versions were used for the Rey’s auditory verbal learning test (RAVLT) and
Raven Progressive Matrices.
Cognitive flexibility was measured by the switch condition of the category fluency
task, TMT B, and by a modified version of the switch task (Rogers & Monsell, 1995).
During the switch task, a number and a letter were presented on a computer screen.
Every other trial, participants had to switch between either mentioning whether the
number was higher or lower than five, and between mentioning whether a letter was
uppercase or lowercase. In the dual block, participants had to do the number and letter
tasks with each stimulus. They needed to do the first task as fast as possible after which
they could take time to do the second task (see Van de Ven (2016) for elaborate task
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Pre-training

Post-training

α
D Pre-training Post-training D Pre-waiting Post-waiting D F

p-value ɳ p

2

Fα

p-value ɳ p

represent better performance; F was based on Pillai's Trace; ɳ p2 = partial eta squared (effect size); DKEF TMT = Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System Trail
Making Test condition 4 corrected for condition 2 and 3; Seq. = Sequencing.

primary
F( 5 , 90 ) <.01 .19 F( 10 , 182 ) .93 .02
DKEF TMT (switch) -0.5 ( 0.9 ) -0.4 ( 0.9 ) 0.0 -0.5 ( 1.1 ) -0.4 ( 0.9 ) 0.1 -0.6 ( 0.9 ) -0.3 ( 0.9 ) 0.4
.05 .04
Letter Number Seq. 0.1 ( 1.1 ) 0.2 ( 1.1 ) 0.1 0.0 ( 1.2 ) 0.2 ( 1.1 ) 0.2 -0.3 ( 1.2 ) 0.0 ( 1.1 ) 0.3
.01 .07
Phonetic fluency
-0.4 ( 1.2 ) -0.2 ( 1.3 ) 0.1 -0.7 ( 1.2 ) -0.7 ( 1.3 ) 0.1 -0.8 ( 1.0 ) -0.8 ( 0.8 ) 0.0
.20 .02
Semantic fluency
20.1 ( 6.0 ) 19.9 ( 6.4 ) -0.1 18.8 ( 7.4 ) 18.8 ( 6.9 ) 0.0 17.6 ( 3.7 ) 18.3 ( 4.2 ) 0.7
.61 .00
Tower of London
-33.4 ( 22.9 ) -25.6 ( 15.6 ) 7.8 -34.0 ( 26.0 ) -29.0 ( 21.5 ) 4.9 -34.2 ( 19.8 ) -27.6 ( 14.4 ) 6.6
<.01 .08
Note . All scores are z-scores except for semantic fluency (words mentoined) and Tower of London (reversed score of extra moves required); Higher scores

measure

Table S1
Mean (standard deviation) and repeated-measures MANOVA of the outcome measures including D-Kefs corrected for condition 2 and 3
Group
Comparison
Intervention group (n = 38)
Active control group (n = 35) Waiting list group (n = 24)
Time
Time*group

4
2
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descriptions). Trials with a reaction time (RT) below 100 ms, above 5000 ms, or greater
than 3 SD above the mean RT for each category of the participant (i.e., switch or noswitch) were removed. Trials following an incorrect trial were also removed. In this
way, 20% of trials were removed at T0 and 13% at T2. Switch cost and dual cost were
calculated for RT and accuracy (see Table 1 how cost was calculated). The outcome
measures in the cognitive flexibility composite score were weighed, because both the
dual and the switch cost were represented by two outcome measures (i.e., cognitive
flexibility = mean((z TMT B*2), (z fluency switch *2), z switch RT, z switch accuracy, dual
RT, dual accuracy).
In the n-back task, participants had to respond whether a picture was a car (0-back)
or whether the current picture was the same as two pictures before (2-back). The task
consisted of four 0-back and four 2-back blocks. First blocks with a score at or below
chance level were removed if the other three blocks were carried out above chance
level. In these cases, both the first 0-back and the first 2-back blocks were removed. If
the total score of either the 0-back or the 2-back was at or below chance level, the
difference percentage score of the n-back was replaced with the worst score of that
group at that time-point. In addition, at least half of the trials needed to be present; if
not, the difference percentage score was marked as missing.
Similarly, if accuracy of the switch task was at or below chance level, the RT and
accuracy cost of both the switch and dual tasks were replaced (as the dual score relies
on the no-switch score of the switch task). For the dual task, only the dual RT and
accuracy were replaced. In the stop task participants had to indicate the direction of a
green arrow but withhold a response whenever the arrow turned red. The cut-off for
the chance level for the go trials that were replaced, was placed at 60% (van Muijden,
Band, & Hommel, 2012). Participants who had a stop trial accuracy above 90% were
marked as missing as they did not adhere to task instruction. For these three tasks,
2.8% of the data was replaced due to chance level scores. The average RT of the drag
and drop task needed to be based on at least four of the eight trials otherwise the score
was marked as missing.
Outliers were replaced in 0.4% of the secondary outcomes data and 2.3% was
marked as missing as the participant was incapable of doing the task or performed at or
below chance level. In addition, for the intention-to-treat analyses 11.4% of data were
imputed via last observation carried forward (or backward) as the participant did not
complete the task, for example due to drop-out.
Several outcome measures were not normally distributed and were thus
transformed using the following formulas:
ToL: square root of score
PASAT and Shipley: -1*(square root of ((max score+1)- score))
TMT A, TMT B, and Drag and drop skill: score ^-.14
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Drag skill grid and click skill: score^-.4
N-back: score ^2.83
DSST online: score ^1.04

Assumption check for MANCOVA
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There appeared to be a significant time since stroke*group interaction for the category
fluency task (p = .01). There were also significant time since stroke*cognitive flexibility
and time since stroke*reasoning interactions for group. These latter interactions were,
however, driven by the multivariate outliers; thus time since stroke was included as
covariate and differences in results without these outliers are reported. Results with
only education and age as a covariate did not differ from result with time since stroke
in addition as a covariate, thus results are reported with time since stroke as a
covariate in de the repeated-measures MANCOVAs.

Waiting list addition
The waiting list group was added to the study design during the course of the study,
because inclusion was going smoother than expected before study commencement.
Participants who started before the waiting list addition did not differ significantly on
baseline and did not have different time or training effects compared to those who
started after the waiting list addition.

Technical failures
Technical failures were not often reported (Mdn = 2 times per participant, IQ = 0-6) and
did not differ between training groups (Mann–Whitney U = 641.0, p = .58). Participants
who dropped out did not report more technical failures (Mdn = .5) than those who did
not drop out (Mdn = 2).

Does believe of training effectiveness matter?
Based on explorative analyses, those participants who thought they received the
intervention training did not improve significantly more on training tasks than those
who thought that they received the mock training (Mann–Whitney U = 341.0, n intervention
believe = 44, n mock believe = 13, p = .30). Nor did they improve more than those who thought
that they received the mock training on primary transfer tasks (F(5,67) = 0.73, p = .60,
ɳp2 = .05) and secondary transfer tasks (F(7,65) = 0.53, p = .81, ɳp2 = .05).
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Figure S1. Improvement on training tasks of the intervention group (n = 36) and the
active control group (n = 33). Scores are the average of all training tasks performed
(max is 2000, for active control group max should be 900). Error bars represent
standard errors. The lines are offset horizontally to reveal both lines.
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Table S2
Results from Bayesian independent samples t-test with intervention group versus waiting list group
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Moderate evidence for H0 BF₀₁
Anecdotal evidence for H0 BF₀₁
Evidence for H1 BF₀₁
Inhibition
3.77 Click
2.87 DSC online
0.82
Corsi
3.77 Semantic fluency
2.52
Shipley
3.75 Switch Acc
2.47
TMT B
3.74 Peg
2.29
Raven PM
3.70 Fluency Switch
2.28
ToL
3.60 Drag
2.20
N-back
3.58 Phonetic fluency
2.04
PASAT
3.57 Dual Acc
1.65
DKEF TMT motor
3.57 Switch RT
1.04
RAVLT direct
3.57
DKEF TMT switch
3.42
TMT A
3.41
Dual RT
3.35
RAVLT delayed
3.25
DSC paper
3.13
Letter Number Seq.
3.07
Note . Larger values represent more evidence for H0. For example, BF 01 of 3 indicates that H0 is 3
times more likely than H1. Likewise, values lower than one represent evidence in favor of H1,
thus, 0.33 indicates that the H1 is 3 times more likely than H0. H1: training groups ≠ waiting list
group. DKEF= Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System; TMT = Trail Making Test; Seq. = Sequencing;
ToL = Tower of London; Acc = accuracy; PASAT = Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task; DSST = DigitSymbol-Coding; PM = Progressive Matrices.

2.1 ( 0.7 )

Drag (sec)b

) 48.4 ( 20.2
) 34.7 ( 7.7
) 6.9 ( 1.1
) 31.3 ( 17.1

) -25.6 ( 19.4
) -378 ( 293
) -3.4 ( 5.5
) 87.8 ( 41.9

Follow-up

)
)
)

)

)
)
)

20.5

29.3

12.7

33.3
31.1
0.4

28.1

9.2
6.8
0.8

<.001

<.001

<.001

<.001
<.001
.52

<.001

.22

.29

.15

.32
.30
.01

.28

.61 F(
.11
.09
.01
10 , 62 )

<.001
<.001
.01
.36

F(
10 , 62 )

Fα
.82

2

.09

p-value ɳ p

Time*group

p-value ɳ p

Fα
2

Time (T0T3)
F(

Fα

2.9

3.8

0.1

1.8
0.2
0.2

11.4

0.7
4.3
0.2

10 , 62 )

.09

.06

.73

<.01
.18
.69
.70

.04 a
.65

<.001
.41

p-value

Time (T2T3)
2

Fα

.04

.05

.00

.03
.00
.00

.14

10 , 62 )

.11

2

.21

p-value ɳ p

Time*group
.39 F(
.01
.06
.00

ɳp
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non-significant after Bonferroni-Holm adjustment; b = lower values represent better performance; T0 = pre-training; T2 = post-training; T3 = 4 weeks after training completion; TMT = Trail Making Test;
ToL = Tower of London; Acc = accuracy; DSST = Digit-Symbol-Coding.

Note. Follow-up scores were only available for a slection of the tasks. Bold values are considered significant. Pre- and post-training scores of the intervention group can be found in table 4. a = becomes

Peg (sec)b

Click (sec)b

) 52.5 ( 24.3
) 35.0 ( 7.8
) 7.0 ( 1.0
) 30.9 ( 17.2

) -29.0 ( 21.5
) -416 ( 316
) -3.0 ( 4.9
) 102.1 ( 42.3

Post-training

)
3.4 ( 2.1 ) 2.7 ( 1.5 ) 2.6 ( 1.3 )
66.2 ( 17.1 ) 83.5 ( 35.9 ) 71.0 ( 21.1 ) 73.6 ( 22.0 )

41.4 ( 15.1 ) 57.3 ( 20.7
38.5 ( 8.3 ) 31.7 ( 7.4
7.2 ( 1.2 ) 6.8 ( 1.1
28.7 ( 11.8 ) 37.6 ( 22.1

TMT A (sec)b
DSC online (correct)
Corsi (span)

TMT B (sec)b

-26.9 ( 17.8 ) -34.0 ( 26.0
-321 ( 218 ) -418 ( 328
-3.0 ( 3.4 ) -2.2 ( 7.3
74.8 ( 37.6 ) 110.5 ( 47.8

ToL (optimal - moves)
Switch RT (ms)
Switch Acc (trials)

Pre-training

Follow-up

measure

Table S3
Mean (standard deviation) and repeated-measures MANOVA of the outcome measures at follow-up
Intervention
Active control group (n = 35)
Comparison
group (n = 38)
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Chapter 5
The influence of computer-based cognitive flexibility training on
subjective cognitive well-being after stroke: A multi-center randomized
controlled trial

Van de Ven, R. M., Buitenweg, J. I. V., Murre, J. M. J., Veltman, D. J., Aaronson, J. A.,
Nijboer, T. C. W., Kruiper-Doesborgh, S. J. C., van Bennekom, C. A. M., Ridderinkhof, K.
R., & Schmand, B. (2017). The influence of computer-based cognitive flexibility training
on subjective cognitive well-being after stroke: A multi-center randomized controlled
trial. Manuscript submitted.
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Stroke can result in cognitive complaints that can have a large impact on quality of life
long after its occurrence. A large number of computer-based training programs have
been developed with the aim to improve cognitive functioning. Most studies
investigating the efficacy of these training programs only used objective outcome
measures, whereas a reduction of subjective cognitive complaints may be equally (or
even more) important for improving quality of life. The few studies that used subjective
outcome measures were inconclusive, partly due to methodological shortcomings such
as lack of proper active and passive control groups.
The aim of the current study was to investigate whether a computer-based
cognitive flexibility training can improve subjective cognitive functioning and quality of
life after stroke.
We performed a randomized controlled double blind trial (RCT). Adults (30-80 years
old) who had suffered a stroke 3 months to 5 years ago, were either assigned to an
intervention group (n = 38), an active control group (i.e., mock training; n = 35), or a
waiting list control group (n = 24). The intervention and mock training consisted of 58
half-hour sessions within 12 weeks. The primary subjective outcome measures were
cognitive functioning (Cognitive Failure Questionnaire), executive functioning
(Dysexecutive Functioning Questionnaire), quality of life (Short Form Health Survey),
instrumental activities of daily living (IADL; Lawton & Brody IADL scale), and
participation in society (Utrecht Scale for Evaluation of Rehabilitation-Participation).
Secondary subjective outcome measures were recovery after stroke, depressive
symptoms (Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale -depression subscale), fatigue (Checklist
Individual Strength- Fatigue subscale), and subjective cognitive improvement (exit list).
Finally, a proxy of the participant rated the training effects in subjective cognitive
functioning, subjective executive functioning, and IADL.
All groups improved on the two measures of subjective cognitive functioning and
subjective executive functioning, but not on the other measures. These cognitive and
executive improvements remained stable 4 weeks after training completion. However,
the intervention group did not improve more than the two control groups. This
suggests that improvement was due to training-unspecific effects. The proxy did not
report any improvements. We, therefore, conclude that the computer-based cognitive
flexibility training did not improve subjective cognitive functioning or quality of life
after stroke.
Key words: working memory, attention, stroke, retraining, acquired brain injury
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Up to 92% of stroke survivors report cognitive complaints in, for example, executive
functioning, attention, memory, and processing speed (van Rijsbergen, Mark, De Kort,
& Sitskoorn, 2015). These subjective complaints can be long lasting (Wilz, 2007). They
have been associated with lower return to work rates (Fride et al., 2015), higher
mortality risk (Kielbergerova et al., 2015), worse cognitive functioning as measured by
neuropsychological tasks, and depressive symptoms (van Rijsbergen, Mark, De Kort, &
Sitskoorn, 2014). People who have suffered a stroke reported lower quality of life
compared to the general population (Cerniauskaite et al., 2012; Gunaydin, Karatepe,
Kaya, & Ulutas, 2011) and lower participation in social, vocational and leisure activities
(Blomer, van Mierlo, Visser-Meily, van Heugten, & Post, 2015). Improvement of
emotional well-being during rehabilitation contributed to better health-related quality
of life (Katona, Schmidt, Schupp, & Graessel, 2015). To foster this, it is important to
improve subjective functioning.
Studies that investigated the efficacy of cognitive training usually used objective
outcome measures. However, these measures are often not in agreement with
subjective measures (e.g., Maaijwee et al., 2014). In only about half of the studies a
positive relationship between objective and subjective functioning in stroke patients
was found, while the other half of the studies this was not found (van Rijsbergen et al.,
2014). Apparently, objective measures collected in the lab or in assessment rooms do
not seem to reflect performance in daily living as perceived by the individual or their
surroundings. It is, therefore, important to use both objective and subjective measures.
Subjective functioning can be measured by asking the patient or a proxy of the
patient. Agreement between proxy and stroke survivor was high for activities of daily
living, and moderate to high for cognitive complaints (van Rijsbergen et al., 2014) and
quality of life ratings (Oczkowski & O'Donnell, 2010). Still, ratings of subjective
functioning differed significantly between stroke survivors and their proxies (Fleming &
Strong, 1999). This may be due to impaired self-awareness of cognitive functioning
after stroke. Therefore, it is important to incorporate proxy ratings as outcome
measure.
Efficacy studies that used subjective measures have been inconclusive. Two strategy
training studies found no subjective improvements (Doornhein & de Haan, 1998;
Rasquin et al., 2010). Based on a systematic review, computer-based functional
retraining of executive functioning did result in improvements on several, but not all,
subjective measures (for a review see Van de Ven, Murre, Veltman, & Schmand, 2016).
In summary, improvements were seen in subjective measures of symptom severity
(Prokopenko et al., 2013), attention (Hauke, Fimm, & Sturm, 2011; Ponsford & Kinsella,
1988; Ruff et al., 1994), cognitive functioning (Westerberg et al., 2007), and fatigue
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(Bjorkdahl, Akerlund, Svensson, & Esbjornsson, 2013; Hauke et al., 2011). No
improvements were seen in life satisfaction (Gauggel & Niemann, 1996) and selfreported health index (Gray, Robertson, Pentland, & Anderson, 1992; Lundqvist,
Grundstrom, Samuelsson, & Ronnberg, 2010). Most studies did not show improvement
on measures of depressive symptoms (Akerlund, Esbjornsson, Sunnerhagen, &
Bjorkdahl, 2013; Gauggel & Niemann, 1996; Prokopenko et al., 2013; Ruff et al., 1994),
except for one study (De Luca et al., 2014). Subjective executive functioning
improvements were seen after a general cognition training (Spikman, Boelen,
Lamberts, Brouwer, & Fasotti, 2010), but not after a working memory training
(Akerlund et al., 2013). The results were also mixed for subjective quality of life
(Prokopenko et al., 2013; Spikman et al., 2010) and subjective measures of
Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL; De Luca et al., 2014; Prokopenko et al.,
2013). In the two studies that included proxies, proxies and participants agreed on a
positive effect of the training of executive functioning and working memory, but they
disagreed on a training effect for attention, as the proxy noted improvement after
training that was not reported by the participant (Ruff et al., 1994; Spikman et al.,
2010).
Although these results seem promising, it is not possible to draw firm conclusions
that cognitive training improves subjective functioning, because most studies lack
proper control groups. Control groups are especially important with respect to
subjective measures, because they are more sensitive to placebo effects than objective
measures (Schwarz & Buechel, 2015). In the only study that included an active control
group, subjective improvements were also seen in the active control group (Spikman et
al., 2010).
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effects of a computer-based
cognitive flexibility training on subjective functioning after stroke. The training
consisted of 58 half-hour sessions focussing on attention, memory, and reasoning.
Participants trained at home during 12 weeks. Stroke patients who received this
training were compared to an active control group (which received a mock training) and
to a waiting list control group. Cognitive flexibility is an executive function that is
essential for many everyday life tasks. We, thus, expected that cognitive complaints
would be reduced, and that societal participation and activities of daily living would
increase to a greater degree after the computer-based training than after the mock
training, and that there would be no change in the waiting list group.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A detailed description of the design, training tasks, and outcome measures of this study
has been published previously (Van de Ven, et al., 2017; Van de Ven, Schmand, Groet,
Veltman, & Murre, 2015).

Participants

Experimental design
The study was a prospective multicenter, double blind, randomized controlled study
(RCT). Participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups (intervention, mock
training, waiting list) by software (Minimpy: Saghaei & Saghaei, 2011) that minimized
the group differences in age, education, sex, time since stroke, scores on a cognitive
screening (Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status, TICS; Brandt, Spencer, & Folstein,
1988), and level of computer experience. The participants and their proxies were not
informed that one of the two training programs was considered to be a mock training,
but were told that we compared the effects of two training programs. The waiting list
group was added during the course of the study, but participants before and after this
addition did not differ on baseline characteristics.
Several questionnaires were administered online: at baseline (T0), after 6 weeks of
training or waiting (T1), after training completion for the training groups or after 12
weeks of waiting for waiting list group (T2), and (for the training groups) 4 weeks after
training completion (T3). Participants rated their impression of general recovery on a
visual analogue scale (VAS) at T0 and T2. Neuropsychological assessment and MRI
scanning were executed at T0 and T2, results of which will be reported elsewhere. A
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Individuals who suffered a stroke 3 months to 5 years ago and were between 30 and 80
years old were recruited via Dutch rehabilitation centers and patient societies (April
2013 - March 2015). Participants were selected who had (had) cognitive impairments as
testified by medical records, still had cognitive complaints at study entry, and were able
to work with a computer. Individuals who had any disease other than stroke that
results in severe cognitive impairments, had a history of substance abuse or addiction,
or were incapable of executing the training or outcome measure tasks were excluded
from the study (see Van de Ven et al. (2015) for a full description of the criteria).
A-priori sample size calculation suggested a sample size of at least 60 (3x 20) to be
able to reveal large effects (d = 0.80) in univariate analyses with two groups. Based on
an effect size of d = 0.56 that was found in a previous training study (Karbach & Kray,
2009) we strived for a sample of 120 (3 x 40) participants. With the expected attrition
rate of 15%, we planned to stop inclusion at 138 participants or when the recruitment
period was over.
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schematic overview of the study can be found in Figure 1. In compliance with the
Helsinki Declaration, the study was approved by the Medical Ethical Review Board of
the VU University Medical Center, Amsterdam. The study is registered as Training
Project Amsterdam Seniors and Stroke (TAPASS) with the Central Committee on
Research Involving Human Subjects Register NL4468502913 (www.toetsingonline.nl)
and the Netherlands National Trial Register NTR5174.
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Participants were asked to select a proxy who was willing to complete questionnaires.
The participant came to the University of Amsterdam to receive detailed information
about the study, to provide informed consent, and to undergo a neuropsychological
assessment (T0). The online questionnaires were completed at home by both the
participant and the proxy. Depending on the group to which the participant was
allocated, they either started training or waited for 12 weeks. The training was
performed five times per week and consisted of a total of 58 half-hour sessions.
Participants of the two training groups were contacted by phone by a
neuropsychologist once every week or every two weeks to ask about their training
experience and were sent an email as soon as they did not train for two days. The
waiting list group was not contacted at all during this period, but received care as usual
(which most often meant they did not receive any treatment during the study). After 12
weeks, both the participant and the proxy completed the questionnaires again (T2). A
subset of the questionnaires was also completed by the participant after 6 weeks of
training or waiting (T1) and in the training groups 4 weeks after training completion
(T3). The waiting list group started the intervention training after they completed the
questionnaires after the 12 weeks of waiting (T2).

Intervention Materials
Both the intervention and the mock training were carried out by means of a
professionally programmed website (www.braingymmer.com) tailored to elderly as
well as stroke survivors. Each workout lasted 30 minutes and feedback was provided
immediately after each task (based on a three-star rating scale) and at the end of each
session. The cognitive flexibility training consisted of nine tasks in the domains of
attention, memory, and reasoning. A new task of a different domain was presented
after 3 minutes. With this fast task switching we aimed to trigger cognitive flexibility.
Thus, each session contained 10 tasks. The difficulty of each task was adapted to the
participant such that a higher level became available when one out of three stars was
achieved; participants had been instructed to go to a higher level whenever two or
three out of three tasks were obtained. The mock training consisted of four tasks.
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which we considered to train executive functioning only minimally. Participants trained
for 10 minutes per task and thus carried out three tasks per session. Task difficulty was
not adaptive because participants were instructed to train at a constant level for one to
two weeks and could only move to a higher level after this predetermined period.
However, participants could (and occasionally did) move to higher levels—thereby
disobeying the instructions—as these levels were still accessible.

5

Outcome Measures
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Primary outcomes
Subjective cognitive functioning was assessed with the Cognitive Failure Questionnaire
(CFQ; Broadbent, Cooper, FitzGerald, & Parkes, 1982), which consists of 25 questions
completed on a five-point scale with a maximum total score of 100.
The Dysexecutive Functioning Questionnaire (DEX; Burgess, Alderman, Wilson, Evans, &
Emslie, 1996) was used to measure subjective executive functioning. It consists of 20
questions on a five-point scale and the maximum total score is 80.
Subjective independence level in IADL were measured by the Lawton & Brody IADL
scale (Lawton & Brody, 1988). The answers on the eight questions on a four- to sixpoint scale were added up to a total score that ranged from 0 (no problems at all) to
maximum 22 (highly impaired). Questions that were answered with ‘not applicable’ or
‘never carried out myself in my life’, were replaced with the average of the remaining
items completed by the participant.
Subjective quality of life was assessed by the Short Form Health Survey (SF-36; Ware &
Sherbourne, 1992). Total score of mental health was converted to a z-score and
corrected for age and sex based on a Dutch norm group (Aaronson et al., 1998).
Rating of participation in society was measured with the Utrecht Scale for Evaluation of
Rehabilitation-Participation (USER-P; Post, Van de Port, Kap, & Van Berlekom, 2009). It
is a 31 items questionnaire that assesses the frequency, restrictions, and satisfaction
with participation in social, vocational, and leisure activities. Answers are given on a
four- to six-point scale and were averaged and transformed to a 0-100 scale for the
three subscales. The answers ‘not applicable’ were not used in the average. As the
scores on the three subscales cannot be combined into a total score, we used the
restriction subscale as the outcome measure.
Scores of all questionnaires were recoded such that higher scores represent better
performance.
Secondary outcomes
Subjective recovery after stroke was rated on a 100 mm VAS ranging from 0 (“I did not
recover at all”) to 100 (“I recovered completely”).
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Subjective cognitive improvement after training or the waiting period was assessed
with a four-items exit questionnaire designed for this study. Improvements in overall
cognition, attention, memory, and reasoning were rated on a five-point scale ranging
from 0 (“I definitely did not improve”) to 5 (“I definitely improved”). Total score was
based on the summation of these answers.
Depressive symptoms were assessed with the Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale depression subscale (HADS - D, Zigmond & Snaith, 1983) with a maximum score of 21.
Subjective level of fatigue was assessed with the Checklist Individual Strength- Fatigue
subscale (Vercoulen et al., 1997) which has a total score between 8 and 56.
Again, scores were recoded such that higher scores represent better performance.

Statistical analysis
The main analyses were performed on the data of all participants who started the study
(i.e., intention to treat analyses). A repeated-measures MANOVA was performed on the
total score on CFQ, total score on DEX, USER-P restriction score, SF-36 mental
composite z-score, and total IADL score as dependent variables. Group (intervention,
mock training, and waiting list control group) was the independent variable and timepoints were before and after the 12 weeks waiting or training period (T0 and T2). In
case of a significant time * group interaction effect, post-hoc univariate ANOVAs were
performed on the difference score (T2-T0). The analyses were rerun with education,
age, and time since stroke as covariates. The IADL scores were not normally distributed
thus a Kruskal-Wallis test was used to confirm the outcome of the repeated-measures
MANOVA.
Secondary analyses were performed in a similar way with scores on HADS-D, CIS-F,
and recovery VAS as dependent variables. The exit questionnaire was only
administered after training completion. The total score was not normally distributed;
thus the Kruskal-Wallis test was performed to evaluate group differences. The proxy
version of the CFQ, DEX, and IADL were analyzed in the same way as the patient
version.
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Training performance
Performance on the intervention training task was reflected by the levels and scores
obtained in the domains attention, memory, and reasoning. The average was taken for
the performance on the three training tasks that belonged to the same domain. The
maximum total score for each domain was 2000. The mock training tasks did not
belong to separate domains and thus the total score was based on the average of the
four tasks, and the maximum total score was 900 (see Van de Ven et al. (2017) for
detailed description of the training performance score).
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In the training groups, Pearson’s correlation coefficients were computed to examine
the relation between improvement on the training tasks and change (T2-T0) in the
outcome measures. To determine the long-term effects of the training, a repeatedmeasures MANOVA was performed with CFQ and DEX as dependent variables; group
(intervention versus active control) as independent variable; and T0, T2, and T3 as timepoints. Post-hoc univariate ANOVAs were performed when the time effect was
significant. Analyses were repeated with age, education, and time since stroke as
covariates. Exploratory univariate ANOVAs were performed with difference score (T2 –
T0) from all outcome measures and group as independent variable.
Missing values were replaced by the method of last observation carried forward (or
backward in case the baseline score was missing). In this way, 13.1% of the intentionto-treat data were imputed. Results reported are with outliers because there were no
reasons to expect that extreme values were not a reflection of true scores of impaired
participants. Analyses were rerun without outliers and whenever results differed they
are reported. In these analyses, outliers in the (transformed) raw data were detected
by Grubbs’ Extreme Studentized Deviation test (Grubbs, 1950) and were replaced with
the nearest value of another participant in the overall sample. The main analyses were
repeated with the participants who completed all follow-up measures and completed
at least 50 training sessions (i.e., per protocol analyses).
The scores on the DEX, SF-36, USER-P, HADS, and recovery VAS were transformed
because these scores were not normally distributed (see supplementary material 5 for
formulas). All analyses were performed using SPSS version 22 or higher. P-values <.05
(two-tailed if not mentioned otherwise) were considered significant.

RESULTS
Pre-training
At baseline, the three groups did not differ significantly in clinical and demographical
variables (Table 1), except for fatigue where the intervention group reported higher
levels of fatigue than the active control group (p = .02). The proxy reports on cognitive
and dysexecutive functioning and independence in IADL did not differ significantly
between the three groups.

Transfer Effect of Training
Intention-to-treat analyses
Subjective cognitive functioning (primary outcome measures)
The reports by the participants on primary outcome measures revealed a significant
time effect (F(5,90) = 64.44, p = .001, with partial eta squared effect size (ɳp2) = .20; see
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Table 2). There was no group * time interaction (F(10,182) = 1.35, p = .21, ɳ2ρ = .07).
Post-hoc univariate analyses revealed that the time effect was significant for CFQ (p <
.001, ɳp2 = .18) and DEX (p < .01, ɳp2 = .08). Thus, all three groups improved in subjective
cognitive and executive functioning, including the waiting list group. The time effect
disappeared after correcting for age, education level, and time since stroke (F(5,87) =
1.30, p = .27, ɳp2 = .07). However, these variables did not significantly explain any
variance, suggesting that the model without these covariates is more valid. In view of
the non-normal distribution of IADL scores, we reran the repeated-measures MANOVA
without IADL and analyzed IADL with the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, but this
did not change the results.

Proxy reports
Participants who had a proxy report on at least one of the two time-point were
included in the analyses (nintervention= 30, nactive control = 31, nwaiting list = 19). The abovementioned significant time effect seen in the participants report was not replicated in
the proxy ratings (F(3,75) = 0.37, p = .77, ɳp2 = .02; see Table 2) and the group* time
interaction remained non-significant (F(6,152) = 1.38, p = .23, ɳp2 = .05).
Relation between improvement on training task and outcome measures
Difference from baseline (T0) to end of training (T2) in the above-mentioned subjective
outcome measures was compared to improvement in training tasks in the two training
groups. Thirty-six participants who started the intervention training and 33 who started
the mock training were included in these comparisons. Even though participants clearly
improved on training tasks, correlations between training improvement and change in
subjective functioning were weak (r ranging from -.28 to .31). Only the correlation of
improvement in training tasks with improvement of cognitive functioning (CFQ) in the
active control group was significant (r = .31, p = .04, one-tailed). Overall, the results of
proxy reports were similar except for the correlation of improvement in training tasks
with cognitive improvement (CFQ), which was weak and not significant (r = -.06, p =
.36).
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Other subjective functioning (secondary outcome measures)
Results of the secondary outcome measures did not show a significant time effect
(F(3,92) = 0.45, p = .72, ɳp2 = .02), or a time * group interaction (F(6,186) = 0.40, p = .89,
ɳp2 = .01; see Table 2). Thus, none of the groups improved with respect to depressive
symptoms, fatigue, or recovery level. The overall cognitive improvement reported in
the exit questionnaire did not differ significantly between groups either (H= 3.07, p =
.22).
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Per-protocol analyses

Follow-up
Follow-up measurements were not performed after the waiting period. Consequently,
the following analyses refer to the two training groups. Both groups improved
significantly over time (F(4, 68) = 5.85, p < .001, ɳ2ρ = .26) in the CFQ (p < .001, ɳ2ρ =
.21) and the DEX (p < .01, ɳ2ρ = .09; see Figure 2). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons
revealed that follow-up scores were significantly better than baseline scores (T0), but
did not significantly differ from the immediate training effect (T2). Thus, scores
remained stable after training completion. There was no significant group * time
interaction (F(4,68) = 1.25, p = .30, ɳ2ρ = .07). Results from the per-protocol analyses
were similar. The significant time effect disappeared after correcting for age, education,
and time since stroke. However, none of these covariates explained a significant
amount of variance, suggesting that the analysis without covariates is more valid. There
was no significant group difference in subjective cognitive improvement (based on the
exit list) reported at follow-up (p = .06 in intention-to-treat and p =.34 in the perprotocol analyses).
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The main analyses were rerun without participants who dropped out before the T2
measurement (18 participants) or who completed less than 50 training sessions (one
intervention and one active control participant). Analyses were based on 77
participants (nintervention= 28, nactive control = 29, nwaiting list = 20). The 20 participants who
dropped out or did not complete the training protocol were not significantly different in
baseline subjective functioning from these 77 participants. The only exception was that
they were slightly more restricted in their participation (USER-P: t(95) = 1.97, p = .05)
than participants who followed the protocol.
Results from the per-protocol analyses of primary and secondary outcome
measures were similar to the intention-to-treat analyses (see supplementary Table S1),
thus suggesting that participants who followed the study protocol did not improve
more than those who did not.

Exploratory analyses
To confirm that the lack of training effect was not due to insufficient statistical power,
we explored the data (post-hoc) with univariate ANOVAs on difference score (T2-T0).
The only significant group difference was found for CFQ (F(2,94) = 3.31, p = .04, ɳ2ρ =
.07) where the active control group improved significantly more than the intervention
(p = .05) and waiting list group (p = .02). However, this group difference would not
remain significant after adjustment for multiple testing. There were no significant
group differences when both training groups were pooled and compared to the waiting
list control group.
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Pre-training

Post-training

Δ
d Pre-training

Post-training

Group
Active control group (n = 35)
Δ
d Pre-waiting

Post-waiting

Δ
d F

p-value ɳ p

Comparison
Time
2

F

p-value ɳ p

Time*group
2

Fatigue subscale; HADS D = Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale - Depression; n.a. = not applicable; a = analyses based on Kruskal-Wallis test; b = n intervention group = 30, n active control group = 31,
n waiting list = 19.

where appropriate; ɳ p2 = partial eta squared (effect size); CFQ = Cognitive failure questionnaire; DEX = Dysexecutive Functioning Questionnaire; IADL = Instrumental Activities of Daily
Living; SF-36 = Short Form Health Survey- 36; USER-P = Utrecht Scale for Evaluation of Rehabilitation-Participation; VAS = Visual Analog Scale; CIS-F = Checklist Individual Strength-

.07
F( 5 , 90 ) <.01 .20 F( 10 , 182 ) .21
Primary
<.001 .18
34.2 ( 13.2 ) 31.2 ( 13.8 ) 2.9 0.2 36.1 ( 12.4 ) 29.3 ( 11.7 ) 6.8 0.5 36.3 ( 13.3 ) 34.5 ( 13.6 ) 1.8 0.1 21.0
- CFQ
<.01 .08
21.4 ( 8.6 ) 19.6 ( 9.4 ) 1.8 0.2 23.4 ( 12.5 ) 20.5 ( 10.7 ) 2.9 0.2 23.7 ( 9.3 ) 22.6 ( 10.5 ) 1.0 0.1 8.0
- DEX
.87 .00
3.2 ( 3.1 ) 3.2 ( 2.8 ) 0.1 0.0 3.6 ( 3.9 ) 3.4 ( 3.6 ) 0.2 0.1 3.3 ( 3.6 ) 3.7 ( 3.9 ) -0.4 -0.1 0.0
- IADL
.35 .01
-0.8 ( 1.1 ) -0.8 ( 1.1 ) 0.0 0.0 -0.7 ( 1.1 ) -0.9 ( 1.2 ) -0.2 -0.2 -0.5 ( 0.7 ) -0.6 ( 0.9 ) -0.1 -0.1 0.9
- SF-36
.26 .01
75.3 ( 16.6 ) 74.0 ( 15.6 ) -1.3 -0.1 71.6 ( 18.7 ) 76.4 ( 16.6 ) 4.7 0.3 73.4 ( 16.8 ) 74.3 ( 17.2 ) 0.9 0.1 1.3
- USER-P
.01
F( 3 , 92 ) .90 .01 F( 6 , 186 ) .88
Secondary
- Recovery VAS 57.7 ( 21.9 ) 56.1 ( 24.0 ) -1.6 -0.1 58.2 ( 15.5 ) 57.7 ( 20.5 ) -0.4 0.0 54.4 ( 26.7 ) 54.8 ( 27.5 ) 0.4 0.0
39.4 ( 11.7 ) 38.4 ( 13.1 ) 1.0 0.1 31.5 ( 12.9 ) 32.3 ( 14.3 ) -0.8 -0.1 34.3 ( 12.3 ) 32.7 ( 12.9 ) 1.7 0.1
- CIS-F
6.1 ( 3.8 ) 6.1 ( 3.7 ) 0.0 0.0 5.3 ( 3.5 ) 5.4 ( 3.8 ) -0.1 0.0 5.2 ( 2.4 ) 4.9 ( 2.9 ) 0.3 0.1
- HADS D
.22
H = 3.1
n.a.
13.1 ( 3.1 )
n.a.
13.3 ( 3.1 )
n.a.
13.6 ( 3.5 )
n.a.
Cognitive impr.a
.05
F( 3 , 75 ) .77 .01 F( 6 , 152 ) .23
Proxy b
27.6 ( 14.9 ) 28.0 ( 14.7 ) -0.4 0.0 35.2 ( 13.3 ) 33.5 ( 13.4 ) 1.7 0.1 30.9 ( 14.6 ) 33.9 ( 13.9 ) -2.9 -0.2
- CFQ
21.1 ( 13.8 ) 20.3 ( 15.2 ) 0.8 0.1 27.6 ( 13.0 ) 26.9 ( 14.1 ) 0.6 0.0 22.8 ( 16.3 ) 24.6 ( 15.3 ) -1.7 -0.1
- DEX
3.5 ( 3.5 ) 3.1 ( 3.1 ) 0.4 0.1 3.6 ( 4.0 ) 4.0 ( 4.0 ) -0.4 -0.1 4.8 ( 6.3 ) 4.2 ( 5.7 ) 0.6 0.1
- IADL
Note . All scores are total scores where lower scores represent better performance except for SF-36, USER-P, cognitive improvement, and recovery VAS (mm) where higher score reflect
better performance; Δ = difference score between pre- and post- measurement recoded in such a way that higher difference score represent improvement; d = Cohen's d (effect size); F was
based on Pillai's Trace; H was based on Kruskal-Wallis test; Results were not affected by excluding outliers. Bold values are considered significant and survived Bonferroni-Holm adjustment

measure

Intervention group (n = 38)

Waiting list group (n = 24)
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Table 2
Mean (standard deviation) and MANOVA of the outcome measures

5

a

b

DEX

CFQ
45

60
55

40

50
35

*

45

30

40

35

*

Total score DEX

*

30
25

20

*

5

25

20

15

15
10
10

5

5
0
0

6

12

0
0

Time in weeks

6

12

Time in weeks

Figure 2. Average subjective cognitive improvement in (a) cognitive functioning and (b) executive functioning of both training groups
together. Note. Lower scores represent better performance. * = significant improvement (statistical test based on transformed
values); CFQ = Cognitive Failure Questionnaire; DEX = Dysexecutive Functioning Questionnaire.

DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to examine the effects of computer-based cognitive flexibility
training on subjective cognitive functioning after stroke. Results indicated that only
subjective cognitive functioning (as measured with the CFQ) and subjective executive
functioning (DEX) improved over time. However, the intervention group did not
improve more compared to the two control groups (active control groups and waiting
list group). There is even some evidence that subjective cognitive functioning improved
more in the active control group than in the waiting list and intervention groups. The
improvement in subjective cognitive functioning and subjective executive functioning
remained stable four weeks after completion of the training, but was not reported by
the proxies of the participants. Improvement on training tasks was only related to the
improvements in subjective cognitive functioning of the active control group, but not in
any other group or with other outcome measures. There were no transfer or time
effects in subjective measures of IADL, participation, quality of life, depressive
symptoms, fatigue, and recovery after stroke.
The results are in line with the objective cognitive improvements that were seen in
all three groups (Van de Ven et al., 2017). Similar to the current report, a time effect
was found on three out of five objective executive functioning measures and three out
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Total score CFQ

*
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of seven objective cognitive domain scores. This suggests that both the objective and
subjective measures were in agreement.
Our results replicate the findings by Spikman et al. (2010), who also found time
effects on subjective executive functioning without a superior improvement of the
intervention group compared to an active control group. Moreover, Ponsford et al.
(1988) found improvements in subjective attention after a waiting period before the
start of the training. Thus, training-unspecific factors such as spontaneous recovery and
the Hawthorne effect may already result in positive changes.
The time effect on subjective cognitive functioning is in contrast with a study with a
similar training (though lasting only 8 weeks) that did not result in time or transfer
effects (Wentink et al., 2016). In addition, the absent transfer effect to subjective
cognitive functioning differs from the results from a working memory training that did
improve subjective cognitive functioning more than in passive controls (Westerberg &
Klingberg, 2007). This apparent transfer effect may be due to placebo effects, however,
because the study lacked an active control group. Nevertheless, our exploratory
univariate ANOVA replicated this latter finding. Namely, we found that subjective
cognitive functioning in our active control group improved more than the waiting list
group (and intervention group). This may be explained by the fact that our mock
training was more adaptive than we had planned, caused by participants training on
higher levels than was allowed based on the training protocol. Therefore, it may have
been an effective training after all. However, the group difference in our study was
non-significant after corrected for multiple testing and should therefore be interpreted
with caution.
The lack of improvement in the other questionnaires is in agreement with other
studies that also failed to find improvements in IADL (Prokopenko et al., 2013),
depressive symptoms (Akerlund et al., 2013; Gauggel & Niemann, 1996; Prokopenko et
al., 2013; Ruff et al., 1994), and health related quality of life (Gauggel & Niemann, 1996;
Gray et al., 1992; Lundqvist et al., 2010; Wentink et al., 2016). Spikman et al. (2010) did
find improvements in reported quality of life, but this improvement did not differ
between the intervention and the active control group. This suggests that effects on
general mental health and quality of life are absent or nonspecific, such as placebo
effects.
De Luca et al. (2014) did find larger improvements of IADL and depressive symptoms
in the intervention group than in the control group, which received care as usual. The
training program used was not described in detail, thus it is unclear which elements
could have resulted in their positive findings. De Luca et al. included participants who
had suffered a severe brain injury 3-6 months earlier, whereas our sample did not
report many IADL impairments. Perhaps computer-based training is more effective in
improving subjective functioning in a more severely affected population. However, the

There are some limitations to our study that may have affected our results. A general
limitation of subjective measures is reactive measurement. Whenever people start to
focus on their way of functioning, they may notice more cognitive failures, even though
they may have made the same errors before. This would result in increased cognitive
dysfunction reports over time, which may have masked any potential training effect.
The relationship between the proxy and the participant (e.g., whether they were
partners or siblings) was unknown. It could be that the proxy did not spend enough
time in proximity of the participant to notice any changes. The limited reliability of the
questionnaires could also have played a role. Sometimes, for unknown reasons, a proxy
completed the questionnaire twice at the same time-point, which was possible because
the link to the questionnaire remained active, and these scores did not always agree.
Because the questionnaires were completed online, it could have taken the proxies
more effort to ask for clarifications than when they were completed face to face.
However, it is unlikely that this led to different answers, as the questionnaires were
formulated carefully. Moreover, the test-retest reliability in the proxies of the waiting
list group who completed the questionnaires at both time-points (n = 16) was
acceptable (DEX: r = .87, CFQ: r = .67, IADL: r = .95). Not every participant had a proxy,
which may have caused selection bias. Nevertheless, participants with a proxy did not
differ on baseline characteristics or time effects from those without a proxy.
Several participants did not complete the follow-up questionnaires (four weeks
after training completion, T3). The substituted missing values in the intention-to-treat
analyses may have influenced the results. In the intention-to-treat analyses there was a
trend-wise significant cognitive improvement (based on the exit list), but this was not
confirmed in the per-protocol analyses. The remainder of the follow-up results did not
differ between the intention-to-treat and per-protocol analyses, suggesting that the
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improvements in IADL found by De Luca et al. might also have been due to
spontaneous recovery as improvements were also seen in the control group and their
statistical comparison of group differences would not survive adjustment for multiple
testing.
Proxies in our study did not report any improvements. This contradicts the
improvements found by Spikman et al. (2010) in both their treatment groups. They
included participants with specific executive functioning complaints before the start of
study, whereas we included participants with unspecified cognitive complaints. The
participants and proxies in Spikman at al. indeed reported worse executive functioning
at study entry than the proxies and participants in our study. Thus, more severely
affected stroke participants might benefit more from the training. Because Spikman et
al. did not include a passive control group, their results may also be due to placebo
effects or to regression towards the mean.
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effects on executive functioning and cognitive functioning (based on the CFQ) were
valid.
Generally, the effect sizes of change over time were small, which is in agreement
with two large RCTs of computer-based training in healthy adults and elderly (Corbett
et al., 2015; Hardy et al., 2015). One might argue that such small effects are not
clinically relevant and not noticeable in daily living.
Possibly, the duration of our training was not sufficient to influence daily living and
quality of life. Nevertheless, Westerberg et al. (2007) found improvements on cognitive
functioning after 5 weeks of training, whereas Wentink et al. (2016) did not find an
effect on the same outcome measure after 8 weeks of training. The relation between
training duration and its effect on subjective functioning remains unclear.
The training did not include information on how training improvements could be
used in daily living. Patients may benefit from advice on how to apply in daily life what
they have learned in these more abstract training tasks. Nevertheless, the training
aimed to improve core aspects of executive functioning. When clinically relevant
improvements are made, they should generalize to untrained tasks such as daily life
activities.
One of the strengths of this study is that the sample size was sufficient to detect
clinically relevant effects. Lack of statistical power of our main multivariate analyses
cannot explain the absence of group differences, because exploratory univariate
analyses did not reveal any group difference either, except for CFQ. This study
examined everyday life functioning and quality of life. Even though the results are not
positive, we hope that future studies continue to include these measures to examine
cognitive functioning outside the lab. Another strength is that by including two control
groups, we were able to rule out training-unspecific effects such as placebo effects and
Hawthorne effect (i.e., the effect of merely participating in a scientific study).
Our recommendation for future studies is to measure twice at baseline to avoid
reactive measurement and to include objective measures of everyday life functioning.
Whenever proxy ratings are included in a study, it is important to register the
relationship between proxy and participant and the frequency of contact between the
proxy and the participant during the study. Finally, it is important to include proper
control groups as subjective measures are prone to placebo effects.
Our study provides insight into whether a computer-based cognitive training, as
commercially available, can improve subjective cognitive functioning. Only few studies
examined effects on subjective measures of daily living. It is important to include these
outcome measures, because subjective functionality in daily living affects wellbeing
after stroke. We did find improvements over time in subjective executive functioning
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and cognitive functioning. Even though these effects were found in all groups
suggesting these are due to training-unspecific effects, this could be beneficial for a
better state of mind. Nevertheless, in line with several other training studies, our
results did not support the effectiveness of commercial computer-based brain training
programs above the effects of care as usual. Our results do not imply that computerbased training programs can never work. More specific and (even) more intense
training and prolonged training may have beneficial effects. Future studies should, for
example, determine whether training programs tailored to the individual are effective.
We do conclude, however, that further research is needed before claims made about
the effectiveness of general brain training can be regarded as evidence-based.
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Some variables were transformed for data analyses because they were not normally
distributed. The following formulas were used (Tx = timepoint):
DEX=((Max_DEX +1- DEX_Tx)^1.11).
SF36=((4.19 +SF36_Tx)^1.95).
HADSD= 0-Ln(7+HADS_D_Tx).
VAS_Recovery=0-((Max_VAS_Recovery +1- VAS_Recovery_Tx)^0.5).

Pre-training

Post-training

D Pre-training
Post-training

D Pre-waiting
Post-waiting

D F
p-value ɳ p

Comparison
Time
2

F

p-value ɳ p

Time*group
2

SUBJECTIVE BRAIN TRAINING EFFECTS AFTER STROKE

based on Pillai's Trace; H was based on Kruskal-Wallis test; Bold values are considered significant and survived Bonferroni-Holm adjustment where appropriate; ɳ p2 = partial eta
squared (effect size); CFQ = Cognitive failure questionnaire; DEX = Dysexecutive Functioning Questionnaire; IADL = Instrumental Activities of Daily Living; SF-36 = Short
Form Health Survey- 36; USER-P = Utrechtse Schaal voor Evaluatie en Revalidatie - Participatie; VAS = Visual Analog Scale; CIS-F = Checklist Individual Strength- Fatigue
subscale; HADS D = Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale - Depression; n.a. = not applicable.

Primary
F( 5 , 70 ) <.001 .27 F( 10 , 142 ) .17 .09
- CFQ
32.5 ( 10.8 ) 28.9 ( 10.4 ) 3.7 36.0 ( 11.2 ) 27.4 ( 10.0 ) 8.6 37.2 ( 14.3 ) 34.9 ( 14.9 ) 2.3 25.6
<.001 .26
- DEX
21.4 ( 8.2 ) 19.6 ( 9.3 ) 1.8 23.8 ( 12.8 ) 20.2 ( 10.7 ) 3.5 24.4 ( 9.8 ) 23.2 ( 11.2 ) 1.2 7.7
<.01 .09
- IADL
3.2 ( 3.3 ) 3.1 ( 3.0 ) 0.1 3.3 ( 3.7 ) 3.0 ( 3.3 ) 0.3 3.3 ( 4.0 ) 3.7 ( 4.2 ) -0.4 0.0
.93 .00
- SF-36
-0.9 ( 1.1 ) -0.8 ( 1.0 ) 0.1 -0.6 ( 1.2 ) -0.8 ( 1.2 ) -0.2 -0.6 ( 0.7 ) -0.7 ( 0.9 ) -0.1 0.5
.47 .01
- USER-P
77.0 ( 16.1 ) 74.9 ( 14.7 ) -2.1 74.6 ( 18.1 ) 80.0 ( 14.1 ) 5.4 73.4 ( 18.4 ) 74.4 ( 18.9 ) 0.9 0.7
.41 .01
Secondary
F( 3 , 72 ) .77 .02 F( 6 , 146 ) .79 .02
- Recovery VAS 60.3 ( 21.9 ) 56.8 ( 24.8 ) -3.5 59.5 ( 14.0 ) 60.7 ( 18.1 ) 1.2 56.9 ( 25.1 ) 57.1 ( 26.5 ) 0.3
- CIS-F
38.0 ( 12.7 ) 36.5 ( 14.2 ) 1.5 30.6 ( 13.2 ) 30.9 ( 14.2 ) -0.3 36.2 ( 11.9 ) 34.3 ( 13.0 ) 1.9
- HADS D
5.9 ( 4.0 ) 6.0 ( 3.7 ) -0.1 5.0 ( 3.6 ) 5.1 ( 4.0 ) -0.1 5.1 ( 2.6 ) 4.9 ( 3.1 ) 0.2
Cognitive impr.
n.a.
13.4 ( 4.0 )
n.a.
13.3 ( 3.4 )
n.a.
13.1 ( 3.5 )
n.a.
H = 1.0
.60
Proxy
F( 3 , 72 ) .77 .02 F( 6 , 146 ) .17 .06
2.0
- CFQ
27.9 ( 14.5 ) 28.4 ( 14.2 ) -0.5 34.1 ( 13.0 ) 32.2 ( 12.9 ) 1.9 30.2 ( 13.8 ) 33.3 ( 13.3 ) -3.1
1.4
- DEX
21.4 ( 13.7 ) 20.5 ( 15.2 ) 0.9 26.5 ( 11.9 ) 25.8 ( 13.2 ) 0.7 22.5 ( 15.8 ) 24.4 ( 14.9 ) -1.8
- IADL
3.3 ( 3.4 ) 2.8 ( 2.9 ) 0.5 3.4 ( 3.7 ) 3.8 ( 3.8 ) -0.4 4.7 ( 6.1 ) 4.1 ( 5.5 ) 0.6
1.9
Note . All scores are total scores where lower scores represent better performance except for SF-36, USER-P, cognitive improvement, and recovery VAS (mm) where higher
score reflect better performance; Δ = difference score between pre- and post- measurement recoded in such a way that higher difference score represent improvement; F was

measure

Table S1
Mean (standard deviation) and MANOVA of the outcome measures of per-protocol analyses
Group
Intervention group (n = 28)
Active control group (n = 29)
Waiting list group (n = 20)
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Chapter 6
Summary and general discussion

SUMMARY
Stroke survivors often suffer from cognitive impairments and other complaints long
after their stroke occurred. Brain training is currently widely used in an attempt to
improve cognitive functioning. We, therefore, evaluated whether computer-based
cognitive training could contribute to cognitive recovery after stroke. More specifically,
the effects of a computer-based cognitive flexibility training on objective and subjective
cognitive functioning were compared to a mock training and a waiting list control
condition. In this chapter we will summarize and discuss the main results and
implications of this thesis.
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Computer-based training after acquired brain injury
We first performed a systematic review to evaluate the evidence for improvements in
executive functioning as a result of restitution-based computer training (chapter 2). A
training is considered effective if it not only improves performance on the training tasks
but also on tasks that were not trained (i.e., transfer effect). Twenty studies were
selected that examined the effects of a computer-based cognitive training aimed to
improve working memory, attention, or executive functioning after acquired brain
injury.
The training programs resulted in better performance on tasks that resembled the
trainings tasks (near transfer) and tasks that were different from training tasks (far
transfer) although all tasks were somewhat related to what was trained (Akerlund,
Esbjornsson, Sunnerhagen, & Bjorkdahl, 2013; De Luca et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014;
Lundqvist, Grundstrom, Samuelsson, & Ronnberg, 2010; Prokopenko et al., 2013;
Westerberg et al., 2007). Moreover, the computer training did not result in superior
improvements compared to an active control group. Therefore, the results may have
been due to placebo, retest, or Hawthorne effects (Gray, Robertson, Pentland, &
Anderson, 1992; Spikman, Boelen, Lamberts, Brouwer, & Fasotti, 2010).
Evidence for transfer effects to subjective functioning was not convincing, but there
were some near and far transfer effects found (Bjorkdahl, Akerlund, Svensson, &
Esbjornsson, 2013; De Luca et al., 2014; Lundqvist et al., 2010; Westerberg et al., 2007).
Again, these improvements were not larger than those of an active control group
(Spikman et al., 2010).
The few studies that investigated long-term effects of the training showed that the
effects remained stable (Akerlund et al., 2013; Bjorkdahl et al., 2013; Lundqvist et al.,
2010; Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988; Spikman et al., 2010) or where larger several weeks
after training completion (Gray et al., 1992).

Results from the only two studies that investigated neural effects revealed that
there was a relation between changes in brain connectivity and training improvement
(Lin et al., 2014; Nordvik et al., 2012).

Effects of computer-based training on executive functioning after stroke
With these methodological limitations in mind, we set up the Training Project
Amsterdam Seniors and Stroke (TAPASS, chapter 3) to evaluate whether executive
functioning could be improved after stroke. We developed two training programs, one
intervention training and one mock training, using a website that provided visually
stimulating tasks. Both consisted of 58 half-hour sessions that were performed over a
12-week period. The intervention training comprised nine tasks in the cognitive
domains of attention, working memory, and reasoning. Every three minutes a task from
another cognitive domain was presented to stimulate cognitive flexibility. The difficulty
of the tasks was adapted to the performance of the participant. Conversely, the mock
training consisted of four tasks that did not aim to train executive functioning.
Moreover, cognitive flexibility was not trained because tasks were done for 10 minutes
before the next task was presented. Tasks were not adapted to the performance of the
participant; they did the task at the same level for a certain period. Like the other two
groups, the waiting list control group received care as usual, which most often implied
they did not receive any treatment at all, but did not receive any additional computer
training.
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There were several methodological limitations that hamper the evaluation of
computer-based training effects in published studies. Participants and assessors were
usually not blind to training condition allocation. This may have resulted in placebo
effects, especially for subjective outcome measures. Only two studies included an
active control group. None of the studies included both an active and a passive control
group to account for placebo and study-related but training-unspecific effects.
Therefore, it remains unclear whether the improvements found were true transfer
effects due to the training. Several studies included a large number of outcome
measures but did not adjust for multiple testing, thereby increasing the chance of
finding false-positive effects (i.e., type-I errors). It remains uncertain whether positive
effects can be replicated, because tasks and questionnaires were rarely used in more
than one study. Moreover, the training programs were often not fully described. Thus,
when a training seemed effective, it was not always possible to distill the effective
training component. Only few studies investigated the long-term and neuronal effects.
Therefore, it is uncertain whether potential training effects are lasting, and whether
these effects are due to restoration of brain networks.
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We included 97 participants who had suffered stroke within the preceding 3 months
to 5 years, had documented cognitive dysfunction after the stroke, and still had
cognitive complaints at study entry. These participants were randomly assigned to the
three groups and were kept blind to training allocation. Objective and subjective
cognitive functioning were measured at baseline (T0), after 6 weeks of training or
waiting (T1), after training completion or after 12 weeks of waiting (T2), and 4 weeks
after training completion (T3). Primary objective outcome measures were five
executive functioning tasks. The secondary outcome measures consisted of an
inhibition task and six composite scores of cognitive flexibility, attention, verbal
memory, working memory, reasoning, and psychomotor speed. Primary subjective
outcome measures were subjective cognitive functioning, subjective executive
functioning, IADL, quality of life, and participation in society. Secondary subjective
outcome measures were subjective recovery after stroke, subjective depressive
symptoms, subjective levels of fatigue, and subjective cognitive improvement. A proxy
also reported subjective cognitive functioning, subjective executive functioning, and
IADL.
Results showed that all three groups improved on three of five executive
functioning tasks. The composite scores of attention, reasoning, and psychomotor
speed also improved (chapter 4). The improvements remained stable 4 weeks after
training completion. However, the training group did not improve more than the two
control groups. Thus, we did not find convincing evidence for transfer effects of training
on cognitive functioning. Our time effects did replicate previous positive findings by
studies that did not use active and passive control conditions. Our results suggest that
positive results from previous studies, that did not use appropriate control conditions,
should be interpreted with care. These positive results probably are training-unspecific
effects.
Subjective cognitive functioning showed similar results (chapter 5). Subjective
executive functioning and subjective cognitive functioning improved in all three groups
but there was no larger improvement in the training group than in the control groups.
The proxies did not perceive any improvements after the training or waiting period.
Therefore, we did not find convincing evidence for transfer effects of training on
subjective functioning.
In sum, we conclude that the high potential computer-based cognitive flexibility
training did not result in larger recovery of executive functioning after stroke than
when no training or a mock training was given. Moreover, we suggest that previous
positive findings should be interpreted with caution, because they probably are due to
training-unspecific effects.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Methodological considerations
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Even though we used a high potential training, we did not find transfer effects to
executive functioning and subjective cognitive functioning. There are some
methodological considerations we would like to discuss.
First, our results stress the importance of using both active and passive control
conditions. However, it is quite a challenge to design a control (mock) training that is
perceived as effective by the participant whereas it is not expected to be effective by
the researchers. One way to do so is to include tasks that do not train the cognitive
domain of interest, in our case executive functioning. However, the training
environment by itself already invokes some executive functioning. For example,
because the participants needed to plan and remember to do the mock training five
times per week. In addition, logging in was complex for some of the participants, which
also could have added to a training effect in the active control group.
Another frequently used way is to decrease the adaptiveness of the training. In
some studies, the mock training tasks are not adapted to the performance of the
participant at all. We believe that this would have decreased the motivation of the
participant especially because they needed to train for 12 weeks. We, therefore, chose
to increase tasks difficulty gradually but not based on the performance of the
participant. However, because higher levels were not made inaccessible to the
participant, several participants continued with higher levels anyway. For them the
mock training became more adaptive than originally planned. However, analyses with
or without participants whose training was more adaptive than planned revealed
similar results. Hence, this did not affect the training effects. Finally, the intervention
training could have been made more stimulating if the level of difficulty would have
been continuously (i.e., per trial) adjusted to the performance of the participant. In its
present form, the level could only be increased after each round of the game.
Second, our interest was to determine whether computer training could add to
recovery in addition to care as usual. That implied that all participants, including the
waiting list controls, could have received cognitive rehabilitation. This may have
contributed to improvements seen over time and training effects may have been
masked by these treatment effects. However, the number of participants who received
rehabilitation during the study was small and did not differ significantly between
groups.
Third, the online nature of our study provided a setting in which participants could
work from their home at a self-chosen moment of the day. This required less effort
than coming to the lab. There are, however, several limitations related to online
testing. First, even though we were available for questions via email and phone as often
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as possible, some participants trained at times of the day when no instant support was
available. Thus, the participant had to make a larger effort to ask questions than if a
researcher would have been present. Similarly, it was harder to detect when
participants incorrectly completed the tasks and questionnaires. To reduce this
problem, software could have been installed such that the participant could share their
screens with the researcher and the researcher could take remote control over the
computer to demonstrate solutions. Second, internet browsers are constantly being
updated, which may have influenced the reliability of tasks without being noticed. For
example, a Flash task was not presented anymore as programmed. It could also have
resulted in bugs of the training program, which may have frustrated participants. The
stability of the training also depended on the internet connection of the participant.
Thus, a balance should be found between flexibility given to the participants to train at
their own convenience and the reliability of these online measures. Perhaps future
studies could install training and testing software on the participants’ computers such
that it does not rely on internet but can still be done at home. Nevertheless, with the
rapid improvement of internet connections, some of these problems may not be an
issue for long.
Moreover, a meta-analysis of studies in healthy adults suggested that training with
a supervisor present was more effective than when the training was done individually
at home (Lampit, Hallock, & Valenzuela, 2014). Nevertheless, two large RCTs revealed
that effect sizes of online home-based training were comparable to those of studies
using face-to-face designs (Corbett et al., 2015; Hardy et al., 2015).
Fourth, the objective tasks and questionnaires also had limitations. The
improvements over time found in our study, were only in tasks without parallel
versions (i.e., where exact the same version of the task or questionnaire were
completed twice). This suggests that the effects of retesting may explain a large
amount of these time effects. Executive functioning is required mostly during novel
tasks. As soon as a task is repeated several times, the cognitive processes involved may
become more and more automatized requiring less and less executive functioning
(Spikman et al., 2010). Thus, as soon as an executive functioning task has been done,
learning effects may diminish the amount of executive functioning required the next
time it is administered. On the contrary, subjective measures may be reactive, that is,
previously existing problems may suddenly be noticed because the participant now
focuses on them. Both these problems could in future research be solved by the use of
multiple baseline measurements (i.e., measure at least twice before the start of the
training) in which test-retest effects are accounted for.
Besides learning effects, the improvements in cognitive functioning over time may
be partly due to placebo effects and Hawthorne effects. Such effects are not entirely
useless. If a participant believes that the training works, and as a result has a more

Recommendations for future research
The current thesis clearly underlines the importance of the use of both passive (e.g.,
waiting list) and active control conditions. Both control conditions should also be
assessed during follow-up measurements. In our view, without proper control
conditions, no conclusion can be drawn about the true nature of apparent transfer
effects.
We have several recommendations for future training protocols. First, the difficulty
of trainings tasks should be, if possible, continuously adapted to the performance of
the participant. A variety of stimuli should be used such that novelty is ensured during
the whole training period. Training elements that are crucial should be entirely under
the experimenter's control, such that participants are unable to deviate from the
training by protocol.
Second, extension of training duration may be beneficial (Corbett et al., 2015; Hardy
et al., 2015), but the motivation of the participants should be kept in mind when
deciding on higher frequency, longer training sessions, or longer training periods.
Several participants already found it difficult to include five training sessions in their
normal weekly routine. In healthy elderly, drop-out rate increased considerably after
three months of training (Corbett et al., 2015). Thus, extending the training may not be
feasible. Furthermore, those who improved after six months of 10 minutes training
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positive mindset, his or her quality of life might increase. Also, other effective
rehabilitation programs might work better as motivational levels increase. Our study
did not reveal improvements in mood, but we used a general measure for depression
that may not have been sensitive enough to detect subtle mood and motivational
changes.
Fifth, it may take a while before training effects are noticed in everyday life. To
understand the long-term effects of computer-based training programs, follow-up
measures should be included. We measured the training effects four weeks after
training completion. However, we did not have a follow-up measurement for the
waiting list group to compare its long-term effects to those of the training groups,
because the waiting list group started the training immediately after the waiting period.
Finally, our study had several strengths, suggesting that our results should not be
dismissed offhand. We included two control groups to account for training-unspecific
effects. The duration of the training was 12 weeks and participants trained five times
per week for half an hour. Sixty participants completed the training, indicating the
training program was feasible. We used both objective and subjective outcome
measures to provide a complete overview of the effects on cognitive functioning and
quality of life. The sample size of our study was sufficiently large to detect clinically
relevant effects.
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sessions, trained five times per week, which suggests that this frequency suffices
(Corbett et al., 2015). Similarly, the effects of working memory training in healthy
individuals and in those with impaired working memory seemed to be related to the
number of sessions, where 20 - 25 sessions resulted in significantly better
improvements than 15 sessions (Weicker et al., 2013). Conversely, training time (i.e.,
number of hours) was unrelated to training effects. Perhaps engagement is reduced
due to decreasing attention span when sessions last longer.
Third, we advise using software to remotely access the participant’s screen with their
consent. This improves the speed of problem shooting, and provides the researcher
with a clear view of how the participant is performing.
Finally, it is important that future studies publish a proper description of the training
protocol used, such that potentially effective training components can be extracted and
other studies can build upon this.
With respect to the outcome measures, we advise to always include at least some
face-to-face tasks. If online tasks or questionnaires are included, there should always be
a space where participant can leave comments. Hardly any study described in this
thesis registered adverse effects (i.e., harm) of the training. To ensure that computerbased training programs are indeed feasible for a wide population such registration
should be done in future studies.
A large benefit of restitution-based interventions is that they aim to recover the
damaged function. However, only two studies examined the neuronal effects of the
training. In the near future, we plan to evaluate the neuronal effects of the training
described in this thesis. This may provide insight into whether computer-based training
can indeed change connectivity in the brain.

Clinical implications: Is brain training the future?
Even though many people around the world are training with computer-based
programs hoping to improve their cognitive functions, we did not find convincing
evidence that such training programs are effective. However, our results do not imply
that brain training can never be effective in improving cognitive functioning or quality
of life. Two large scale RCTs in healthy elderly did conclude that cognition can improve.
However, the effects found were small (Corbett et al., 2015; Hardy et al., 2015) and
may not be clinically relevant (Norman, Sloan, & Wyrwich, 2003).
It is possible that restitution-based recovery can only occur with more specific
stimulation of the impaired brain network. Caution is needed with general cognitive
training because it may direct brain activity towards unimpaired brain regions, which
could actually further inhibit the impaired brain region (Dancause, Touvykine, &
Mansoori, 2015; Robertson & Murre, 1999). More detailed information is needed about
how healthy brains function in order to determine which deviations are seen in the
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brain after stroke. We then should create specific training programs that stimulate
exactly that part of the brain that is dysfunctional. Maybe computer-based virtual
reality programs can be used to create tailored training of cognitive functions via tasks
similar to those used in daily life. Virtual reality may mimic more complex everyday
functions, thereby stimulating brain networks required for these (executive) functions.
This could can be combined with transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS),
neurofeedback, and physical exercise, which all seem to promote connectivity changes
in the brain (Demirakca, Cardinale, Dehn, Ruf, & Ende, 2016; Ramot, Grossman,
Friedman, & Malach, 2016; Volz et al., 2016). Such interventions may add to the
effectiveness of cognitive training (Leo et al., 2016; Park, Seo, Kim, & Ko, 2014).
Not all participants in our study completed the training. Apparently, the training
does not suit everyone. Once a successful and suitable training protocol has been
created, additional studies may be needed to extract factors that can predict training
compliance.
At this moment, based on the results of this thesis, we are not confident that mere
computerized general brain training will deserve a place in the treatment of patients
with acquired brain damage.
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Een beroerte (ofwel cerebrovasculair accident; CVA) is een syndroom van functioneel
verlies of beperkingen die ontstaat door hersenbeschadiging na het verstoppen of
breken van een bloedvat in de hersenen. Mensen die een beroerte hebben
doorgemaakt, hebben vaak een verlamming, afasie en cognitieve stoornissen, zoals
geheugenproblemen of verminderde aandacht. Ook de zogeheten executieve functies
zijn vaak aangedaan. Dit zijn denkprocessen die nodig zijn bij het doelgericht uitvoeren
van een taak (zoals plannen, schakelen tussen taken en uitstellen van gedrag). Deze
stoornissen en andere cognitieve klachten kunnen geruime tijd aanhouden, zelfs lang
nadat de beroerte is ontstaan. Dit heeft vaak een negatieve invloed op de kwaliteit van
leven. Daarom hebben we onderzocht of een computergestuurde cognitieve training,
naast gangbare (medische) zorg, kan bijdragen aan het herstel na een beroerte. Meer
specifiek hebben we gekeken wat de effecten zijn van een computergestuurde
cognitieve flexibiliteittraining op het objectief en subjectief cognitief functioneren in
vergelijking met een controletraining en een wachtlijst controleconditie. In dit
hoofdstuk vatten we de belangrijkste resultaten samen en bespreken we de implicaties
van dit onderzoek.

Computergestuurde training na niet-aangeboren hersenletsel
Om een overzicht te krijgen van het bewijs vanuit eerdere onderzoeken voor
verbetering van cognitief functioneren en kwaliteit van leven na computergestuurde
training, hebben we een systematische review uitgevoerd (hoofdstuk 2). Een training
wordt gezien als effectief wanneer deze niet alleen verbeteringen teweegbrengt op de
taken van de training zelf, maar ook op taken die niet zijn gebruikt tijdens de training
(transfer effect), zoals het functioneren in activiteiten van het dagelijks leven. Twintig
onderzoeken die de resultaten evalueerden van een computergestuurde cognitieve
training gericht op het verbeteren van het geheugen, de aandacht, of de executieve
functies na een niet-aangeboren hersenletsel werden geselecteerd.
De trainingsprogramma’s resulteerden in een betere prestatie op taken die erg
leken op de trainingstaken (near transfer) en op taken die anders waren dan de
trainingstaken (far transfer), alhoewel deze taken wel enigszins gerelateerd waren aan
dat wat getraind werd (Akerlund, Esbjornsson, Sunnerhagen, & Bjorkdahl, 2013; De
Luca et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014; Lundqvist, Grundstrom, Samuelsson, & Ronnberg,
2010; Prokopenko et al., 2013; Westerberg et al., 2007). Echter, de computertraining
resulteerde niet in grotere verbeteringen dan die van een actieve controlegroep (die
een controletraining deed). Daarom zijn de resultaten zeer waarschijnlijk toe te
schrijven aan placebo-effecten, het Hawthorne effect (het effect dat al ontstaat
wanneer je meedoet aan een onderzoek, bijvoorbeeld door verwachtingen,

persoonlijke aandacht en motivatie) of hertest effecten (Gray, Robertson, Pentland, &
Anderson, 1992; Spikman, Boelen, Lamberts, Brouwer, & Fasotti, 2010).

Een aantal methodologische tekortkomingen in de gepubliceerde onderzoeken
hinderden de evaluatie van de effecten van computergestuurde training. Deelnemers
en onderzoekers waren vaak niet blind voor toewijzing aan trainingsconditie (met
andere woorden, men wist in welke groep de deelnemer zat). Dit kan placebo-effecten
teweeg hebben gebracht, vooral bij de subjectieve uitkomstmaten. Slechts twee studies
gebruikten een actieve controlegroep. Geen van de studies maakte gebruik van zowel
een actieve als een passieve controlegroep om te controleren voor placebo-effecten en
effecten die gerelateerd zijn aan de studie maar niet aan de training. Het is daarom
onduidelijk welke verbeteringen daadwerkelijk komen door transfer effecten van de
training. Veel studies gebruikten een groot aantal uitkomstmaten, maar corrigeerden
niet voor het uitvoeren van meerdere statistische toetsen, wat de kans op het vinden
van een fout-positief effect (type I fout) vergroot. Het blijft onduidelijk of de positieve
resultaten gerepliceerd kunnen worden, omdat taken en vragenlijsten bijna nooit in
meer dan één studie zijn gebruikt. Daarnaast werden de trainingsprogramma’s vaak
niet compleet beschreven. Wanneer een training effectief leek, was dus niet altijd te
achterhalen wat het effectieve trainingselement was. Slechts een klein aantal studies
heeft onderzocht wat de lange-termijn en neurale effecten zijn van computergestuurde
cognitieve training. Het blijft daardoor onzeker of mogelijke trainingseffecten blijvend
zijn en of deze effecten komen door herstel in hersennetwerken.
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Het bewijs voor verbetering in subjectief cognitief functioneren was evenmin
overtuigend, maar er waren wel enkele near en far transfer effecten (Bjorkdahl,
Akerlund, Svensson, & Esbjornsson, 2013; De Luca et al., 2014; Lundqvist et al., 2010;
Westerberg et al., 2007). Ook hier waren de verbeteringen echter niet groter dan bij
een actieve controlegroep (Spikman et al., 2010).
De weinige studies die de lange-termijn trainingseffecten onderzochten, lieten zien
dat deze stabiel bleven (Akerlund et al., 2013; Bjorkdahl et al., 2013; Lundqvist et al.,
2010; Ponsford & Kinsella, 1988; Spikman et al., 2010) of een aantal weken na
afronding van de training groter werden (Gray et al., 1992).
De resultaten van de enige twee studies die onderzochten wat de neuronale
effecten van de training waren, lieten een relatie zien tussen hersenconnectiviteit en
cognitieve verbetering naar aanleiding van de training (Lin et al., 2014; Nordvik et al.,
2012).
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Met deze methodologische tekortkomingen in gedachten, hebben wij het
TrainingsProject Amsterdamse Senioren en Stroke (TAPASS) opgezet (hoofdstuk 3) om
te evalueren of het executief functioneren verbeterd kan worden na een beroerte. We
hebben twee trainingsprogramma’s ontwikkeld, namelijk een interventietraining en
een controletraining. Hierbij hebben we een website gebruikt die visueel stimulerende
taken aanbiedt. Beide trainingen bestonden uit 58 sessies van een half uur die gedaan
werden in een periode van 12 weken. De interventietraining bestond uit negen taken in
de cognitieve domeinen aandacht, werkgeheugen en redeneren. Elke 3 minuten werd
er een taak van een ander cognitief domein gepresenteerd om zo cognitieve flexibiliteit
te stimuleren. De moeilijkheidsgraad van een taak paste zich aan de prestatie van de
deelnemer aan (met andere woorden, was adaptief). De controletraining, daarentegen,
bestond uit vier taken die niet het executief functioneren poogden te trainen.
Cognitieve flexibiliteit werd niet getraind, aangezien iedere taak 10 minuten werd
gedaan, voordat de volgende taak werd gepresenteerd. De taken waren niet adaptief;
de deelnemers deden de taak op eenzelfde level gedurende een bepaalde periode. De
wachtlijst controlegroep kreeg geen trainingsprogramma aangeboden. Net als de
andere twee groepen ontving de wachtlijst controlegroep gangbare (medische) zorg,
wat meestal inhield dat ze geen behandeling kregen.
Aan het onderzoek deden deelnemers mee die 3 maanden tot 5 jaar voorafgaand
aan de studie een beroerte hadden gehad, die een gedocumenteerde cognitieve
stoornis hadden na hun beroerte en die nog steeds cognitieve klachten hadden ten
tijde van het begin van de studiedeelname. Deze 97 deelnemers werden random
toegewezen aan de drie groepen. Degenen die begonnen met een training waren blind
voor de soort training waaraan ze waren toegewezen. Objectief en subjectief cognitief
functioneren werd gemeten op baseline (T0), na 6 weken trainen of wachten (T1), na
12 weken trainen of wachten (T2) en 4 weken na afronding van de training. De primaire
uitkomstmaten waren vijf taken die het executief functioneren meten. De secundaire
uitkomstmaten bestonden uit een inhibitietaak en zes samengestelde scores voor
cognitieve flexibiliteit, aandacht, verbaal geheugen, werkgeheugen, redeneren en
psychomotorische snelheid. De primaire subjectieve uitkomstmaten waren subjectief
cognitief functioneren, subjectief executief functioneren, subjectieve afhankelijkheid bij
instrumentele activiteiten in het dagelijks leven (IADL), subjectieve kwaliteit van leven
en subjectieve beoordeling over participeren in de maatschappij. De secundaire
subjectieve uitkomstmaten waren subjectief herstel na een beroerte, subjectieve
depressieve symptomen, subjectieve maten van vermoeidheid en subjectieve
cognitieve vooruitgang. Een naaste van de deelnemer rapporteerde ook het subjectief
cognitief functioneren, subjectief executief functioneren en IADL.
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De resultaten lieten zien dat alle groepen verbeterden op drie van de vijf executieve
functietaken. De samengestelde scores van aandacht, redeneren en psychomotorische
snelheid waren ook verbeterd (hoofdstuk 4). De verbeteringen bleven stabiel
gedurende 4 weken na afronding van de training. Echter, de interventiegroep
verbeterde niet meer dan de twee controlegroepen. We vonden dus geen overtuigend
bewijs voor transfer effecten van training naar cognitief functioneren. Onze
tijdseffecten repliceerden wel de positieve resultaten van studies die geen actieve en
passieve controlecondities hebben gebruikt. De resultaten uit onze studie suggereren
dat de uitkomsten van voorgaande onderzoeken die geen geschikte controlecondities
hebben gebruikt, voorzichtig geïnterpreteerd moeten worden. Deze positieve
resultaten zijn waarschijnlijk effecten die niet gerelateerd zijn aan de training.
Bij het subjectief cognitief functioneren zagen we vergelijkbare resultaten
(hoofdstuk 5). Subjectief executief functioneren en subjectief cognitief functioneren
verbeterden in alle groepen, maar de vooruitgang was niet groter in de
interventiegroep dan in de twee controlegroepen. De naasten van de deelnemers
merkten ook geen verbetering op na de training of wachtperiode. We hebben daarom
geen overtuigend bewijs gevonden voor transfer effecten van training naar subjectief
cognitief functioneren.
In hoofdstuk 6 omschrijven wij factoren die mogelijk van invloed zijn geweest op
het uitblijven van een positief trainingseffect en geven we adviezen voor
vervolgonderzoek. De belangrijkste punten zullen wij hier samenvatten. Omdat het
executief functioneren vooral noodzakelijk is bij nieuwe taken, treedt er vaak een groot
leereffect op wanneer een taak voor de tweede keer wordt gedaan. Ook kunnen
placebo-effecten een grote invloed hebben op bijvoorbeeld het subjectieve oordeel
over het cognitief functioneren. Daarom onderstrepen wij het belang van zowel actieve
als passieve controlecondities en van multipele baseline metingen, zodat er
gecorrigeerd wordt voor effecten die niet training-specifiek zijn. Het is echter heel
moeilijk om een controletraining te ontwikkelen die wel motiverend is, maar niet
effectief is in het verbeteren van de uitkomstmaat. De controletraining in dit onderzoek
was uitdagender dan vooraf gepland. Hierdoor kan het verschil tussen de
interventietraining en deze controlegroep kleiner zijn geworden. Daarnaast
omschrijven we zaken waar rekening mee gehouden moet worden bij onlinetraining.
Het gebruik van het Internet heeft het voordeel dat deelnemers thuis kunnen trainen
wanneer het hun uitkomt. Er kleven echter ook nadelen aan, zoals niet altijd direct
antwoord kunnen krijgen op vragen tijdens het trainen en de afhankelijkheid van een
goede internetverbinding.
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Hoewel vele mensen over de hele wereld met computergestuurde programma’s
trainen in de hoop hun cognitief functioneren te verbeteren, vonden wij geen
overtuigend bewijs dat dit soort trainingsprogramma’s effectief zijn. Dit wil echter niet
zeggen dat hersentraining nooit effectief zal zijn in het verbeteren van het cognitief
functioneren of de kwaliteit van leven. Twee grote onderzoeken met gezonde senioren
vonden dat cognitie kan verbeteren, maar de effecten waren klein (Corbett et al., 2015;
Hardy et al., 2015) en waarschijnlijk niet klinisch relevant (Norman, Sloan, & Wyrwich,
2003).
Het is mogelijk dat herstel alleen kan optreden wanneer het aangedane
hersennetwerk meer specifiek wordt gestimuleerd. Virtual reality techniek kan
complexe taken uit het dagelijks leven nabootsen en kan daardoor worden afgestemd
op de problemen die worden ervaren na een beroerte. Dit kan eventueel
gecombineerd worden met transcraniële direct current stimulatie (tDCS),
neurofeedback en fysieke beweging, die veranderingen in de hersenen lijken te
bevorderen (Demirakca, Cardinale, Dehn, Ruf, & Ende, 2016; Ramot, Grossman,
Friedman, & Malach, 2016; Volz et al., 2016). Deze methodes zouden kunnen bijdragen
aan de effectiviteit van cognitieve training (Leo et al., 2016; Park, Seo, Kim, & Ko, 2014).
De training werd in ons onderzoek niet door iedereen afgemaakt. Een
computergestuurde training lijkt dus niet voor iedereen geschikt. Zodra een geschikt en
succesvol trainingsprotocol ontwikkeld is, zijn vervolgstudies nodig om te achterhalen
welke factoren therapietrouw kunnen voorspellen.
We concluderen dat een veelbelovende, computergestuurde cognitieve
flexibiliteitstraining geen beter herstel van executief functioneren na een beroerte
teweegbrengt dan wanneer er geen training of een controletraining wordt gedaan. We
zijn dus, op basis van de resultaten van dit proefschrift, er niet van overtuigd dat het
enkel doen van een computergestuurde cognitieve flexibiliteitstraining in een klinisch
relevante mate kan bijdragen aan herstel van niet-aangeboren hersenletsel.
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